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Abstract
The use of the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) is widely spread from position de-
termination to attitude determination of a platform in space. This system offers time invariant
estimation position. Another thing that can be an advantage is that the flexibility to operate the
GNSS receiver variants, from the low-cost until the high-performance GNSS receivers. In terms
of attitude determination application at least three receivers are required to determine three spa-
tial axes, where the cost-effective GNSS attitude determination systems can be constructed with
today’s receiver technology. At the moment, however, algorithms are lacking which are fast and
efficient enough to estimate the position angles without delay.
For this reason, the present work deals with the development of algorithms for the attitude deter-
mination in space of a platform under the help of the "GNSS" Global Positioning System (GPS).
The investigation through this work is classified into three sequential parts: The first part is the
estimation of the optimal configuration of baseline array as well as the estimation of the integer
ambiguity of carrier phase differences. The estimated integer ambiguity is then used to estimate
the high precision baseline coordinates. The second part is to estimate the attitude of the platform
in space by means of quaternion using batch process, and the last part is to improve the algorithm
using a recursive algorithm for the kinematic application purpose.
The precise attitude determination about three spatial axes is possible if at least three GNSS
receivers with fixed baselines are used in particular array configurations. Assuming that the basic
lengths of the baselines are known a priori, the attitude angles can be calculated via the combination
of carrier phase and pseudorange observations. Since the carrier of the GPS signal is propagated in
short-wave form, the measured phase differences are ambiguous. The multiples of the GPS signal
phases together with the baseline lengths are therefore estimated and improved in a first step with
the aid of the a priori baseline lengths information. The multiple-baseline float solution estimation
method is used. However, the approach does not provide optimal results. Therefore, an alternative
algorithm for the float solution is presented, which estimates the float solution by using the so-
called the gradient based iterative method of the least-squares. It shows that method is able to
give convergent estimate parameter. It is also shown here that the proposed method outperforms
the conventional iterative least-squares in terms of iteration number and computational time.
For instantaneous applications, the Least-squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA)
method is not optimal for fixing the integer multiples of the carrier phase differences for several
baseline lengths. In addition, this method requires a high computational effort as soon as a larger
number of baseline lines enter into the calculation. An improvement in this work is utilising the
partial LAMBDA method, which only uses a subset of the integer multiples to be determined. This
algorithm improves the determination of integer multiples and precise calculation of the baseline
lengths. The advantages of this algorithm are discussed, and it is empirically demonstrated that
the ambiguities are better resolved.
Furthermore, the estimation of the attitude angles with the aid of quaternions is theoretically
improved and analysed. Two processing strategies are investigated: the least-squares method and
the Kalman Filter (KF) method. For the static case, the least-squares is applied and tested.
Simulations show that the developed gradient based iterative method of the least-squares provides
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better estimates than the conventional adjustment methods. It is also shown that the number
of iterations required is less and the computational time is reduced. This algorithm is not useful
for kinematic applications where a fast sequence of results is required. A modified Extended
Kalman Filter (EKF)-Like algorithm is used for kinematic applications. Experiments show that
with this algorithm more stable quaternions can be calculated with fewer outliers than when they
are determined by the least-squares method.
All newly developed algorithms are theoretically analysed and subjected to extensive simulations
and experimental kinematic tests in the field.
Zusammenfassung
Die globalen Navigationssatelliten Systemen (Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)), die
zunächst nur weltweit die genaue dreidimensionale Positionsbestimmung auf der Erde und im erdna-
hen Raum ermöglichen sollten, werden zunehmend auch für die genau Lagebestimmung eingesetzt.
Dieses wird möglich, weil kostengünstige hochpräzise messende GNSS-Empfänger auf den Markt
gekommen sind, die auch die Trägerphase bestimmen können. Da für eine Lagebestimmung um die
drei Raumachsen mindestens drei Empfänger benötigt werden, können mit heutiger Empfängertech-
nologie somit kosteneffizient GNSS-Lagebestimmungs-systeme aufgebaut werden. Zurzeit fehlt es
aber an Algorithmen, die schnell und effizient genug sind, die Lagewinkel unverzögert zu schätzen.
Aus diesem Grund beschäftigt sich die vorliegende Arbeit mit der Lagebestimmung unter zu Hil-
fenahme des "GNSS" Global Positioning System (GPS) und umfasst drei Themenbereiche. Im
ersten Teil wird die optimale Basislinienkonfiguration bestimmt und der ganzzahlige Anteil der
Mehrdeutigkeiten der Trägerphasendifferenzen geschätzt. Mit ihnen werden dann die genauen Ba-
sislinienkoordinaten schätzt. Im zweiten Teil werden die Plattformlagewinkel mit Hilfe von Quater-
nionen im Batchprozess geschätzt. Im letzten Teil wird dieser Schätzprozess durch einen rekursiven
Algorithmus so verbessert, das kinematische Anwendungen möglich werden.
Die genaue Lagebestimmung um drei Raumachsen ist möglich, wenn parallel mindestens drei GNSS-
Empfänger mit festen Basislängen zu einander eingesetzt werden. Unter der Annahme, dass die
Basislängen a priori bekannt sind, können die Lagewinkel in Kombination über Pseudoentfernungs-
und die Trägerphasendiffenz-Messungen berechnet werden. Da der Träger des GPS-Signals kurzwellig
ist, sind die gemessenen Phasendifferenzen mehrdeutig. Die Vielfachen der GPS-Signalphasen
zusammen mit den Basislängen werden deshalb in einem ersten Schritt mit Hilfe der a priori Ba-
sislängen geschätzt und verbessert. Hierbei kommt die sogenannt Float-Lösungsmethode (float
solution estimation method) zum Einsatz, die aber nicht optimale Ergebnisse liefert. Deshalb wird
ein alternativer Algorithmus für die Floatlösung vorgestellt. Es handelt sich um die sogenannte
gradientenbasierte iterative Methode der kleinsten Quadrate. Es kann gezeigt werden, dass die
Schätzparameter konvergieren und dass dieses Verfahren der konventionellen iterativen Methode
der kleinsten Quadrate hinsichtlich Iterationenanzahl und Rechenzeit überlegen ist.
Für sofortige Anwendungen ist die Least Squares AMBiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA)-
Methode zur Bestimmung (Fix) der ganzzahligen Vielfachen der Trägerphasendifferenzen für mehrere
Basislinien nicht optimal. Außerdem erfordert dieses Verfahren einen hohen Rechenaufwand, sobald
eine größere Anzahl von Basislinien in die Berechnung eingehen. Eine Verbesserung diesbezüglich
bringt die, in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte, partielle LAMBDA-Methode, die lediglich eine Untermenge
aus den zu bestimmenden ganzzahligen Vielfachen nutzt. Dieser Algorithmus verbessert die Bes-
timmung der ganzzahligen Vielfachen und präzise Berechnung der Basislängen. Die Vorteile dieses
Algorithmus werden diskutiert, und es wird empirisch gezeigt, dass die Mehrdeutigkeiten besser
aufgelöst werden.
Im Weiteren wird die Schätzung der Lagewinkel mit Hilfe von Quaternionen theoretisch verbessert
und analysiert. Zwei Verarbeitungsstrategien werden untersucht: Die Methode der kleinsten
Quadrate und das Kalman Filter (KF). Für den statischen Fall wird die Ausgleichung nach der
Methode der kleinsten Quadrate angewendet und getestet. Simulationen zeigen, dass die entwick-
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elte gradientenbasierte iterative Methode der kleinsten Quadrate bessere Schätzungen liefern als die
konventionellen Ausgleichungsverfahren. Außerdem wird gezeigt, dass die Anzahl der notwendigen
Iterationen geringer ist und Rechenzeit eingespart wird. Für kinematische Anwendungen, bei denen
eine schnelle Ergebnisfolge gefordert ist, ist dieser Algorithmus nicht brauchbar. Für kinematische
Anwendungen wird ein erweitertes Kalman Filter (Modified Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)-Like)
eingesetzt. Experimente verdeutlichen, dass mit diesem Algorithmus stabilere Quaternionen mit
weniger Ausreißern berechnet werden können, als wenn sie mit der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate
bestimmt werden.
Alle neu entwickelten Algorithmen werden theoretisch analysiert und umfangreichen Simulationen
und experimentellen kinematischen Tests im Feld unterzogen.
Chapter 1
Introduction
A wide range application of navigation satellite system forces the operator administrations upgrad-
ing their systems. Currently not least than three modernised global satellite systems, such as GPS,
GLObalnaya NAvigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), Galileo and BeiDou navigation
Satellite system (BDS) are available in twenty-four hour service. This condition is strengthened by
the availability of some regional satellite systems, such as the chinese BeiDou-1, the japanese Quasi-
Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and the indian GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation (GAGAN)
to provide users more accurate information.
One application of GNSS based observations is to define a platform attitude in space. It has benefit
that this method gives a freedom to choose GNSS receiver variants; from a low-cost to a high-end
technology receiver, depends on the applications. Another benefit is that its estimation error does
not propagate with time. However, it has disadvantages that the phase signal penetration could
be blocked as the survey is performed at indoor area or urban jungle, and the parameter precision
is also much deteriorated at that time (Suhandri et al., 2009).
For short timespan (or even single epoch) applications the combination of code and phase obser-
vations is used. Especially, the fractional integer ambiguity should be corrected beforehand. The
correctness of the determined ambiguity can be measured from two aspects; its precision and its
reliability (see Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998; Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008)
An optimal integer ambiguity estimation problem is still a challenging topic that can be explored
from mathematical stability, precision and cost, while at the same time the fixed integer ambiguity
must be the corrected one. In case of moving platform applications, where the antenna arrays are
rigidly mounted and no fixed coordinate information of the master antenna is given, it is difficult to
fulfill the reliable ambiguity of carrier phase observation. This complication is added by the absence
of the fixed reference station. The algorithm is then developed by utilising prior information about
the fixed baseline vectors, hence the precise and reliable integer ambiguity set can be estimated.
The problem occurs whenever the demand about the attitude determination becomes higher. It is
actually not an easy job to solve the reliable integer ambiguities in short time span (or even high
data rate) applications due to slightly changing in satellite geometry. This problem can be solved
by loosening the data rate of observation up to one Hertz, where the gap of information from GNSS
can be predicted by using KF algorithm. This method has also another advantage in providing
attitude information in case of GNSS signal absence.
1.1 Objective and contribution of the research
The application of the GNSS based attitude determination has been developed over decades from
the GPS only era, which was investigated by many researchers (Kruczynski et al., 1989; Van Graas
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and Braasch, 1991; Cohen, 1992; Lu et al., 1993). The experiments varied from using two, three and
more antennae, which are used to determine only azimuth angle until to determine the complete
orientation of a platform in space at one particular epoch. At some points, the use of GNSS
technology for attitude determination was also combined with the use of the inertial sensors. This
combination gives possibility of getting denser information of the platform attitude. However, this
combination becomes complicated in terms of the stochastic process.
The focus of this work is to provide a theoretical approach to the problem of attitude determination
by using combination of code and phase from the single frequency GPS observations. The presented
method is not only performed in the epoch-by-epoch basis as it is investigated in Giorgi (2011),
but it is also implemented using KF algorithm. A complete work is described by diagram in Figure
1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of attitude determination from GNSS used in this contribution
The diagram describes that the work of this research can be classified into three blocks. At the first
block, information from GNSS measurements on the platform are formed into the functional- and
stochastic models. By using the least-squares adjustment the float solutions of the parameters are
solved. Once the float solutions are obtained the information about float ambiguity parameters aˆ
and their variance-covariance matrix (vcm) ambiguity Qaˆaˆ are processed to obtain integer ambiguity
parameters z˘ and their corresponding transformed vcm ambiguity Qz˘z˘ by using integer least-squares
method. The float baseline parameters bˆ along with the fixed integer ambiguity parameters z˘ are
used to obtain the fixed baseline parameters b˘. Then by using the relation between the baseline
parameters in reference frame and the body coordinate frame the orientation of the platform can
be determined in terms of quaternion components qˆw, qˆx, qˆy and qˆz.
The second block of the diagram contains information of the physical behaviour of the platform. It
usually is determined by taking information about the dynamic model of the platform. However, for
this purpose the kinematic model of the quaternion is used instead. Once the estimated parameters
from batch processing in the first block along with the physical behaviour of the system in the second
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block are known, the recursive estimation method can be delivered in the third block to estimate
the fixed quaternion parameters as well as their corresponding Euler angle components yaw ψ,
pitch θ and roll φ.
Since the work is based on the code and phase of GPS observations, the following points are covered
as point of interest of the research:
• The integer ambiguity of phase observation is estimated in a rigorous way that it ensures
giving high precision and reliability result for kinematic purposes. The underlying method
of the integer ambiguity estimation is based on work of Teunissen (1993); Teunissen and
Tiberius (1994); Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998), which is called LAMBDA. The LAMBDA
is classified as ambiguity resolution in ambiguity domain, and is reported to be optimal.
Further, some modification of the LAMBDA will be delivered in this work.
• The LAMBDA was originally designed for both static and kinematic applications of short
baseline receiver ranges. In case of the LAMBDA is utilised for attitude determination,
where the antennae are rigidly mounted on the platform, information of the baseline vectors
should be utilised to improve the accuracy and the reliability of integer ambiguities. Teunissen
(2007) proposed the so-called Multivariate Constrained-LAMBDA (MC-LAMBDA) and later
applied in Giorgi (2011), which changes shape of the ambiguity search space. On the other
hand, this work would rather use an iterative algorithm which does not change the shape of
the ambiguity search space to solve the integer ambiguity.
• An attitude determination model is formulated based on least-squares estimation technique.
In order to avoid false orientation due to non-unique behaviour of trigonometric angle values,
the quaternion based rotation is provided. In addition, the quaternion gives lower time
consumption compared to geometry based rotation determination.
• The attitude determination is estimated by using a KF-Like algorithm for kinematic appli-
cations. A suitable dynamic model is developed and tested for this purpose.
Based on the objectives above the innovations of this contribution can be pointed out as following:
• In order to give a convergent float solution, which sometimes fails due to short observation
time window, a particular iterative algorithm is proposed. The algorithm is also faster than
the conventional iterative least squares solution.
• Epoch-by-epoch strategy of short observation interval has difficulty to generate a high success
rate of ambiguity. Therefore, one needs only to partially fix the integer ambiguity set which
has highest success rates among others. This contribution therefore combines the method of
the fullset integer ambiguity fixing along with the subset integer ambiguity fixing.
• Instead of considering the integer ambiguities as random variables which should be estimated
in KF-Like algorithm, they can be assumed as deterministic variables by estimating them in
Integer Least-Squares (ILS) process beforehand.
• The quaternion set is estimated using modified EKF-Like algorithm. It has an advantage
since the prediction step runs for high frequency and then it is updated by an epoch-by-
epoch external measurement from GPS, which has immunity to cycle slips.
1.2 Outline of the research
This research work consists of seven chapters. Each chapter is outlined, as follows:
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• Chapter 1 contains the objectives and the outlines of the research.
• Chapter 2 briefly discusses the general functional- and stochastic models of GNSS observation.
• Chapter 3 delivers deeper discussion regarding integer ambiguity estimation. Its crucial part
is discussion about the GPS-assisted positioning using the phase and code observables. The
LAMBDA method is explored and modified for only single baseline purpose. Then, the
research is advanced to multi-baseline application mounted on a vehicle where the information
of baseline lengths is taken into account. The estimation process of this chapter also introduces
a gradient based iterative procedure.
• Chapter 4 starts from state-of-the-art of attitude determination. Progress on attitude de-
termination from GPS is discussed. Some simple methods using direct approximation are
presented (Wertz, 1978; Lu, 1995). This chapter also reviews the development of other meth-
ods which estimate the rotation matrix using least-squares estimation technique in Wahba
(1965) and multi-constrained least-squares estimation technique for attitude determination
in Teunissen (2007); Giorgi (2011); Teunissen (2011). The research of this chapter however
focuses on the quaternion estimation by means of least-squares adjustment.
• The epoch-by-epoch strategy with high data rate process has a complexity in such a way that
the integer ambiguity is not easy to be fixed due to slightly change of satellite geometry. An
alternative way to suppress this problem can be done by lowering the data rate. However, this
strategy has disadvantage loosing some attitude information due to low data rate. Handling
such situation, Chapter 5 proposes to estimate the attitude using the modified EKF-Like
algorithm. The physical behaviour model between low dynamic vehicle is different from high
dynamic vehicle. For that purpose the dynamic models are to be uniquely designed for a low
dynamic vehicle.
• Chapter 6 contains the experiment results and discussions. The static experiment is performed
using the proposed least-squares algorithm, while the kinematic experiment is performed using
a variant of modified EKF-like algorithm. It is shown here that the filter algorithm is able to
present smoother estimated parameters compared to the least-squares algorithm.
• Finally, in Chapter 7 the research is summarized and concluded. Some recommendations are
also given for future works.
Chapter 2
General mathematical model of GNSS
positioning
The GNSS positioning mathematical model is governed by its functional- and stochastic models.
The functional model tells about some significant quantities in deterministic way. It also describes
some major effects during observation. On the other hand, the stochastic model involves random
behaviour of nature and environment during the observation activities. Practically, it tells about
the statistic of the expected errors (Barnes and Cross, 1998). From analytical point of view, the
stochastic model is richer than the functional model in terms of the observation behaviour descrip-
tion. Offering a correct functional model, by using incorrect or inappropriate stochastic model,
will lead to over optimistic or out of reality estimation results (see Lehmann and Neitzel, 2013).
As an example, using identity weight matrix for Double-Difference (DD) observation equation is
considered being over optimistic and unreal, since it is well known that the DD observation is
highly correlated each other between receivers and satellite vehicles. This thema is discussed later
in section 2.2 of this chapter.
Due to the complexity of the GNSS environment, the functional model cannot accommodate a
rigorous model from all aspects during observation periods, hence the stochastic model should cover
the rest of residual errors. This error modelling is then represented in terms of the observation
vcm. The elements along its diagonal, from above-left to below-right, are called variances, which
represent the statistical quantity of observation. While other elements are called covariances, which
describe the statistical relationship (correlation) between observations.
2.1 GNSS functional model
The GNSS functional models in this chapter mainly are following after Teunissen and Kleusberg
(1998); Odijk (2002); Verhagen (2004), and also from Parkinson et al. (1996); Leick (2004); Kaplan
and Hegarty (2006); Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2008). For clarity of purpose in conducting of the
observation by using mathematical equations, the observation equation contains several indices
which are placed on superscript and subscript. A superscript identifies the engaged-satellites. The
subscript identifies the receiver and the frequency number accepted by receiver, which are separated
by comma, respectively.
2.1.1 The pseudorange observation equation
Basically, the pseudorange (or also called code) observation equation is formed from the difference
between the receiver time at signal reception and the satellite time at signal transmission, which is
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scaled with the speed of light (in vacuum). It is mathematically expressed as:
P sr,f (t) = c[tr(t)− ts(t− τ sr,f )] + usr,f (t) (2.1)
where P sr,f [m] is the code observation from the satellite s to the receiver r on frequency f , t
[s] is the observation time in the Global Navigation Satellite System Time (GNSST) (or in this
contribution refers to the Global Positioning System Time (GPST)), c [m/s] is the speed of light
(in vacuum), tr [s] is arrival-time of signal at the receiver correlator r, ts [s] is transmitted-time
of signal from the satellite generator s, τ sr [s] is signal-propagated time from the signal generator
in the satellite to the signal correlator in the receiver, and usr,f [m] contains the code observation
noise plus remaining unmodelled errors.
The model in (2.1) does not consider any effect of clock errors in satellite and receiver, instrumen-
tal delays, atmospheric effects and multipath. Further, those biases are taken into account (see
Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998), then:
P sr,f (t) = ρsr(t, t− τ sr,f ) + dT sr (t) + dIsr,f (t) + dmsr,f (t)
+ c[dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr,f ) + dr,f (t) + ds,f (t− τ sr,f )] + usr,f (t)
(2.2)
with:
ρsr geometric distance from satellite antenna to receiver antenna [m]
dT sr tropospheric delay along observable path [m]
dIsr,f ionospheric delay along observable path [m]
dmsr,f multipath error [m]
dtr clock error in receiver [s]
dts clock error in satellite [s]
dr,f instrumental code delay in receiver [s]
ds,f instrumental code delay in satellite [s]
Odijk (2002) demonstrated that the ionospheric delays have different effects on code and phase
observables. It is shown that the group refractive index tends to be bigger than one, while the
phase refractive index tends to be smaller than one. That means the phase observations between
the satellite and the receiver are reduced by the presence of the ionosphere (the phase is advanced),
while the code observations are increased (the signal is delayed) (Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998).
Hence, the sign of ionospheric delay changes to negative sign for phase observations.
2.1.2 The carrier observation equation
The carrier observation (later called phase only) is known to be more precise than the code ob-
servation (see Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998; Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008). It equals to the
difference between the phase of the receiver-generated phase signal at reception time and the phase
of the phase at signal transmission time. An integer number N of full cycles, namely initial integer
ambiguity, is unknown. The functional model of the phase observation is given as
Φsr,f (t) = φr,f (t)− φs,f (t− τ sr,f ) +N sr,f + wsr,f (t) (2.3)
with:
Φsr,f phase observation [cycl]
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φr,f receiver generated phase signal at signal reception time [cycl]
φs,f satellite generated phase signal at signal transmission time [cycl]
N sr,f integer phase ambiguity [cycl]
wsr,f phase observation random/stochastic noise [cycl]
The right side of (2.3) is extended from definition that frequency is determined as differentiation
of phase over time. Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998) explained the differentiation in detail. The
definition above is performed by the following equalities as
φr,f = f0tr + φr,f (t0) = f0(t+ dtr(t)) + φr,f (t0) (2.4)
φs,f = f0ts(t− τ sr,f ) + φs,f (t0) = f0(t− τ sr,f + dts(t− τ sr,f )) + φs,f (t0) (2.5)
with:
f0 nominal phase frequency [Hz]
ϕr(t0) initial phase in receiver at time zero [cycl]
ϕs(t0) initial phase in satellite at time zero [cycl]
Substituting (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.3) give:
Φsr,f (t) = f0[τ sr,f + dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr,f )] + [φr,f (t0)− φs,f (t0)] +N sr,f + wsr,f (t) (2.6)
Equality (2.6) is rather represented in metric units by identifying the relation ϕ = λφ and λ = c/f0,
equivalent to (2.2) by taking the negative sign for the ionospheric delay. Equality (2.6) becomes:
ϕsr,f (t) = ρsr(t, t− τ sr,f ) + dT sr (t)− dIsr,f (t) + δmsr,f (t)
+ c[dtr(t)− dts(t− τ sr,f ) + δr,f (t) + δs,f (t− τ sr,f )]
+ λ[φr,f (t0) + φs,f (t0)] + λfN sr,f + vsr,f (t)
(2.7)
Since the multipath has different effect between the code and the phase observation, the multipath
effect at the phase observation is denoted as δmsr,f instead of dmsr,f . The same case also appears
in the instrumental delays.
2.1.3 The geometric offset
By introducing offsets in satellite and receiver the geometric range ρsr is then re-written as (2.8),
but for the sake of simplicity the time argument is neglected:
ρsr = ‖(rs + drs)− (rr + drr)‖ (2.8)
where rs is the position vector of satellite centre of mass, rr is the position vector of the terrestrial
point of interest, drs is the offset vector of the transmitting antenna, and drr is the offset vector of
the receiver antenna.
The offset at the receiver is shown by relation between the point of interest and the antenna phase
centre. Assuming the antenna phase centre is fixed, the offset is then measured from the point to
the antenna. Before the GNSS receiver is starting to collect data, the offset at the receiver must be
included. The offset at the satellite is taken into account whenever the precise ephemeris is used
to compute the satellite position, instead of data from the broadcast ephemeris.
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2.1.4 Biases of observation equation
• Geometric distance of satellite-to-receiver
The signal travel time τ sr of the code and the phase observations is not equal, as well as
the observations on different frequencies. According to Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998), the
difference between the travel time of different observation types and frequencies is less than
10−7 seconds or corresponding to sub-millimetres in satellite position differences. For that
reason the geometric distance of all observation types is assumed to be equal.
• Clock error and instrumental delay
The clock errors in receiver and satellite are introduced in observation equations of code and
phase, these clock errors are independent of the observation type. On the other hand, the
instrumental delays depend on both observation type and frequency.
For the sake of simplicity those elements above are lumped together, as shown below.
dtr,f (t) = dtr(t) + dr,f (t) (2.9)
dts,f (t) = dts(t− τ sr,f )− ds,f (t− τ sr,f ) (2.10)
δtr,f (t) = dtr(t) + δr,f (t) (2.11)
δts,f (t) = dts(t− τ sr,f )− δs,f (t− τ sr,f ) (2.12)
The lumping steps above are just simplification of symbols. Their influence in equation
computation should be considered during the mathematical process.
• Tropospheric delay
Troposphere is a non-dispersive medium for GNSS frequencies. It delays code and phase
equally. Strictly speaking, the terminology is actually slightly incorrect. The name however
was chosen because of the dominant influence of the troposphere (Odijk, 2002).
The tropospheric refraction is separated into dry and wet components, which can be ap-
proached by Hopfield model and Saastamoinen model. Since the tropospheric delay is a
frequency-independent delay, the frequency argument in observation equations is neglected
(see Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998; Odijk, 2002; Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008).
• Ionospheric delay
The ionosphere, which extends from about 50 km to 1000 km above the Earth, contains both
uncharged and charged particles. It is characterised as the inhomogeneous, anisotropic and
dispersive medium (see Odijk, 2002).
Odijk (2002) stated that the inhomogenity is related to the particle-compositions contained in
the ionosphere. The compositions of particles cause variations of density from the charged par-
ticles of ionosphere horizontal layers. Therefore, the ionospheric refractive index significantly
varies in the spatial domain. The refractive index is not only influenced by the inhomogene-
ity, but it also depends on the propagation of refractive wave, the so-called anisotropy. This
phenomenon explains why the GPS waves are circularly polarized.
The ionosphere is also as a dispersive medium that the phase velocity of a wave is a function
of its frequency. It implies that the ionospheric delay is dependent on the frequency of the
signal. This phenomenon explains why the velocity of the group velocity is different from the
phase velocity.
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The first order ionospheric delays for both code and phase observations are expressed as
dIsr,f = µfIsr (2.13)
where the Isr is the ionospheric delays along the satellite-receiver antenna path. It is generally
expressed for one frequency (e.g., the L1 of GPS) in a relation with Total Electron Content
(TEC) as
Isr,1 =
I
2f21
∫
f2p dρ =
A
2f21
∫
Ne dρ =
A
2f21
TEC (2.14)
with A is a constant, A ≈ 80.6m3/s2. In general, the Isr,1 is simply regarded as Isr,1 =
(40.3TEC)/f21 . The delay on Lf is expressed in term of the delay on L1 as Isr,f = µfIsr,1
with µf = f21 /f2f , and subscript f = 2, 3, . . . , n depends on which signal is used. A detailed
discussion on the analysis of ionospheric delay can be found in Odijk (2002).
• Non-integer phase ambiguity
The initial phase of the signals both in satellite generator, receiver correlator along with the
integer ambiguity is lumped together via:
M sr,f = ϕr,f (t0) + ϕs,f (t0) +N sr,f (2.15)
The resulting parameters in M sr,f are real-valued. Here they will still be referred as ambigui-
ties.
2.1.5 Unmodelled effects of observation equation
• Multipath
The multipath is an error, which is caused by reception of indirect signals in the receiver
tracking loop. It contributes errors around 1 up to 5 metres for code, and a few centimetres
for phase (Giorgi, 2011). Generally speaking, it can contribute the measurement errors up to
1% of the signal wavelength.
Multipath elimination is still an open problem, some methods are suggested to eliminate
multipath effects for static application (Dodson et al., 2001; Mi et al., 2013; Krueger et al.,
2013; Teferle et al., 2013). It is however a challenge to eliminate the multipath of kinematic
application. It depends on relative movement of the satellite with respect to the receiver
antenna at a certain time. In this contribution, the effect is classically classified as part of
random error.
• Phase wind-up
The phase wind-up is a mutual orientation change of phase observation between the satellite
vehicles and the receiver antennas (Giorgi, 2011). This effect occurs due to the circularly
polarized GNSS signal transmission, which causes a shift in the measured phase up to one
cycle (Héroux et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2005; Giorgi, 2011).
Hence, changing the antenna orientation either of spacecraft or of receiver will change the
reference direction of electric field and the measured phase (Kim et al., 2005). For static
receivers, the phase wind-up is only caused by satellite movement and the Earth rotation. In
the kinematic case, this effect would be larger due to relative movement of the receiver.
This effect could be neglected for relative positioning methods, and especially for attitude
determination whereby the baseline length is very short (few meters) and mounted on a rigid
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platform (Héroux et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2005; Giorgi, 2011). The reason is that all receivers
experience the same rotation effect (Kim et al., 2005). According to Wu et al. (1993) the
phase wind-up effect can reach up to 4 cm for a baseline of 4000 km long.
Realising the simplification, the observation equations (2.2) and (2.7) are distinguished twofold:
firstly, the observation equations are considered as if they were linear. For that term they are
called geometry-free model, which is defined in the following equation as
P sr,f (t) = ρsr(t) + dT sr (t) + µfIsr (t) + cdtr,f (t)− cdts,f (t) + esr,f (t) (2.16)
ϕsr,f (t) = ρsr(t) + dT sr (t)− µfIsr (t) + cδtr,f (t)− cδts,f (t) + λfM sr,f + sr,f (t) (2.17)
Those linear equations, (2.16) and (2.17), are useful for monitoring ionosphere where no geometric
aspects are taken into account (Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998). The absolute positioning, where
processing is taken from one corresponding receiver and satellite, is used to detect cycle slips and
outliers in data set (see de Jong, 1998).
Another form, secondly, is that the observation equation is utilised for positioning purpose. The
increment position vectors of receiver antenna are taken into account, where the receiver-satellite
geometric relations are involved, and therefore the observation equation needs to be linearised.
This model is defined as geometry based model.
2.1.6 Linearisation of observation equation
The position vectors of the receiver antenna and the satellite antenna rr = [xr(t) yr(t) zr(t)]T and
rs = [xs(t) ys(t) zs(t)]T , respectively, are represented with respect to the Earth-Centered Earth-
Fixed (ECEF) coordinate system. Further reading about the coordinate system used in GNSS
refers to Seeber (2003); Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2008).
For linearisation purpose the approximate values of all parameters in (2.16) and (2.17) are intro-
duced, denoted with a superscript 0. However, only the satellite-receiver range relation will be
taken into linearisation process, while the other terms are defined to be linear and assumed to be
zeros.
Taking the difference between the observed code P sr,f (t), and the approximate (or computed-) code
P sr,f (t)0 into account, it becomes (Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998):
∆P sr,f (t) = ∆ρsr(t) + dT sr (t) + µfIsr (t) + cdtr,f (t)− cdts,f (t) + esr,f (t) + esr,f (t) (2.18)
where the notation ∆[·] expresses the “observed minus computed” term.
So far, there is no actual linearisation performed. Expression of (2.18) leads to find out the geometric
path increments which are sufficiently small. This allows one to replace the nonlinear increments
to the parameters of interest of the range difference which is given by
∆ρsr(t) = ρsr(t)− ρsr(t)0 (2.19)
with the offsets at the satellite and the receiver of (2.8) are assumed to be known. The difference of
the vector length ∆ρsr is linearised by its first order approximation with respect to the coordinate
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vectors of rs(t) and rr(t). Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998) demonstrated the linearisation process
as:
∆ρsr(t) = usr(t)T∆rs(t)− usr(t)T∆rr(t) (2.20)
with
usr(t) =
rsr(t)
‖rsr(t)‖
= r
s(t)0 − rr(t)0
‖rs(t)0 − rr(t)0‖ (2.21)
where usr(t) is the element of Jacobian matrix. Here it is expressed in unit vector from receiver
to satellite, which is computed from approximate coordinates of the receiver- and the satellite
antennae.
Hence, the equations of (2.16) and (2.17) become:
∆P sr,f (t) = usr(t)T∆rs(t)− usr(t)T∆rr(t) + dT sr (t) + µfIsr (t) + cdtr,f (t)
− cdts,f (t) + esr,f (t)
(2.22)
∆ϕsr,f (t) = usr(t)T∆rs(t)− usr(t)T∆rr(t) + dT sr (t)− µfIsr (t) + cδtr,f (t)
− cδts,f (t) + λfM sr,f + sr,f (t)
(2.23)
The Linearised models of (2.22) and (2.23) generate in-space unknowns of the argument ∆rs(t)
which define the increment of the satellite position vector, and the argument ∆rr(t) which defines
the increment of the receiver antenna position vector.
In the linearised observation equation, there is an issue arising due to the linear algebra theme—
rank deficiency. The rank deficiency takes place in the columns of design matrix. This problem
is solved by lumping all terms together except the receiver antenna position vector increment and
the receiver clock error. For absolute positioning, which offers decimetre up to metre positioning
precision, the lumped terms can be assumed to be zeros (Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998).
2.1.7 Single-Difference observation equation
The Single-Difference (SD) observation equations between two receivers a and b are derived by
arithmatic operation, addition and subtraction, of term usb(t)T∆ra(t):
∆P sab,f (t) = usab(t)T∆rs(t)− usb(t)T∆rab(t)− usab(t)T∆ra(t) + dT sab(t)
+ µfIsab(t) + cdtab,f (t) + esab,f (t)
(2.24)
∆ϕsr,f (t) = usab(t)T∆rs(t)− usb(t)T∆rab(t)− usab(t)T∆ra(t) + dT sab(t)
− µfIsab(t) + cδtab,f (t) + λfM sab,f + sab,f (t)
(2.25)
The first- and the third terms determine orbital uncertainty and receiver positioning error, respec-
tively. Strictly speaking, the second term actually defines the increment of baseline vector between
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two receivers, but this terminology is relaxed as a baseline vector due to notation of formulation.
According to Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998) the orbital uncertainty and the receiver positioning
error are allowed to neglect for a small baseline compared to the satellite altitude.
The SD between two receivers reduces the effect of the satellite clock error. Moreover, only the
differenced-integer phase ambiguity and the differenced-initial phase of receivers are still contained
in ∆M sab. The initial phase parameter of the satellite was already cancelled out.
Rank deficiency in SD observation can be solved by performing zero baseline experiment; the terms
receiver clock error, receiver instrumental delay, and initial phase of receiver could be properly
cancelled out.
Some parameters are lumped together in which either assumed being zeros or modelled, and they
are carried out into the left sides of (2.24) and (2.25). These quantities are the tropospheric and
the ionospheric delays modelled in the following approach:
T sa,b + µf∆Isab ≈ A(T, I) =

0 short baseline
a(T, I) long baseline
(2.26)
where a(T, I) is a standard model for the tropospheric- and the ionospheric delays.
2.1.8 Double-Difference observation equation
Considering two satellites, 1 and 2, have been observed at the same epoch from two receivers the
so-called reference- a and rover receivers b on frequency f . The DD observation equation is defined
as a difference between two SD observations and can be written as
∆P 12ab,f (t) = u2ab(t)T∆r2(t)− u1ab(t)T∆r1(t)− u12b (t)T∆rab(t)− u12ab(t)T∆ra(t)
+ dT 12ab (t) + µfI12ab (t) + e12ab,f (t)
(2.27)
∆ϕ12ab,f (t) = u2ab(t)T∆r2(t)− u1ab(t)T∆r1(t)− u12b (t)T∆rab(t)− u12ab(t)T∆ra(t)
+ dT 12ab (t)− µfI12ab (t) + λfN12ab,f + 12ab,f (t)
(2.28)
Now the orbital uncertainties are counted for both satellites, and again the orbital uncertainties
and the receiver positioning error cancel out for small baseline length compared to the satellite
altitude.
The DD models in (2.27) and (2.28) eliminate not only the clock error of satellites but also the clock
error of receivers. The initial phases of the signal in (2.28) are assumed to cancel out and leaving
only the integer phases ambiguity N . This assumption is valid if the initial phase of the signal
replica is similar for all tracked-satellites. Moreover, the effect of ionospheric- and tropospheric
delays could be neglected for small baseline length and for the receivers which are located at
relative the same area high.
The DD observation equation is utilised as a standard GNSS observation equation in this contri-
bution due to its simplicity for short baseline applications.
2.2 Stochastic model
The stochastic models, which are discussed in this section, are given for the DD observation equa-
tion. Where the stochastic models for the absolute- and the SD observation equations refer to
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Teunissen (1997); Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2008). Supposing the geometry-free DD observation
models of single frequency are written, as follows
P 12ab (t) = ρ12ab(t) + u12ab(t)
P 13ab (t) = ρ13ab(t) + u13ab(t)
ϕ12ab(t) = ρ12ab(t) + λfN12ab + v12ab(t)
ϕ13ab(t) = ρ13ab(t) + λfN13ab + v13ab(t)
(2.29)
where P s12r12 (t) and ϕ
s12
r12(t) denote DD code and phase observations from satellites s1, s2 and receivers
r1, r2 at a particular epoch t, respectively. The difference of satellite-receiver geometric range is
expressed by ρs12r12(t), where u
s12
r12(t) and v
s12
r12 (t) are observation noises of code and phase, respectively.
An additional term N s12r12 in phase observation denotes time-independent integer ambiguity. It
should be noted that the atmospheric delay arguments are already neglected due to short baseline
application, and the observations are assumed to be nomally distributed, with u and v ∼ N (0,Qe).
2.2.1 Mathematical correlation
The mathematical correlation is used as a basic stochastic model to processing of DD observation
equation. It takes relationship of errors between satellite and receiver in one single epoch, which is
described by following equalities
u12ab(t) = u2b(t)− u2a(t)− u1b(t) + u1a(t)
u13ab(t) = u3b(t)− u3a(t)− u1b(t) + u1a(t)
v12ab(t) = v2b (t)− v2a(t)− v1b (t) + v1a(t)
v13ab(t) = v3b (t)− v3a(t)− v1b (t) + v1a(t)
(2.30)
By collecting the noises together in one column vector and all of their coefficients in one matrix,
expressions of (2.30) can be written in matrix form
ee(t) = Ce(t) (2.31)
where ee(t) represents DD observation noise operator from code and phase, C is a coefficient
matrix, and e(t) is the vector of absolute noises. Applying the error propagation law, equality
(2.31) yields the vcm of DD observation noises
Qee(t) = CQeCT (2.32)
Under an assumption of normally distributed data, the prior vcm of observation noise Qe can be
viewed as the vcm of SD observation QSD, with QSD = 2σ2I. Without loss of generality, the time
argument is neglected and for m+ 1 satellites in view, which can be written as:
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QDD = CQSD(t)CT = 2σ2
[
Im + cmcTm
]
= 2σ2Qm (2.33)
where matrix Qm has size of m×m with its diagonal elements are value of 2 and its off-diagonal
elements are value of 1, cm is an m × 1 "canonical" vector with its elements are ones. The scale
factor σ2 is different for code and phase observations. By assuming no correlation between code
and phase observations, the observation vcm is expressed as:
Qyy =
[
2σ2pQm 0
0 2σ2ΦQm
]
(2.34)
where σ2p and σ2Φ are variances of code and phase observations, respectively.
They are defined from instrument specification or from empirical solutions. Some methods are
proposed to estimate this scale factor. Brunner et al. (1999) proposed the so-called SIGMA-
∆ model, which utilises carrier-to-noise power-density ratio C/N0 and some template numerical
values. Tiberius and Kenselaar (2000, 2003) suggested to estimate the scale factor based on the
hypothesis theory, and Wu and Yeh (2005) demontrated that the recursive least-squares method
is useful to estimate the scale factor. All methods above are based on an assumption that the
observation is unbiased. From relation in (2.33) it shows that Qyy is a fully-populated vcm.
It is worth to notice that the mathematical correlation matrix is not unique, but it depends on
how the satellites are defined in DD observation equation, whether one uses a pivot satellite or
without pivot satellite to build the DD observation equation. Two assumptions are built; the vcm
is uncorrelated between code and phase observations, and also no correlation among observation
epochs. Taking mathematical correlation only into account leads to over-optimistic precision.
Although the code and the phase observations are assumed to be uncorrelated, each individual
block matrix of (2.34) is fully-populated. Besides that, using DD observation algorithm to process
the data increases the observable noise to factor of
√
2 with respect to SD observation algorithm.
Another representation of mathematical correlation using relation of observations can be found in
Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2008).
2.2.2 Satellite elevation dependency
Assuming all observations are independent, the stochastic model of (2.34) is weighted by satellite el-
evation. Obviously, a satellite with low elevation produces bigger disturbances through atmospheric
layers than satellite with high elevation (Odijk et al., 2006). Consequently a satellite-dependent
variance factor can be simply expressed as:
σ2elv =
1
(sin elvi)2
, 1 ≤ σ2elv <∞ (2.35)
It can be seen that the satellite-dependent variance factor of (2.35) gives the smallest magnitude
for ninety-degree elevation, σ2elv = 1, while it gives to infinity value for zero-degree elevation.
Practically, the satellite signal is hardly possible received at zero-degree elevation.
Euler and Goad (1991) extended the function of (2.35) by taking reference satellite elevation. The
function is developed in a form of polynomial, which is given by:
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σ2elv =
[
a0 + a1exp
(−elvi
elv0
)]2
(2.36)
with a0 and a1 are polynomial coefficients in metres, elvi is satellite elevation at a particular epoch,
and elv0 is reference satellite elevation in degrees. By knowing a0 + a1 is the Root Means Squared
Error (RMSE) of zero-degree elevation and a0/elv0 is the change rate of the RMSE with respect
to a particular elevation, both polynomial coefficients can be estimated (Jin and de Jong, 1996).
Further development of the satellite dependent weight factor with C/N0 is also discussed in Realini
(2009); Herrera et al. (2016).
2.2.3 Temporal correlation
For instance, the GPS satellite moves in its orbit about 3.8 km at every second, which is a small
distance comparing to the distance between the satellite to the centre of the Earth. Roughly
speaking, the satellite is frozen for a very short time observation. Consequently, the satellite will
experience the similar physical phenomena at the surrounding environment for short time windows.
Therefore, it can be said that the longer satellite is observed, the lower physical correlation will
occur during the observation period. Usually, the physical correlation can be neglected for a long
observation period. On the other hand, this effect will highly take part in computation of a
short time observation. According to El-Rabbany and Kleusberg (2003) the physical correlation is
an impact of the improper modeling of the partially correlation observation noises. Besides the
spatial correlation, one of the important physical correlation is the time dependent correlation—the
temporal correlation.
The temporal correlation is typically taken into account for short period observations, mainly for
high data rate acquisition (Howind et al., 1999). The time correlation is reported to be proportional
to the data rate (Teunissen, 1997). This behaviour had been investigated by El-Rabbany (1994);
El-Rabbany and Kleusberg (2003), which was generated from empirical study of various baseline
lengths. It then gives a fully populated of time correlated vcm.
If the time correlation can be provided for (2.33), then the magnitude of time-correlated scale factor
ξ is expressed as an exponential function (see El-Rabbany, 1994):
ξ = e−τ/T (2.37)
with τ [s] is the data interval, and T [s] is the empirical time correlation coefficient (see El-Rabbany
and Kleusberg, 2003):
Qyytt1 =

Qyy ξ1Qyy · · · ξt−11 Qyy
ξ1Qyy Qyy · · · ξt−21 Qyy
...
...
...
...
ξt−11 Qyy ξt−21 Qyy · · · Qyy
 (2.38)
Subscript 1 and superscript t represent the user first- and last epochs, respectively. It is noticed
that the value of superscript t is inversely proportional to the value of scale factor ξ.
Figure 2.1 shows that the time correlation does not affect the stochastic model for a relative
long observation period. It is clear that a high precision GPS observation demands longer time
observation in order to reduce the temporal correlation. It also can be seen that the L2 frequency
does not give less correlation compare to the L1 frequency.
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Figure 2.1: Exponentially decay of temporal correlation scale factors for L1 (red) and L2
(black) frequencies of GPS
This scale factor also plays rule for an epoch-by-epoch processing strategy. Obviously, a bigger data
interval is temporally less correlated than a small data interval. Hence, it may give an overview for
users on how large the data rate would be set during processing, which depends on any particular
application. However, it does not help much for kinematic applications, which demand small data
interval.
Chapter 3
Multi-baseline GNSS estimation
method
Solving of the integer ambiguity of short multi-baseline for short timespan observation is a chal-
lenging topic; particularly for GNSS based attitude determination. Once the integer ambiguity is
correctly solved, the baseline solutions can be estimated with high precision.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of integer ambiguiy fixing and baseline solution
The GNSS based attitude determination employs three or more antennae mounted on a platform.
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Their baseline vectors in body coordinate system are precisely known beforehand. This condition is
seen as an advantage to give higher possibility to solve multi-baseline integer ambiguity of a single
epoch, which is tailored from improvement of the ambiguity vcm. However, this effort still faces
difficulty to solve integer ambiguity particularly in kinematic of single epoch case.
This contribution proposes a practical solution to estimate the integer ambiguity solution of multi-
baseline case in a single epoch. Along with the baseline-constrained method a particular form
of iterative approach is proposed, which ensures the convergence of solution. Moreover, in order
to enhance the probability of fixed integer ambiguity, the partial ambiguity estimation is also
suggested. It has some advantages; reducing computational load of multi-baseline problem by taking
only the integer ambiguity candidates with highest success-rates, and giving more opportunities to
fix integer ambiguity.
In order to give an overview of the overall discussion through this chapter, it begins with a section
about the estimation of a mixed integer linear model. Accommodating the actual discussion, the
model is extended to the multi-baseline models. Later, the model is modified by utilising the
knowledge of baseline vectors in body coordinate frame which can improve the precision and the
reliability of integer ambiguities. The convergent results of float solution are estimated using a
particular iterative approach. The last section of the chapter is a discussion about the integer
ambiguity resolution and the fixed baseline solution.
Figure 3.1 specifically summarises the strategy on estimating the integer ambiguities and baseline
solutions of multi-baseline problem in this contribution. Once information about the C/A-code, the
L1 carrier phase, the navigation data and the information of the baseline lengths at the body frame
are known, the estimation problem begins by estimating float solutions of ambiguities, baselines
and their respective vcms by using the gradient-based iterative procedure, which is discussed in
section 3.2. Once the float ambiguity solutions are determined, their lower-bound success-rates are
computed using decorrelated variances of ambiguities, as it is shown in Table 3.1. A threshold
value is introduced to decide whether the float ambiguities are fully or partially fixed. In former
case, the fixed integer ambiguity candidates are tested using ratio test, which is shown in Table
3.2. If the test is passed the candidates are utilised to estimate the baselines, otherwise one uses
float ambiguities.
In case of success-rates are smaller than the predefined threshold value, the float ambiguities are
only partially taken into account. The fixed subset integer ambiguities are used to estimated
baselines, otherwise float ambiguities are utilised to estimate the baselines. It should be noted that
no need to perform the ratio test to validating the result since the subset/partial integer ambiguity
algorithm is only operated for high success-rate ambiguity candidates. A brief description about
the partial integer ambiguity and the fix baselines is presented in subsection 3.3.4.
It clearly can be seen that the estimated fix baselines are the refined versions of the float baselines,
which are conditioned by the estimated ambiguity parameters. Therefore, the precision of the
C/A-code and the L1 carrier phase measurements influences the quality of the final estimated
baselines.
3.1 Mixed integer least-squares solution
It is supposed that two antennae simultaneously track m + 1 GNSS satellites on single frequency
observations. The atmospheric effects are assumed having the same behaviour; hence, the relative
positioning algorithms will cancel their influences each other. This assumption is valid for the short
baseline length applications and the antennae are placed at the uniform atmospheric condition
(Xu et al., 2002; Odijk, 2002; Park and Teunissen, 2003; Teunissen, 2007; Giorgi, 2011). The
linear(-ised) model of the single-baseline DD observation equation can be expressed as (Giorgi and
Teunissen, 2012):
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E{y} = Gb + Ha with y ∈ R2m, b ∈ R3, a ∈ Zm (3.1)
D{y} = Qyy (3.2)
with:
G =
[
U
U
]
H =
[
0
λf
]
⊗ Im (3.3)
where E and D are notations for expectation and dispersion, respectively. Operator ⊗ is a Kronecker
product symbol (Van Loan, 2000)(see (A.1) of Appendix A.1.1). The "observed minus computed"
phase and code data are collected in a 2m×1 vector y = [yTp yTφ ]T . Matrix U is anm×3 matrix of
line-of-sight between antenna and satellite. Matrix H contains of 2m×m null-matrix and the phase
wavelength. The two unknown groups are the (incremental) baseline vector parameter b ∈ R3 and
the integer ambiguity vector parameter a ∈ Zm.
The minimisation problem for solving the linear(-ised) system of observation equations is written
as:
(
aˇ bˇ
)
= argmin
a∈Zm,b∈R3
∥∥∥y−Gb−Ha∥∥∥2
Qyy
(3.4)
Corresponding to Teunissen (1995b); Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998); Hassibi and Boyd (1998); Xu
et al. (2001), the objective function of (3.4) can be decomposed into three terms of sum-of-squares:
∥∥∥y−Gb−Ha∥∥∥2
Qyy
=
∥∥∥eˆ∥∥∥2
Qyy︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
+
∥∥∥aˆ − a∥∥∥2
Qaˆaˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
II
+
∥∥∥bˆ|a − b∥∥∥2
Qbˆ|a bˆ|a︸ ︷︷ ︸
III
(3.5)
The last two terms of (3.5) may neglect if parameters a and b lie in real space a ∈ Rm b ∈ R3,
respectively. That means the minimisation problem will be solved without integer constraint, or in
other words, it maintains float solutions. In this contribution however the parameters are treated
as a ∈ Zm and b ∈ R3, where the last term would be vanished. In that case the real parameter
estimation is conditioned on the integer parameter. Cai et al. (2009) argued that taking care of the
integer constraint of minimisation problem (3.4) leads to an optimal baseline estimation problem.
It is reasoned that the correlation between two parameter sets is already implicitly applied inside
the third term of (3.5).
There are no closed-form solutions available for solving problem of (3.4). Several efforts have
been extensively proposed to explore the integer vector space (see Frei and Beutler , 1990; Hatch,
1991; Euler and Landau, 1992; Erickson, 1992; Teunissen, 1993; Chen, 1994; Kim and Langley,
1999; Grafarend, 2000; Xu, 2001). One of them is the LAMBDA method, which was proposed
by Teunissen (1993). It has been considered as a standard method to provide a high ambiguity
success-rate with a numerical efficiency (Boon and Ambrosius, 1997; Verhagen, 2004; Kroes et al.,
2005; Verhagen and Teunissen, 2006; Ji et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2009; Teunissen, 2009; Giorgi,
2011). This method is adopted to solve the integer ambiguity of DD observation in this research.
A special discussion about estimation and integer ambiguity validation of the LAMBDA method
can refer to Teunissen (1993); Teunissen et al. (1994); de Jonge and Tiberius (1996); Teunissen
and Kleusberg (1998); Teunissen (2004); Verhagen (2004); Teunissen and Verhagen (2008).
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3.1.1 Multi-baseline float solution
A number of n+1 short baseline antennae is rigidly attached on a platform. The extended "observed
minus computed" code and phase data are collected in a 2m × n matrix Y = [y1, . . . ,yn], with
yi = [yp yφ]T , i = 1, . . . ,m. Hence, (3.1) is extended to (Teunissen, 2007):
E{vecY} = [In ⊗G] vecB + [In ⊗H] vecA; B ∈ R3×k, A ∈ Zm×n (3.6)
where operator vec stacks a matrix into a column vector (see (A.10) of Appendix A.1.2). The
satellite-to-receiver line-of-sight is assumed to be parallel, therefore the contents of matrix U give
identical information for all respective baselines. The two groups of unknown are the baselines in
a matrix form B and the integer ambiguities in a matrix form A.
Relation among antennae is situated with one antenna is acting as a master and others are treated
as rovers. It promotes the master as the pivot antenna. Let three antennae are mounted on a
vehicle, namely ra, rb, rc, with ra acts as the master antenna. Their mathematical relation is
considered in a matrix form, as follows:
[
rab
rac
]
=
[
−1 1 0
−1 0 1
]rarb
rc
 (3.7)
Using the error propagation law, as in section 2.2.1, the correlation Qc becomes:
Qc = 2σ2
[
1 0.5
0.5 1
]
= σ2Qn (3.8)
where matrix Qn has the same content as matrix Qm in section 2.2.1, except its size is of n × n
matrix.
Since all baselines are assumed to be equally weighted, an additional scaled weight matrix P is
introduced. Giorgi and Teunissen (2012) proposed σ2 = 0.5 to this additional term matrix Qn.
Hence, the multi-baseline DD observation vcm D(Y ) = QY Y is defined as:
D{Y} = QY Y = P⊗Qyy, with P = 0.5Qn = 0.5[In + cncTn ] (3.9)
where cn is the n× 1 canonical vector of element ones.
It should be noted that applying matrix P does not increase the observational variances of matrix
QY Y . It rather gives a reasonable distribution of correlation among the baselines, which is repre-
sented by the covariance components. The argument P reduces to a scalar with magnitude of one
for cases of single-baseline applications, which can be confirmed from (3.9).
The estimate parameter sets of (3.6) are performed into two consecutive steps; the float solution
estimation and the fix solution estimation. The former step begins with forming of the normal
equation of (3.6) (Xu, 2007):
[
P−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy G P−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy H
P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy G P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy H
] [
vecB
vecA
]
=
[
P−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy
P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy
]
vecY (3.10)
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Applying substitution to (3.10) the normal equation is reduced via (see (A.17) of Appendix A.1.3):
[
P−1 ⊗ G¯TQ−1yy G¯ 0
0 P−1 ⊗ H¯TQ−1yy H¯
] [
vecB
vecA
]
=
[
P−1 ⊗ G¯TQ−1yy
P−1 ⊗ H¯TQ−1yy
]
vecY (3.11)
with,
G¯ =
[
I−H
[
HTQ−1yy H
]−1
HTQ−1yy
]
G = P⊥HG (3.12)
H¯ =
[
I−G
[
GTQ−1yy G
]−1
GTQ−1yy
]
H = P⊥GH (3.13)
where P⊥ is the orthogonal projector matrix. The float solution of multi-baseline becomes:
Bˆ =
[
G¯TQ−1yy G¯
]−1
G¯TQ−1yy Y (3.14)
Aˆ =
[
H¯TQ−1yy H¯
]−1
H¯TQ−1yy Y (3.15)
Utilising (A.22) in Appendix A.1.4 to compute their dispersion, which reads as,
QvecBˆvecBˆ = P⊗
[
G¯TQ−1yy G¯
]−1
(3.16)
QvecAˆvecAˆ = P⊗
[
H¯TQ−1yy H¯
]−1
(3.17)
Principally, (3.14) through (3.17) do not differ from the single baseline case. The only difference is
that all baselines are processed together at once, which means the matrix P should be taken into
account.
If (2.34), (3.3) and (3.9) are put into (3.16) and (3.17), then vcms of the float baseline components
and the float ambiguities read as:
QvecBˆvecBˆ = P⊗
[
1
2σ2p
UTQ−1m U
]−1
(3.18)
QvecAˆvecAˆ = P⊗
2σ2φ
λ2f
Q−1m −Q−1m U
[
σ2p + σ2φ
σ2p
UTQ−1m U
]−1
UTQ−1m
−1 (3.19)
Explicitly, equality (3.19) describes the dependency of float baseline precision on the quality of
code observation. In case of the code observation precision is not sufficient enough should the prior
code variance be estimated beforehand (see Wu and Yeh, 2005; Teunissen, 2010a).
The float ambiguity vcm is influenced by carrier phase wavelength λf and precision of carrier phase
observation σφ. By assuming the phase- and code observation precision levels are in milimetre and
centimetre orders, respectively, it gives information that the variance ratio of both observations is
at least in around of 10−4 level (Giorgi, 2011). It can be assumed that the precision ratio factor
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[
σp
2 + σφ2/σp2
]
towards one. In other words, the dominance of code precision will neglect any
influence of phase precision if the quality of phase observation is infinitesimal. Therefore, this
factor approaches to value of 1 for a high precision of phase observation.
Until now there is no influence of baseline geometry taken into account in the multi-baseline form.
Taking care of prior baseline lenghts will give higher float solution precision, as it is discussed in
section 3.1.2.
3.1.2 Transformed float solution
For the GNSS based attitude determination application the baseline coordinates in body coordi-
nate system are usually precisely defined beforehand. Their corresponding baselines in preferred
reference systems are also determined either using tachymetry or using static GNSS observation.
Their relations are connected by a set of transformation parameters. Figure 3.2 shows a generic
representation of the relation between coordinate systems used throughout this contribution.
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Figure 3.2: Relation between coordinate systems: E-system, L-system and F-system
Before discussing the relation between coordinate systems in Figure 3.2, the definition of each
coordinate system is described. The E-system is a global reference system, which is defined in
three perpendicular unit vectors in three dimensional rectangular coordinate system. Its origin
is rigidly attached in the centre of the Earth. The positive ex-axis is pointing the meridian of
Greenwich, the positive ez-axis is defined pointing toward the rotation axis of the Earth and the
positive ey-axis, perpendicular to both axes, completely defines the right handed coordinate system.
The navigation coordinate system is defined by the local level coordinate L-system. In this research
the direction of each axis is defined in North-East-Down system. Its positive lx-axis is pointing
toward north, while its positive ly-axis is pointing east. Hence, its positive lz-axis completely
defines the right handed coordinate system, which is perpendicular to the niveau plane of the
observer pointing down.
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In order to define orientation of the platform using GNSS, information from the rotation matrix
between the local coordinate system and the body coordinate system needs to be known. Therefore,
the information about the direction of the body coordinate F-system should be defined beforehand.
The positive fx-axis defines the first axis pointing along the driving direction, the positive fy-axis
defines the second axis pointing to the right side of the platform and the positive fz-axis defines
the third axis pointing downward.
Supposing a set of antennae position vectors in ECEF, E-system, transforms into body coordinate
F-system, via:
B = REFF (3.20)
with,
REF = RELRLF (3.21)
where REF is a rotation matrix consisting of rotation matrix sequence from F-system to E-system.
Transformation from local-level L-system to E-system REL is well defined, while the RLF is the
actual attitude matrix (see Appendix A.2.1 and A.2.2).
Practically, the computation of the rotation angles using a set of antennae mounted on a platform
is doable, but it is not particularly apt for estimation problem. The singularity problem might arise
due to non invertible of the rotation matrix. Therefore, any inconsistency on a model should be
avoided beforehand. In order to adopt any baseline number, the antenna geometry is mathemati-
cally formulated in a way that the first two baselines define the platform frame axes, as in (Nadler
and Bar-Itzhack, 1998; Teunissen, 2007, 2011):
n = 1→ REFF = [r1] fx,1
n = 2→ REFF =
[
r1 r2
] [fx,1 fx,2
0 fy,2
]
n = 3→ REFF =
[
r1 r2 r3
] fx,1 fx,2 fx,30 fy,2 fy,3
0 0 fz,3

n > 3→ REFF =
[
r1 r2 r3
] fx,1 fx,2 fx,3 . . . fx,n0 fy,2 fy,3 . . . fy,n
0 0 fz,3 . . . fz,n

(3.22)
with the sizes of matrix REF and matrix F are 3× p and p× n, respectively.
Applying the orthonormality constraint and taking (3.20) to (3.6) yield the so-called transformed
float solution (Teunissen, 2007):
E{vecY} = (FT ⊗G)vecREF + (In ⊗H)vecA; R ∈ O3×p, A ∈ Zm×n (3.23)
with its normal equation is written as:
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[
FP−1FT ⊗GTQ−1yy G FP−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy H
P−1FT ⊗HTQ−1yy G P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy H
] [
vecREF
vecA
]
=
[
FP−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy
P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy
]
vecY (3.24)
Solution of the transformed float solution can be achieved by using (A.2) through (A.9) and (A.12)
of appendices A.1.1 and A.1.2, respectively.
RˆEF =
[
G¯TQ−1yy G¯
]−1
G¯TQ−1yy YP−1FT
[
FP−1FT
]−1
(3.25)
If the "float" rotation matrix solution RˆEF is known, then the float ambiguity Aˆ solution can be
estimated through the following relation:
Aˆ =
[
HTQ−1yy H
]−1
HTQ−1yy
[
Y−GRˆEFF
]
(3.26)
The vcms of the float rotation matrix and the float ambiguities, respectively, are represented by
QvecRˆvecRˆ =
[
FP−1FT
]−1 ⊗ [G¯TQ−1yy G¯]−1 (3.27)
and,
QvecAˆvecAˆ =
[
P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy H−P−1FT ⊗HTQ−1yy G
[
FP−1FT ⊗GTQ−1yy G
]−1
·FP−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy H
]−1
(3.28)
The float rotation matrix vcm does not depend only on the precision of the code observable but
also on the baseline lengths and their geometry, which is shown by the term
[
FP−1FT
]−1
of (3.27).
For the sake of simplicity, the baselines are assumed to be uncorrelated, i.e., matrix P is equal to
identity matrix. The proof is given for a two-baseline case.
Supposing a vector length d is located in a three-dimensional space d ∈ R3—represented in spherical
coordinate system. It forms angles θ and γ in xy-plane and in xyz-space, respectively, at it is shown
in Figure 3.3.
fxfy
fz
 = d
cos γ cos θcos γ sin θ
sin γ
 (3.29)
Referring (3.22) to form baselines, the angle γ is equal to zero for the second baseline, while the
first baseline forms no angle with respect to horizontal and vertical plane. Hence, the first term of
(3.27) is represented as:
F = d
[
1 cos θ
0 sin θ
]
(3.30)
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Figure 3.3: Transformation from space cartesian to spherical coordinate system
[
FP−1FT
]−1
= 1
d2
[
σ2b1,1 σ
2
b1,2
σ2b2,1 σ
2
b2,2
]
= 1
d2
[
1 − cos θ (sin θ)−1
− cos θ (sin θ)−1 1 + cos2 θ (1− cos2 θ)−1
]
(3.31)
It can be seen that the length of a baseline is proportional to the precision of float rotation matrix,
where a longer baseline span gives a higher precision. Schleppe (1996) simulated that for a baseline
length up to 100 m still can give a relative small error roughly up to a half millimetre. This
condition is built under an assumption that the incoming signal from a satellite vehicle through
the antenna array is assumed to be parallel.
Another quantity driving the precision of float rotation matrix is the baseline geometry. The
second variance component shows that a bigger angle between two baselines possibly obtains a
better precision. The best antenna geometry is reached if two baselines forming an angle θ of
90◦ in horizontal plane, as it is shown in Figure 3.4. The precision of antenna geometry is again
worsened as the angle θ goes toward 180◦.
It should be noted that the analytic solution of (3.31) above is a conceptual development of
"between-baselines" relationship. Effects from satellite geometry were not taken into account. Al-
though the quality baseline solutions, as it was expressed in (3.27), depend on the baseline geometry,
it however opens a discussion on how far this factor is able to intervene the baseline precision if the
satellite geometry is in optimal configuration. For instance, it might be possible for the baselines
with optimal satellite geometry, which are not perpendicular each other, to obtain higher baseline
precision than the optimised baselines with poor satellite geometry. However, this topic needs more
future investigations.
In order to know any influence on the ambiguity vcm the expression of (3.28) is decomposed into
the following expression:
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Figure 3.4: Relationship between baseline geometry (from 0◦ to 90◦) and variance of
float rotation matrix, taken for two baselines case
QvecAˆvecAˆ = P
−1 ⊗ 2σ
2
φ
λ2f
Qm +
[
P−1FT
[
FP−1FT
]
FP−1
]−1
⊗ 2σ
2
φ
λ2f
Q−1m U
[
σ2p + σ2φ
σ2p
UTQ−1m U
]−1
UTQ−1m
−1 (3.32)
Equality (3.32) describes that the ambiguity vcm depends on several factors: the baseline geometry,
the precision of the code and phase observations, as well as the frequency used. The influence of
the first three factors is already explained. It is obviously described from the last factor that
the observation on the higher frequency gives better precision than the observation on the lower
frequency.
It should be remembered that for a simple case with three or less baselines (n ≤ 3), where the
matrix F is square and invertible, the term of baseline geometry does not govern the precision of
float ambiguity, as it is
[
P−1FT
[
FP−1FT
]
FP−1
]−1
= P, which is also demonstrated in Teunissen
(2007). Hence, the float ambiguity vcm is equal to (3.19).
Utilising (3.14), (3.20) and (3.25) together give the so-called conditioned float baseline solution Bˆc
through the following relation:
Bˆc = RˆEFF = BˆP−1FT
[
FP−1FT
]−1
F (3.33)
If P−1FT
[
FP−1F
]−1 F is written as an orthogonal projector P⊥β of right-side inverse, then (3.33)
can be simply written as:
Bˆc = BˆP⊥β (3.34)
QBˆc = P
⊥T
β QBˆP
⊥
β (3.35)
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This relation also leads to the conditioned float ambiguity solution via:
Aˆc =
[
HTQ−1yy H
]−1
HTQ−1yy
[
Y−GBˆc
]
(3.36)
Basically the float ambiguity solution of the affine-constrained algorithm presented in Teunissen
(2011) is nothing else but mathematically equivalent to the float ambiguity solution presented in
(3.36), and its constrained-baseline solution fulfills the relationship of (3.20). By assuming its
stochastic properties also satisfies baseline-dependent, the conditioned float ambiguity vcm is equal
to (3.28).
3.2 Iterative based estimation procedure
In terms of least-squares adjustment, a higher order term of estimation is neglected if the ap-
proximate rover coordinates were sufficient. In contrary, if an unacceptable error occurs then this
situation needs to be repaired. The estimating parameter methods are then improved through an
extended procedure, which sometimes outperform the Conventional Least-Squares (CLS).
There are two famous extended least-squares procedures performing geodetic data processing: the
iterative and the regularization procedures (Koch, 1999; Teunissen, 2003a; Aster et al., 2005; Gra-
farend, 2006; Cai et al., 2007; Schaffrin, 2008; Fan et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010; He and Bilgic, 2011;
Grafarend and Awange, 2012). Performance of both methods for GPS based positioning can be
seen in Suhandri and Realini (2013).
This contribution however discusses the iterative procedure. The idea behind bringing the itera-
tive procedure into account is to give another perspective on how to obtain a convergence of the
estimated parameters without utilising any additional constraint or additional receiver. Suhandri
and Realini (2014) demonstrated that the iterative procedure is able to give a convergent and float
baselines as competitive as the proposed affine-constrained least-squares procedure in Teunissen
(2011).
3.2.1 Gradient based iterative procedure
The Iterative Least-Squares (ItLS) procedure is unfortunately taking longer time to give a conver-
gent result. An alternative procedure, the so-called Gradient based Iterative Least-Squares (GILS),
algorithm is discussed in Heikkilä and Salmi (1974). This procedure applies a tuned-derivative of
squared-error system to improve the estimate. The dumping factor acts as a catalyst to shorten
the number of iteration (Shabestari and Farison, 1988; Günter et al., 2007; Wang and Ding, 2011;
Zhang et al., 2011; Wang and Liao, 2012). In order to understand different concepts of three
estimation methods above, a simple illustration is given in Figure 3.5.
The red-coloured concentric circles in Figure 3.5 represent any kind of estimate parameters. The
radius of the circles will reduce as the initial values of the estimation process are closed to the "true"
values. Hence, for a poor initial value the CLS procedure possibly yields non-optimal estimated
parameter. The ItLS procedure has a different approach, where it attempts to estimate the optimal
parameter until a predefined condition is fulfilled. It has a drawback that the whole estimation
process becomes slower and demands more computational cost. In order to overcome the drawback,
the GILS procedure is proposed. It intercepts the number of iteration steps using a dumping factor.
The gradient iterative procedure of a linear system y = M∆x + e in general is denounced in (Ding
and Chen, 2005a,b; Ding et al., 2010). If subscript inside the bracket denotes iteration number,
matrix M is a square matrix and ϑ is a dumping factor, then the weighted-GILS procedure can be
expressed as:
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Figure 3.5: Three different approaches on estimating unknown parameters; CLS (red),
ItLS (green), and GILS (blue) procedures (Heikkilä and Salmi, 1974, with modifications)
∆xˆ(k) = ∆xˆ(k−1) − ϑ(k)2 grad
[
||eˆ(k−1)||2
]
(3.37)
or it is also expressed as:
∆xˆ(k) = ∆xˆ(k−1) + ϑ(k)MT(k)
[
y−M(k)∆xˆ(k−1)
]
=
[
I− ϑ(k)MT(k)M(k)
]
∆xˆ(k−1) + ϑ(k)MT(k)y
(3.38)
Two issues are delivered in (3.38); the dumping factor ϑ and the approximate values of design
matrix M. The former issue guarantees the convergence of the estimate limk→∞∆x(k) = ∆x, or
the relative error ∆x(k) − ∆x, converges toward zero for any initial value ∆x (Wang and Liao,
2012). The latter issue relates to updating of design matrix M content. As the iterative process is
running, the design matrix M is also changing based on the previous estimate parameters.
Since the convergent rate of the algorithm depends on the dumping factor ϑ, a suitable factor
should be defined beforehand. The defined-dumping factor ϑ should be large enough but not too
large, otherwise the algorithm will give divergent result (Wang and Liao, 2012). A conservative
dumping factor range is defined by utilising maximum eigenvalue ηM of
(
MTM
)
:
0 < ϑ ≤ 2
ηM(MTM)
(3.39)
In other words, the error ∆x(k) converges toward zero if the spectrum radius of I−ϑMTM is closed
to zero (Ding and Chen, 2005a; Wang and Liao, 2012). It shows that the convergent rate would
be faster if denominator of (3.39) is relatively small.
In geodetic applications, the observation equation systems mostly are overdetermined, i.e. matrix
M is a full-column rank non-square matrix. Hence, (3.38) is modified through the following relation,
∆xˆ(k) = ∆xˆ(k−1) + ϑ(k)
[
MT(k)Q−1y M(k)
]−1
MT(k)Q−1y
[
y(k) −M(k)∆xˆ(k−1)
]
(3.40)
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with its vcm is given by:
Q∆xˆ(k) =
[
MT(k)Q−1y M(k)
]−1
(3.41)
The magnitude of arguments y(k) and M(k) changes every iteration step, which is based on im-
provement of unknown parameter values as xˆ(k) = xˆ(k−1) + ∆xˆ(k). Equality (3.40) also holds true
and it is equal to conventional least-squares by setting its dumping factor ϑ = 1 and previous
estimate vector ∆xˆ(k−1) as zeros, with k − 1 = 0.
To determine the convergent rate performance of an iterative method, a simple test is developed.
It is based on a normalised error of estimate parameter identification (see Higham, 2002), which is
defined as a relative error δbc,
δbc = log
√ ||xˆ(k) − x||2
||x||2
 (3.42)
with xˆ(k) is the float estimate parameter at kth iteration, and x is the true value of parameter.
It should be noted that the best estimate is marked by shortest distance of the estimate into the
true value, i.e., the term is inside a circle within radius ||xˆ(k)−x||2. Since it is not possible to have
information about the true value, the fixed estimate parameter xˇ is substituted into (3.42).
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Figure 3.6: The CPU-time and relative errors δbc of CLS (red), ItLS (green), and GILS
(blue) procedures
In order to analyse the aferomentioned procedures performances, a single baseline test is performed
from eight GPS satellites for five minutes of 1 Hz data rate (see Appendix B.2). The apriori standard
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deviations of code and phase observations are set to 3 metres and 2 millimetres, respectively
(see Beck et al., 1987; Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008). Three scenarios are compared from the
convergent rate and the computational time consumption: CLS, ItLS and GILS procedures.
The upper panel of Figure 3.6 informs the CPU-time of epoch-by-epoch computation, which is
independent over observation series. As it is expected that the ItLS procedure has more iteration
steps; so it takes longer time to give a convergent result, while the iteration steps are significantly
reduced in case of the GILS procedure. The ItLS procedure even takes longer computation time at
some epochs—signed by spikes, which fails to process data on average time consumption. It might
be implicitly caused by satellite-receiver geometry and stochastic behaviour of observed data; where
these factors are not covered in the ItLS procedure via dumping factor, as in the GILS procedure.
The middle panel of Figure 3.6 is the logarithmic representation of relative error. The ItLS and
the GILS procedures are able to converge toward the true value of coordinates, while the CLS
procedure gravely pursues the true values. As it is seen that both iterative procedures have the
same order of the relative errors. Those relative errors are also confirmed by the difference between
the estimated coordinates of tested procedures with respect to their well-defined coordinates as
the "true-values" (Figure 3.7). It obviously can be seen from baseline components of Figure 3.8
that both iterative procedures approach better to the true-values than the non-iterative procedure.
The ItLS procedure behaves much likely the GILS procedure, in regard for its cost taking longer
computation time.
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Figure 3.7: Coordinate difference with respect to the "true/known" values; CLS (red),
ItLS (green), and GILS (blue) procedures
Results of the tested methods are compared with the fixed baseline components, which were com-
puted using commercial software. Figure 3.8 clearly described that both iterative procedures, the
ItLS and the GILS, were able to give convergent estimated baseline parameters. They differ only in
level of centimetres to the fixed baseline components. It also confirms that the iterative procedures,
the ItLS and the GILS, are independent on the given initial values. They will attempt to refine
the estimated parameters until the predefined threshold.
On the other hand, the CLS procedure fully depends on the given initial values. The procedure
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Figure 3.8: Coordinate difference with respect to the "true/known" values; CLS (red),
ItLS (green), and GILS (blue) procedures
itself is not able to yield convergent estimated parameters unless the iteration step is introduced
within the procedure, which can be seen from Figure 3.8. If the given initial values are poor,
the estimated parameter values are seen as they were biased. Consequently, the initial value of
the parameters should be carefully chosen. Despite lacking of parameter estimation, the stochastic
property of CLS procedure is not influenced, or in other words, all tested methods will give identical
stochastic properties.
3.2.2 Gradient based iterative of float solution
Furthermore, the GILS procedure is applied to estimate the float solution, which is performed by
taking (3.10) into (3.40):
[
vecBˆ
vecAˆ
]
(k)
=
[
vecBˆ
vecAˆ
]
(k−1)
+ ϑ(k)N−1vecBA(k)
[
P−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy
P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy
]
·
[
vecY(k) −
[
In ⊗G In ⊗H
]
(k)
[
vecBˆ
vecAˆ
]
(k−1)
] (3.43)
and its dumping factor µ follows from Ding and Chen (2005a), given by
µ = 1
λM
([
In ⊗G In ⊗H
]
(k)
N−1vecBA(k)
[
In ⊗G In ⊗H
]T
(k)
) (3.44)
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where:
NvecBA =
[
P−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy G P−1 ⊗GTQ−1yy H
P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy G P−1 ⊗HTQ−1yy H
]
(3.45)
It should be remembered that the objective of iterative procedure is not to improve any stochastic
property of the unknown parameters, but it would rather bring the parameters into convergent
values. The improvement of parameter vcm itself is delivered in section 3.1.2 with inclusion of
some known body-coordinated baselines.
3.3 Integer ambiguity and fixed baseline estimation
The nature of carrier phase ambiguity is integer value A ∈ Zm×n, or it is also written in a vector
form as vecA ∈ Zmn×1. For that, there are many ways to estimate the fixed integer ambiguity
matrix vecAˇ from its real-valued counterpart vecAˆ. This estimation problem leads to mapping
problem S : Rmn 7→ Zmn:
vecAˇ = S
(
vecAˆ
)
(3.46)
This map is many-to-one instead of one-to-one, i.e., many real-valued float solutions are mapped to
the same integer solution (Teunissen, 1999a,b,c). Hence, a subset in which all real-valued ambiguity
vectors are pulled into the same integer vector is defined as the pull-in region of an admissible
transformed integer estimation vecZ (Jonkman, 1998; Teunissen, 1998b; Ji et al., 2010):
SvecZ =
{
vecX ∈ Rmn
∣∣∣vecZ = S (vecX) }, vecZ ∈ Zmn (3.47)
In order to deliver the mapping function of (3.46) into the Integer (I)-estimator class, the pull-in
regions of (3.47) should satisfy three criteria: there should be no gaps are permitted among the
pull-in regions, they should not overlap—even though they have common boundaries and they must
be translational invariant in which the integer remove-restore technique can be applied (Teunissen,
2001a). Mathematically, those three criteria are formulated as:
(i)
⋃
vecZ∈Zmn
SvecZ = Rmn (3.48)
(ii) Int (SvecZ)
⋂
Int (SvecU) = ∅, ∀vecZ, vecU ∈ Zmn, vecZ 6= vecU (3.49)
(iii) SvecZ = vecZ + S0, ∀vecZ ∈ Zmn (3.50)
Any different criterion leads to different estimator. Besides that, different pull-in regions of I-
estimator also lead to different types of integer estimating methods.
One of the I-estimator classes to fix ambiguity is the Integer Rounding (IR), which simply rounds the
float ambiguity to its nearest integer value. However, this method is considered being suboptimal
due to extreme correlation in ambiguity vcm of the DD observation (Teunissen, 2010b). Another
suboptimal method the so-called Integer Bootstrapping (IB) was introduced in (Blewitt, 1989),
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and further discussed in (Teunissen, 1998a, 2000a, 2001a,b; Buist et al., 2011). Even though this
method is also considered to be not optimal, it is still able to correctly fix the integer ambiguity if
the probability of correct integer is sufficiently high, i.e., the probability of the correct integer is
closed to one (Teunissen, 2001a,b).
Precisely speaking, the term of suboptimal comes to the sense of vectorial case that both methods
above are found to be lack of Z-invariance against the Z-transfomation (Teunissen, 2010b). In other
words, the Z-transformation does not properly transform the float solution into integer solution;
vecZˇIR 6= Z vecAˇR and vecZˇIB 6= Z vecAˇB.
Looking for an optimal algorithm, many methods were proposed (Counselman and Gourevitch,
1988; Wübbena, 1988; Mader , 1990; Frei and Beutler , 1990; Hatch, 1991; Euler and Landau, 1992;
Teunissen, 1993; Chen, 1994; Martín-Neira et al., 1995; Rizos and Han, 1995; Kim and Langley,
1999; Agrell et al., 2002). In general, those are classified into three domains: the integer ambiguity
resolution method in position domain, the integer ambiguity resolution method in measurement
domain and the integer ambiguity resolution method in ambiguity search domain. Their implemen-
tations are based on any particular application. Further about the characteristics of some methods
are discussed in Erickson (1992); Abidin (1993).
The LAMBDA method, proposed by Teunissen (1993), is classified into the ambiguity search
domain. The estimation procedure of the LAMBDA method consists of two steps: the decorrelation
step, or it is called the reduction step in some literatures (Chang et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2011; Al
Borno et al., 2014), and the least-squares based search step. Its efficiency lies on the first step
to smooth the conditional variance elements by means of integer decomposition and permutation,
which decorrelates a full-populated ambiguity vcm by means of Z−transformation (Teunissen,
1993; Teunissen et al., 1994; Teunissen and Tiberius, 1994; Teunissen, 1995a,b; Teunissen et al.,
1997; Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998).
The method utilises the so-called ILS estimation, which is expressed by minimising the second term
of (3.5), as follows (after Teunissen, 1993, 1995a,b; de Jonge and Tiberius, 1996):
argmin
vecA
∥∥∥vecAˆ− vecA∥∥∥2
QvecAˆvecAˆ
, with vecA ∈ Zmn (3.51)
where || • ||2Q = (•)T Q−1 (•), vecAˆ is the float ambiguity vector, vecA is its integer counterpart,
and QvecAˆvecAˆ denotes an mn×mn ambiguity vcm. Practically, the minimisation problem of (3.51)
is bounded inside an mn-dimensional ellipsoid, which is defined as
argmin
vecA
(
vecAˆ− vecA
)T
Q−1
vecAˆvecAˆ
(
vecAˆ− vecA
)
≤ χ2 (3.52)
This ellipsoid is centered at vecAˆ ∈ Rmn, and its shape and orientation are defined by QvecAˆvecAˆ.
The size of the search space is controlled by the positive constant χ2, which contains at least one
integer vector A (Teunissen, 1994a, 1995b; Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998; Hofmann-Wellenhof
et al., 2008).
Problem of (3.52) explicitly tells the meaning of minimum is that the squared distance between
the float and the best ambiguity candidate vecA¯ is the nearest integer of the vecAˆ. This problem
is optimal if the ambiguity vcm QvecAˆvecAˆ is less correlated. On the other hand, this situation
is hardly fulfilled for the DD observations in short timespan application. Tackling such problem,
Teunissen (1993) proposed to decorrelate the ambiguity vcm. The decorrelation step is reviewed
as an alternative way to reduce the correlation among the ambiguities without changing the search
space size. This step leads the least-squares process getting faster.
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Next coming sections explore the advantage of the LAMBDA method from practical point of view.
The decorrelation step is modified from its original, which gives faster computation process. In order
to reduce computation load the search process utilises the partial search instead of full estimation
of integer ambiguity candidates.
3.3.1 Decorrelation process
For a short timespan observation, the ambiguity vcm has a large ratio between its most minimum-
and most maximum eigenvalues. Geometrically, the ambiguity search space of DD observations in
short timespan is highly elongated and also the major axes of the search ellipsoid are not aligned
with the major axes of the grid. This misaligned causes a difficulty to localise the correct integer
ambiguities over the ellipsoid due to sparsely distributed integer ambiguity candidates. Too many
integer grid points to be considered during discrete search process, which lead to time-consuming
computation. Moreover, there also exists a large discontinuity in the spectrum of the conditional
variances, disallows an efficient ambiguity search (Teunissen, 1993).
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Figure 3.9: Two dimensional search ellips; the original vcm with its float ambiguities
(left), and the transformed vcm (right) after decorrelation process (Teunissen and
Kleusberg, 1998, with modification)
Reducing inefficiency of the actual search process, the LAMBDA method proposes decorrelation of
the ambiguity vcm. carried out by an admissible transformation matrix Z ∈ Zmn×mn (Teunissen,
1993, 1994a, 1995a,b, 1996; de Jonge and Tiberius, 1996; de Jonge et al., 1996; Teunissen and
Kleusberg, 1998). Due to integer nature of ambiguity, the transformation matrix Z should be
invertible and integer preserving, the determinant of Z is equal to one and all of its components
are integer.
vecZ = ZT vecA; vecZˆ = ZT vecAˆ (3.53)
QvecZˆvecZˆ = Z
TQvecAˆvecAˆZ (3.54)
with vecZˆ and vecZ are the transformed float ambiguity matrix and its integer counterpart, re-
spectively. QvecZˆvecZˆ denotes the transformed vcm of ambiguity, which is less correlated than the
original QvecAˆvecAˆ. It should be noted that since the transformation matrix Z is a unimodular
matrix, determinant of the original vcm QvecAˆvecAˆ is equal to the transformed vcm QvecZˆvecZˆ , as
it is shown by (3.54). This transformation leads (3.52) to a new form, as:
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(
vecZˆ− vecZ
)T
Q−1
vecZˆvecZˆ
(
vecZˆ− vecZ
)
≤ χ (3.55)
Both the original (3.52) and the transformed (3.55) minimisation problems, respectively, have
equal size of search spaces, but they have different orientation and shape. It implicitly tells that
the number of integer grid points inside the both search ellipsoids in (3.52) and (3.55) is equal. A
complete decorrelation of (3.54), i.e., the transformed ambiguity vcm QvecZˆvecZˆ becomes a diagonal
matrix, gives a sphere form of the search space. However, this situation cannot be satisfied due to
integer preserving of the Z−transformation.
As an illustration, Figure 3.9 shows a two-dimensional ambiguity and its corresponding vcm, which
their numerical values are taken from Teunissen and Kleusberg (1998). The left panel depicts a
float ambiguity solution as its corresponding search space is highly elongated. This situation makes
the integer ambiguity candidates search becomes inefficient. Therefore, the decorrelation step is
introduced, which is pointed in the right panel. It clearly shows that the search space is much less
elongated and the integer ambiguity candidates are more concentrated. It avoids computational
burden during search process. It also should be noted that both ellipses at the left- and the right
panels maintain their sizes.
Matrix decomposition
Originated from the integer Gauss transformation of a symmetric positive definite matrix, the
decomposition step involves the triangular Cholesky (LTDL− or UTDU−) decomposition (Liu
et al., 1999; Chang et al., 2005; Zhou, 2011). An essential idea of the decomposition process was
presented by Lenstra et al. (1982); Grafarend (2000); Lou and Grafarend (2003); Lannes (2013).
By recalling (3.53), a descriptive LDLT (or UDUT )-decomposition of the original and the trans-
formed ambiguity vcms is written in the following form:
QvecAˆvecAˆ = L
TDL, QvecZˆvecZˆ = Z
TLTDLZ = L¯T D¯L¯,
or
QvecAˆvecAˆ = U
TDU, QvecZˆvecZˆ = Z
TUTDUZ = U¯T D¯U¯
(3.56)
where L ∈ Rmn×mn, U ∈ Rmn×mn, and D ∈ Rmn×mn are the lower triangular matrix, the upper
triangular matrix, and the diagonal matrix of Cholesky decomposition, respectively. Matrices L¯,
U¯ and D¯ are their transformed counterparts.
Starting from right-to-left, Golub and Van Loan (1996) described a basic theory of the LTDL-
decomposition. Supposing bli,i+1e = bσi,i+1/σi+1,i+1e, 0 < i ≤ mn, is the mn − 1 element of
the integer lower triangular matrix bLe ∈ Zmn×mn, with b·e stands for "rounding to the nearest
integer", and σ is an element of QvecAˆvecAˆ with its respective row and column. Due to the rounding-
to-integer, the element li,i+1 generates near-zero numerical value, not larger than one-half of the
absolute value σi+1,i+1. Mathematically, it is formulated as (Strang and Borre, 1997):
|σi,i+1 − bli,i+1eσi+1,i+1| = |li,i+1σi+1,i+1 − bli,i+1eσi+1,i+1| ≤ 12σi+1,i+1 (3.57)
The decomposition runs until the mn− (mn− 1)th pivot. What would remain is the off-diagonal
element not larger than a half of the previous pivot. It is also concluded from (3.57) that the
correlation coefficient of the transformed ambiguity vcm is smaller than the original one.
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It is supposed that the integer lower triangular matrix bLe transforms the ambiguity vcm, as follows:
QvecAˆvecAˆ = bLeTVbLe (3.58)
V = (bLeT )−1QvecAˆvecAˆbLe−1 (3.59)
Since bLe is not equal to L, quantity V is also not equal to D. If (3.58) is compared with (3.59), the
inverse of integer triangular matrix bLe−1 is equal to the transformation matrix Z. Thus, matrix V
is the transformed ambiguity vcm (de Jonge and Tiberius, 1996; Zhou, 2011; Zhou and He, 2014).
Permutation
Liu et al. (1999) demonstrated that the decorrelation is getting higher if the variance components
are striven from the smallest to the biggest one, di > di+1. Mathematically, the vcm elements are
symmetrically permuted by choosing the smallest variance among the diagonal elements.
Permutation Υ is performed on the LTDL-decomposition of the QvecAˆvecAˆ, where di+1 > d˜i+1.
This process will stop after the decorrelation is finished. Mathematically, the permutation process
is written as (after de Jonge and Tiberius, 1996; Chang et al., 2005):
ΥTi,i+1QvecAˆvecAˆΥi,i+1 =
LT11 L˜T21 LT31L˜T22 L˜T32
LT33

D1 D˜2
D3

L11L˜21 L˜22
L31 L˜32 L33
 (3.60)
with:
Υ =
[
0 1
1 0
]
, Υi,i+1 =
Ii−1 Υ
Ijk−i−1
 (3.61)
D˜2 =
[
d˜i
d˜i+1
]
, d˜i+1 = di + l2i+1,idi+1, d˜i =
di
d˜i+1
di+1 (3.62)
L˜22 =
[
1
l˜i+1,i 1
]
, l˜i+1,i =
di+1li+1,i
d˜i+1
(3.63)
L˜21 =
[
−li+1,i 1
di/d˜i+1 l˜i+1,i
]
L21, L21 = Li:i+1,1:i−1 (3.64)
L˜32 = Li+2:jk,i+1Li+2:jk,1:i = L32Υ (3.65)
This process minimises the discontinuity in the spectrum of conditional variances by reducing gaps
between d˜i+1 and di+1. Even though the variance components are striven by sequence of di > di+1,
but there is no guarantee that the conditional variance components d˜i are bigger than d˜i+1 (Chang
et al., 2005). It obviously can be seen that the lower triangular matrix component li+1,i in (3.62) is
formed by dividing covariance components of a column over their conditional variance components,
as it is shown in (3.57).
Another alternative on the decorrelation step is also proposed in Chang et al. (2005), which is
called the Modified-LAMBDA (MLAMBDA) method. It is known that the permutation process
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intuitively consumes almost of the decorrelation computation cost. In order to overcome this
problem, the pivot elements are sequentially arranged from the (i+ 1)th element up to the element
of index 1. Hence, the matrix of sub-permutation size is reduced over the looping process. Instead
of repeating from index mn − 1, the alternative strategy offers the permutation at a particular
elementwise.
Even though the proposed method reduces the computation time, but it failed to decorrelate the
ambiguity vcm as much as the LAMBDA method did. Al Borno et al. (2014) also demonstrated
that the LAMBDA method can achieve a comparable processing time to the MLAMBDA method
for whole process of integer ambiguity estimation.
A single epoch data of single frequency GPS observation was set using single baseline (see Appendix
B.2). There were eight satellites during the observed epochs, which generate seven DD observation
equations. The left upper panel of Figure 3.10 shows that the conditional variance components
are extracted from the float solution producing spectrum discontinuity between the third- and the
fourth components, which is typical behaviour for a single baseline of DD observation equation.
Intuitively, a single baseline observation demands three baseline parameters. If those parameters
can be precisely estimated, the remaining ambiguity parameters also can be estimated with high
precision (Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998). A similar situation can also be found for an n-baseline
case, which also generates the spectrum discontinuity at the 3n+ 1-th component.
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Figure 3.10: Conditional variance components of original ambiguity vcm (green) and of
three decorrelated vcms: decorrelation of LAMBDA method (black), decorrelation of
MLAMBDA method (red) and decorrelation of united Cholesky method (blue)
The experiment was built by comparing three decorrelation methods; the LAMBDA method, the
MLAMBDA method and the united Cholesky method, as it is shown at the right panel of Fig-
ure 3.10. It clearly can be seen that the LAMBDA method (black) converged faster than the
MLAMBDA (red) and the united Cholesky decompositions (blue). In general, the decorrelation
process of the LAMBDA method also can reduce the magnitude of transformed vcm better than
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two other methods. The difference in convergent levels is caused by the permutation step being
used. The LAMBDA method applied the permutation process for all components of the ambiguity
vcm, while the MLAMBDA method would rather selected the diagonal elements to be permutated.
Therefore, the LAMBDA method is more effective in terms of decorrelating of the transformed
ambiguity vcm.
Although the three decorrelation procedures give some differences of convergence at the beginning,
they all are able to decorrelate at the same level as much as possible at the end. It is depicted
by left lower panel of Figure 3.10 that those three procedures are effective to decorrelate the float
ambiguity vcm, and to eliminate the discontinuity in conditional variance spectrum.
3.3.2 Evaluation of decorrelation process
The decorrelation procedure can be evaluated by some quantities. This work suggests three aspect
evaluations: geometric interpretation, numerical stability and time consumption. The former as-
pect takes changing of elongation between the original search ellipsoid and the transformed search
ellipsoid.
Eccentricity of search space
A proper geometric interpretation that can be used is the eccentricity of the hyperellipsoid search
space, which is written as:
ecc =
√
ηM − ηm
ηM
, 0 < ecc < 1 (3.66)
where ηM and ηm are the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues of the ambiguity vcm, re-
spectively. Equality (3.66) is valid for a positive definite matrix. Due to the integerness of the
transformation matrix Z, a perfect decorrelation can not be achieved, otherwise the search space
is a sphere-like, i.e., the eccentricity towards zero value.
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Figure 3.11: Eccentricity quantities from different decorrelation methods: the
decorrelation of LAMBDA method (black), the decorrelation of MLAMBDA method
(red)
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The same experiment by using observation from Appendix B.2 shows that the LAMBDA gives
better decorrelation than the MLAMBDA method (see Figure 3.11). It is described by smaller
eccentricity value of the LAMBDA, which is compared to the one from the MLAMBDA. Since the
the eccentricity basically depends on the magnitude of the most maximum and the most minimum
eigenvalues. The eccentricity becomes small if the difference between these two extreme eigenvalues
is relatively small, which consequently generates less elongated search space. This fact is confirmed
by right upper panel of Figure 3.10, where the maximum value transformed ambiguity variance
component of the LAMBDA method is smaller than the maximum value transformed ambiguity
variance component from the MLAMBDA method.
Numerical stability
Another tool is to evaluate the numerical stability of the algorithm by using normwise backward
error (Tisseur , 2000; Higham, 2002). Knowing the relation of ZTQvecAˆvecAˆZ = LTDL, (Al Borno
et al., 2014) suggested a form of normwise backward error δn of decorrelation procedure:
δn =
||QvecAˆvecAˆ − Z−TLTDLZ−1||2
||QvecAˆvecAˆ||2
= ||∆Q||2||QvecAˆvecAˆ||2
, (3.67)
where the term of numerator can be defined as ||∆Q||2, and || · ||2 contains matrix of Euclidean
norm.
Since ambiguity vcm QvecAˆvecAˆ is a symmetric matrix, it may have an orthogonal diagonalisation
(eigenvalue decomposition) of QvecAˆvecAˆ = VNVT ; with V is a square mn×mn matrix whose the
ith eigenvector vi of matrix QvecAˆvecAˆ, the eigenvalues are delivered by the diagonal matrix N.
Supposing x is an eigenvalue array, for a symmetric and positive-definite matrix it is valid that
(after Demmel, 1997; Higham, 2002):
||QvecAˆvecAˆ||2 = argmaxx 6=0
(x (VNV) x)1/2
||x||2 = argmaxx 6=0
((
VTx
)T
N
(
VTx
))1/2
||VTx||2 (3.68)
||QvecAˆvecAˆ||2 = argmaxc 6=0
(
cTNc
)1/2
||c||2 = argmaxc 6=0
√
Σηic2i
Σc2i
≤
√
ηM
Σc2i
Σc2i
= √ηM (3.69)
where ci is the ith canonical vector of identity matrix c corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
ηi, and ηM is the maximum eigenvalue. Hence, based on (3.69) the expression of the normwise
backward error of (3.67) can be represented by maximum eigenvalues of respective vcm.
δn(η) =
|ηM(∆Q) |
|ηM(Q
vecAˆvecAˆ
) |
(3.70)
Both equalities of the relative backward errors, (3.67) and (3.70), tell that a stable decorrelation
procedure converges toward zero, limη→0 δn(η), while an unstable procedure tends to diverge toward
positive value, 0 ≤ δn < 1.
Although the LAMBDA method gives less decorrelated search space than the MLAMBDA method,
but Figure 3.12 of the single epoch case shows that both methods have quite similar stability
parameters. A decorrelation procedure can be called stable if its decorrelation procedure could
maintain the volume of transformed search space from its original.
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Figure 3.12: The numerical stability of decorrelation method as it is represented by
backward errors from: the decorrelation of LAMBDA method (black), the decorrelation
of MLAMBDA method (red)
3.3.3 Search process
Search process is independent from the previous procedure. In other words, the decorrelation is not
a prerequisite for the search process of integer ambiguity estimation. It does not matter whether
the estimation is performed using the original ambiguity or using the transformed ambiguity, as
an example is demonstrated in the Least-Squares Ambiguity Search Technique (LSAST) method
(see Hatch, 1990, 1991). The advantage of the decorrelation process is to lower the discontinuity
of conditional variance spectrum, as well as for the sake of efficiency of the next step procedure
(Teunissen et al., 1994; de Jonge and Tiberius, 1996; Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998).
The LAMBDA method was initially proposed for solving the integer ambiguity of short baseline
case (Teunissen, 1993, 1994a). In turn, the method is extended to overcome the long baseline case
(Teunissen et al., 2000; Teunissen and Jonkman, 2001), as well as the multi-baseline cases (Teunis-
sen, 2011). As an example of the short multi-baseline case is attitude determination using GNSS,
which introduces an additional constraint (Giorgi, 2011). The method puts the orthogonality con-
straint of rotation matrix into the search process and robustly solving the integer ambiguity, which
is solved either by expansion or by search and shrinking strategy (Giorgi, 2011). It is claimed that
the method gives higher success-rate probability of the integer ambiguity. On the other hand, the
search space manifold is not an ellipsoid anymore. This method is also more in theoretic than in
practical application.
Albeit the search process of the traditional LAMBDA is not addressed to handle such problem, it
still can handle the fixed multi-baseline case (Park and Teunissen, 2003; Teunissen, 2007, 2010a).
The step starts by looking integer ambiguity candidate which has the smallest conditional variance.
The next candidate is conditioned on the previous one. Unlike the IB strategy, which only utilises
the lower triangular matrix to get the conditional integer ambiguity, the sequential least-squares
involves conditional variance elements of the transformed ambiguity vcm. The IB estimation can
give a good approximation for setting the size of initial search space χ2 in (3.52).
If the LDLT -decomposition in (3.56) is substituted into the minimisation problem, then expression
of (3.52) can be written as (after Teunissen, 1994b; de Jonge and Tiberius, 1996; Chang et al.,
2005; Al Borno et al., 2014)
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argmin
vecA
(
vecAˆ− vecA
)T
L−1D−1LT
(
vecAˆ− vecA
)
≤ χ2 (3.71)
by defining:
vecA¯ = vecA− L−T
(
vecAˆ− vecA
)
(3.72)
LT
(
vecA¯−A
)
=
(
vecAˆ− vecA
)
(3.73)
Equality (3.71) can be represented by following algebraic expression:
argmin
vecA
(
vecA¯− vecA
)T
D−1
(
vecA¯− vecA
)
≤ χ2 (3.74)
or in scalar form,
mn∑
i=1
(a¯i − ai)2
di
≤ χ2 (3.75)
where (3.75) is a hyper-ellipsoid. For mn intervals, the structure above should also satisfy the
following inequality:
(a¯j − aj)2 ≤ dj
χ2 − mn∑
i=j+1
(a¯i − ai)2
di
 (3.76)
where the algorithm (3.76) runs for j = mn,mn− 1, . . . , 1 of the multi-baseline case.
It is supposed that the elements of diagonal matrix D are arranged as it is discussed in permutation
thema of section 3.3.1. It can be seen from (3.76) that the size of search space becomes smaller as
the search level decreases from mn to (mn − (mn − 1)). The size of the search space χ2 becomes
depending on the magnitude of conditional variances di and dj . The ratio between those two
consecutive variances is managed to be as small as possible, so the size of search space χ2 is shrunk
significantly. The candidate of integer ambiguities is strictly localised through the search process
by its respective lower and upper bounds. It also becomes one of the reasons why the decorrelation
process, especially permutation process, becomes important before the search process is performed.
By arranging the conditional variances appropriately, the candidate of integer ambiguities can be
faster localised.
3.3.4 Integer ambiguity validation
The carrier phase observation generates a precise positioning if only the estimated integer ambiguity
is correctly fixed. Fixing a wrong integer ambiguity may lead to a worse estimated position than
fixing from the float ambiguity (Teunissen and Verhagen, 2008). In order to know the reliability
of the estimated integer ambiguities a validation method is developed. It is used to measure the
expected performance of the I-estimator, which is represented by the level of probability of the
correct integer estimation, the so-called success-rate (Teunissen, 1999c; Verhagen, 2004). Hence,
if the success-rate is high—close to one, the integer ambiguity can be correctly resolved. It is also
true to assume that the integer ambiguity is being deterministic (Teunissen, 2001a).
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Success-rate of integer-estimators
Since the integer ambiguity is a discrete parameter, its distribution is a the discrete type, which
is represented by Probability Mass Function (PMF) (Teunissen, 2004). The PMF depends on the
normal gaussian Probability Distribution Function (PDF) and the pull-in regions of I-estimator
SvecZ. Then the success-rate Ps,ILS , which is computed from the PMF P
(
vecAˇ = vecA
)
, is given
by (Verhagen, 2004; Teunissen and Verhagen, 2008):
Ps,ILS = P
(
vecAˇ = vecZ
)
=
∫
SvecZ
faˆ (vecX|vecA) dx, vecZ ∈ Zmn (3.77)
with its PDF faˆ (vecX|vecA) is determined by:
faˆ (vecX|vecA) = 1√|Q ˆvecAvecAˆ| (2pi) 12mn exp{−
1
2 ||vecX− vecA||
2
QvecAˆvecAˆ} (3.78)
The success-rate in (3.77) is different for each chosen estimator. According to Verhagen (2004),
evaluation of (3.77) using the ILS estimator is non-trivial due to geometry complexity of the ILS
pull-in region. As an alternative way, the success-rates are approached using the lower- and the
upper bounds. Those approximated bounds are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: The lower bound Plo and the upper bound Pup success-rates of I-estimator
from different approximations (after Teunissen, 1998a, 2000a,c)
Method Formula
IB based Plo,IB
mn∏
i=1
(
2Φ
(
1
2σai|I
)
− 1
)
≤ P
(
vecAˇ = vecA
)
ADOP based Pup,ADOP Plo,IB ≤
(
2Φ
(
1
2ADOP
)
− 1
)mn
Eigenvalues based Plo,η, Pup,η
(
2Φ
(
1
2√ηM
)
− 1
)mn ≤ P (vecAˇ = vecA) ≤
≤
(
2Φ
(
1
2√ηm
)
− 1
)mn
with ηM and ηm are maximum and minimum eigenvalues of ambiguity vcm QvecAˆvecAˆ, respectively.
The cumulative distribution function Φ (x) is given by:
Φ (x) = 12pi
x∫
−∞
exp{−12ν
2}dν (3.79)
It should be noted that σai|I is the conditioned variance of IB procedure. All three algorithms
perform better if the ambiguity vcm is appropriately decorrelated beforehand. It also should be
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noted that since the success-rate is computed using the ambiguity vcm this evaluation is performed
without presence of the actual data (Teunissen and Verhagen, 2008).
If the prior quality of position is described by satellite-receiver geometry, namely the Position
Dilution Of Precision (PDOP), then the intrinsic precision of the ambiguities can be represented
by the Ambiguity Dilution Of Precision (ADOP) (Teunissen and Odijk, 1997):
ADOP = mn
√
|QvecAˆvecAˆ| [cycl] (3.80)
Clearly, the quality of integer ambiguity and the ADOP based upper bound success-rate in table 3.1
are directly influenced by the ambiguity vcm. To be more precise, for the purpose of the quantity
of ADOP in this contribution depends on satellite-receiver geometry, wavelength of carrier phase,
baseline geometry, prior standard deviations of code and carrier observations, and other stochastic
behaviours such as satellite elevation dependency and carrier-to-noise power density ratio (see
(3.29)).
ADOP can also be represented in terms of eigenvalues,
ADOP = mn
√√√√mn∏
i=1
ηi [cycl] (3.81)
Implicitly, for a positive-definite matrix the ADOP based upper bound success-rate is not necessarily
higher than the eigenvalues based upper bound success-rate of table 3.1.
In order to analyse the performance of particular lower- and upper bounds, three methods of table
(3.1) are tested and compared. It is realised by delivering a ten minute experiment using four base-
line of the Virtual Reference Station (VRS) of Landesamt für Geoinformation und Landentwicklung
(LGL) (provided by SAPOS1) Baden–Württemberg, Germany (see Appendix B.2.2). The elevation
masks were set 5o, and all baselines are assumed to be equally weighted. The stochastic property
(observational vcm) was set as an elevation dependent, as it is presented in (2.35).
The upper panel shows two compared methods of lower bound success-rate: the bootstrapped-
and the eigenvalue based success-rates. In general, they both fail to present a level of success-rate
of 0.999 or above. It tells that an epoch-by-epoch strategy is not sufficient enough to deliver the
probability of the correct ambiguities. However, the bootstrapped success-rate is giving higher
probability than the other method. As it is shown at table (3.1), the eigenvalue based success-rate
operates a single value of the highest maximum eigenvalue, which directly relates to the shape of
the ambiguity search space. If the search space cannot be fully decorrelated, the range between
the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues is still big enough. In turn, it generates a small lower
bound success-rate, as it is shown at the upper panel of Figure (3.13). Conversely, the bootstrapped
success-rate presents a higher probability level, since it is based on the product of the conditioned
variance components. This method represents the major stochastic behaviour of the ambiguity
parameter.
The same reason can be aimed for the success-rate upper bounds, as it is shown at the lower panel
of Figure (3.13). Based on (3.81), the ADOP based success-rate upper bound gives nominally
lower value than the eigenvalue based success-rate. The ADOP takes a product of eigenvalues to
generate the upper bound success-rate, while the other one is taken from a single value of the lowest
minimum eigenvalue.
The experiment above describes that the eigenvalues based success-rates give extreme value between
the lower- and the upper bounds. Hence the lower bound success-rate can rely on the bootstrapped
1Abbr.: SAtellitenPOSitinierungsdienst, also written as SAPOSR©
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Figure 3.13: Upper panel: lower bounds using bootstrap success-rate (blue) and
bounding covariance matrix (violet). Lower panel: upper bounds using ADOP (blue)
and bounding covariance matrix (violet)
method, while the upper bound success-rate can be performed by operating the eigenvalue based
method.
Integer Aperture estimator
In case the success-rate is not high enough—not close to one, the estimated integer ambiguity
gives back to its correspond float counterpart. For this purpose the I-estimator does not satisfy.
Therefore, the so-called Integer Aperture (IA)-estimator is introduced in Teunissen (2003b), which
is also used in Ji et al. (2010); Brack and Günther (2014) for different motivations. It is defined by
Teunissen (2003b); Brack and Günther (2014):
vecAˇIA =
∑
vecZ∈Zmn
vecZ wz
(
vecAˆ
)
+ vecAˆ
(
1−
∑
vecZ∈Zmn
wz
(
vecAˆ
))
(3.82)
with wz
(
vecXˆ
)
is the binary indicator function of the aperture pull-in regions ΩvecZ. Where
wz
(
vecXˆ
)
= 1 if vecX ∈ ΩvecZ, wz
(
vecXˆ
)
= 0 otherwise.
Starting with the IA-estimator, one drops the first criteria of the I-estimators—no gaps, while the
overlap and the translational invariant are still obeyed. By knowing Ω ⊂ Rmn collects all ΩvecZ
(ΩvecZ = Ω ∩ SvecZ), the IA-estimator is defined once Ω0 is known, which is considered as the
integer-translational pull in region that determines the aperture of the pull-in region (Ji et al.,
2010). Based on the definition above the criteria of the IA-estimator are mathematically expressed
as (Teunissen, 2003d; Teunissen and Verhagen, 2008):
(i)
⋃
vecZ∈Zmn
ΩvecZ = Ω (3.83)
(ii) Int (ΩvecZ)
⋂
Int (ΩvecU) = ∅, ∀vecZ, vecU ∈ Zmn, vecZ 6= vecU (3.84)
(iii) ΩvecZ = vecZ + Ω0, ∀vecZ ∈ Zmn (3.85)
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Those criteria (3.83) through (3.85) build three possible outcomes of the integer ambiguity resolu-
tion: success if the integer ambiguity is correctly fixed, failure if the ambiguity is incorrectly fixed
and undecided if the float ambiguity is utilised (Teunissen, 2003c). Those three possible outcomes
represent different probabilities (Teunissen and Verhagen, 2008)
Ps = P
(
Aˇ = Z
)
=
∫
ΩvecA
faˆ (vecX|vecA) dx, vecAˆ ∈ ΩvecA (success) (3.86)
Pf =
∑
vecZ∈Zmn\{vecA}
∫
ΩvecZ
faˆ (vecX|vecA) dx, vecAˆ ∈ Ω\ΩvecA (failure) (3.87)
Pu = 1− Ps − Pf , vecAˆ /∈ Ω (undecided) (3.88)
First two probabilities (3.86) and (3.87) are called the success-rate and the failure rate of the IA-
estimator, respectively. Its computation is however a non-trivial problem and time demanding.
Fortunately, Verhagen (2006) provided a look-up table with the appropriate tolerance levels, which
is based upon several fixed failure rates. The related-theory of this statistical topic can refer to
Baarda (1967, 1968); Teunissen (2000b); Papoulis and Pillai (2002).
Teststatistic of integer ambiguity
Some well known validation methods of the IA-estimator class are ratio-test, difference-test, and
projector-test (Frei and Beutler , 1990; Euler and Schaffrin, 1991; Tiberius and de Jonge, 1995;
Han, 1997; Wang et al., 1998). They principally depart from similar approach that they need "the
second best" integer ambiguity to make an acceptance or rejection decision. These methods tell
the closeness of the float solution to its nearest integer solution and they do not represent the
correctness of the ILS solution (Teunissen et al., 2011).
Table 3.2: Summary of the IA-estimator class teststatistics (after Teunissen, 2003c)
Test/Contributor Formula Remark
Ratio-test
||vecAˆ−vecAˇ||2Q ˆvecAvecAˆ
||vecAˆ−vecAˇ′||2Q
vecAˆvecAˆ
≤ ρ F-distributed,
( Euler, Shaffrin) fixed-tolerance level
Difference-test ||vecAˆ− vecAˇ′||2QvecAˆvecAˆ− vecAˇ, vecAˇ
′ deterministic,
(Tiberius, de Jonge) −||vecAˆ− vecAˇ||2QvecAˆvecAˆ ≥ δ fixed-tolerance level
Projector-test | (vecAˇ−vecAˇ
′)TQ−1
vecAˆvecAˆ
(vecAˆ−vecAˇ)
||vecAˇ−vecAˇ′||Q
vecAˆvecAˆ
| ≤ ω Normally distributed,
(Han) fixed-tolerance level
Some misconceptions about their statistical assumptions that they are wrongly assumed having
F-distribution. Moreover, the "best" and the "second best" candidates, vecAˇ and vecAˇ′, are falsely
considered to be deterministic. It should be noted that the float ambiguity vecAˆ is a random
vector, hence its integer candidate should also be a random vector (see Teunissen, 2003c).
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Another drawback is that their tolerance levels are ad hoc solutions where the numerical values are
fixed and empirically defined (Teunissen and Verhagen, 2009). With the fixed tolerance levels the
outcomes are not realistic and they do not represent actual distribution of the estimated ambiguity.
In statistical point of view, fixing the tolerance level potentially gives false alarm of type I er-
ror; wrongly rejected the true value. Hence, Teunissen (2003c); Teunissen and Verhagen (2009)
suggested to use a fixed value of failure rate. It permits to examine the stochastic behaviour of
solution, independent of precision, by an exact and overall probabilistic evaluation.
Setting a small amount of failure rate means maximising the success-rate, Ps = 1−Pf . This problem
therefore can be classified into the maximum likelihood problem. This optimisation problem leads
to (Teunissen and Verhagen, 2008):
argmax
Ω0⊂S0
Ps subject to: Pf = β (3.89)
with β is user-defined fixed-value of failure rate. The optimisation solution is then given by:
Ω0 =
{
vecX ∈ S0
∣∣ ∑
vecZ∈Zmn
faˆ (vecX + vecZ) ≤ µfaˆ (vecX + vecA)
}
(3.90)
where the varied tolerance level µ is chosen based on evaluation of the failure rate Pf = β. The
decision is to accept integer candidate if the ratio test in Table 3.2 is smaller than µ, otherwise
float solution is managed.
3.3.5 Partial fixing of integer ambiguity
Estimating integer ambiguity becomes a problem if a large amount of candidates should be esti-
mated, e.g., multi-baseline, multi-constellation, multi-frequency, long baseline, and long observation
period applications. Hence, at least two issues arise to perform the partial fixing method: the first
is to reduce the computational cost of integer ambiguities by fixing subset of ambiguity candidates
which has high reliability—while the accuracy of integer ambiguity has also to be maintained, and
the second is to reduce position error risk if the whole ambiguity sets are incorrectly fixed due to
observation biases of geometry based model (Cao et al., 2007; Lawrence, 2009; Parkins, 2011; Odijk
et al., 2014). Moreover, the definition of lower bound of success-rate implicitly leads to a reality
that resolving of the full set ambiguity can be difficult under a particular circumstance. In that
case, only a subset of ambiguities can be resolved.
Supposing the integer ambiguity parameters are already solved, the multi-baseline solution vecBˇ
can be written as (after Teunissen, 1994a; Teunissen and Kleusberg, 1998; Teunissen et al., 1999):
vecBˇ = vecBˆ|vecAˇ = vecBˆ−QvecBˆvecAˆQ−1vecAˆvecAˆ
(
vecAˆ− vecAˇ
)
(3.91)
and its vcm is strictly given by:
QvecBˇvecBˇ = QvecBˆvecBˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
1
−QvecBˆvecAˆQ−1vecAˆvecAˆQvecAˆvecBˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
2
+ QvecBˆvecAˆQ
−1
vecAˆvecAˆQvecAˇvecAˇQ
−1
vecAˆvecAˆQvecAˆvecBˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
(3.92)
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with vecBˆ is the float solution vector of multi-baseline, QvecBˆvecAˆ (or QvecAˆvecBˆ) is the covariance
block matrix, and vecAˇ is the fixed integer ambiguity vector.
It should be noted that the third term of (3.92) can be neglected if the success-rate of integer
ambiguity is close to one, P
(
vecAˇ = vecA
)
≈ 1 (i.e. QvecAˇvecAˇ is close to zero), otherwise it can
not fulfill. In practical, this condition is difficult to reach due to large varied stochastic behaviour
(Teunissen et al., 1999). If this happens, the integer ambiguity cannot be fixed, and the ambiguity
will fall into float solution.
Based on this reason, this contribution attempts another chance to fix ambiguity into integer value;
taking partially the ambiguity candidates which potentially have high success-rates. Teunissen
et al. (1999); Odijk et al. (2014) suggested to constrain by avoiding low rate success-rate below the
threshold of 0.995 or 0.999 (safety of life).
Ensuring a high success-rate of partial fixing, the float ambiguity with the smallest variance is
naturally chosen. It consequently starts from the last ambiguity in vecAˆ, and checks whether its
success-rate is above or equal the defined threshold (Teunissen et al., 1999, 2000; Odijk et al., 2014).
The partial fixing algorithm can be written by separating the transformation matrix Z of (3.53)
apart:
[
vecZˆj−1
vecZˆmn−(j+1)
]
=
[
ZTj−1
ZTmn−(j+1)
]
vecAˆ (3.93)
The algorithm (3.93) is performed by relaxing the integer constraint of DD ambiguities partially
into real values, ai ∈ Z for i = 1, . . . , j and ai ∈ R for i = j + 1, . . . ,mn (Teunissen, 1994b). The
formulations in (3.91) and (3.92) are also accounted for the last column of (3.93).
Figure 3.14: Float- (0) and fixed (1) ambiguities, respectively, of LAMBDA (blue) and
partial-LAMBDA(red)
In order to analyse the performance between the LAMBDA and the partial-LAMBDA, the same
experiment as it is done in section (3.3.4) is brought, with the elevation masks were set 50, and all
baselines are assumed to be equally correlated.
Figure (3.14) represents the fixed ambiguity of four fixed baselines. Since the success-rates cannot
give a higher value than the pre-defined threshold (0.999) due to short timespan epoch interval—as
it is shown by Figure (3.13), the estimated ambiguities of the LAMBDA method are fixed to the
float solutions. Contrarily, the partial-LAMBDA method attempts to fix the integer ambiguity by
choosing some candidates with their success-rates are above 0.995.
Although the partial-LAMBDA method proposes a lower success-rate at particular level but it
selects the integer ambiguity candidates who have the lowest variances with the most reliable at
first. Therefore, Figure (3.14) confirms that the partial-LAMBDA method gives higher probability
of fixing integer ambiguity than the LAMBDA itself. It should be noted that those success-rates
highly depend on the vcm observation, which is influenced by the precision of phase observation
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Figure 3.15: Estimated baseline lengths from four different baseline vectors of multiple
baseline case
and the signal frequency. In addition, using of partial-LAMBDA is considered to be efficient in
sense of the computational efforts. This issue mainly arises whenever a particular application needs
information from multi-baseline, multi-frequency, and multi-satellite constellation data of carrier
phase observation in epoch-by-epoch processing strategy.
The performance of the proposed algorithm can be seen from four estimated baselines, as they are
described at Figure (3.15). Despite fail of fixing integer ambiguities at most (Figure (3.14)), the
estimated baselines are deviated only in centimetre fraction with the true baseline values (see Table
(B.1) of Appendix B.2.2).
The accurate estimated baselines may be influenced by the observation data quality of the VRS,
which makes the functional model is sufficient enough. It is confirmed by (3.18), which explained
that the observational variance can lower the baseline vcm if it has relative big amount. Besides
that, the approximated coordinates of VRS also drive the baseline accuracy. Hence, the stochastic
model as it is presented at (2.35) is relatively simple.
Chapter 4
GNSS based attitude determination
The GNSS based attitude determination problem is to find a set of orientation parameter based on
the knowledge of antenna baselines of a rigid body in reference coordinate frame and in respective
body coordinate frame at a particular epoch. The relation between them forms a rotation matrix
sequence. Intrinsic to that purpose at least one baseline is employed to determine two orientation
angles of a platform, usually pitch θ and yaw ψ. While at least two baselines are employed to
determine a complete orientation angle set in space, i.e., Euler angles: pitch θ, yaw ψ and roll φ
angles.
						
𝑓! 	 𝑓! 	
𝑓!	
roll	 yaw	
pitch	
Figure 4.1: Rotations with respect to their respective axes in right-handed coordinate
system defined in this research.
The attitude estimation using GNSS also depends on the kind of observation being used. The carrier
observation gives higher precision than the code observation, as long as the integer ambiguities are
correctly solved. However, the integer ambiguity estimation of the carrier observation is a non-
trivial problem. Giorgi (2011) demonstrated the direct comparison of both observations for attitude
determination problem.
The experiment shows that three attitude angles are estimated using code and carrier observations.
Although both observations result from a single experiment but the carrier observation is more
accurate and precise, which gives up to two orders of magnitude (see Figure (4.2)).
Several algorithms are proposed to solve the attitude determination problem. Each method has
its advantages over another. An earlier example of the direct method was introduced by Black
(1964), namely TRIaxial Attitude Determination (TRIAD) method, which seems to be a simple
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Figure 4.2: Heading, bank and elevation angles of a couple of two meter baseline lengths,
taken from code observation (left) and carrier observaion (right) (courtesy of Giorgi,
2011).
way to estimate orientation angles. Unfortunately, it is applicable for no more than two baselines.
Similar algorithms with some modifications were also demonstrated in Horn et al. (1988); Li and
Yuan (2005). Later, Cohen (1992) proposed a motion based attitude determination algorithm,
based on Wahba’s problem (Wahba, 1965). It attempts to hinder the ambiguity problem by taking
advantage of time different, but it faces higher noise problem. Another drawback is that the
attitude parameters cannot be estimated in a single epoch computation. Other techniques were
also developed by Van Graas and Braasch (1991); Landau and Ordón¯ez (1992), which utilised
QR-decomposition or Householder triangulation to extract parameters.
The objective of this chapter is to define a set of practically applicable orientation angles in space
from simple mathematical models, which gives the best possible estimated parameters and high
precision. The former objective is obtained if the orthogonality constraint of rotation matrix is
fulfilled. Some methods attempt to fulfill this constraint by using decomposition in minimisa-
tion process and adding an additional parameter in estimation process using Lagrange multiplier
(Schonemann, 1966; Davenport, 1968; Keat, 1977; Shuster , 1978; Shuster and Oh, 1981; Markley
and Landis, 1993; Mortari, 1997; Nadler and Bar-Itzhack, 1998), while other methods rather tried
to perform iterative least-squares (Gosh, 1972; Wolf , 1974; Slama et al., 1980; Nadler and Bar-
Itzhack, 1998; Giorgi, 2011). In terms of least-squares adjustment the latter objective is fulfilled
by redundancy. Theoretically, more observations potentially give higher precision.
4.1 A basic coordinate transformation in space
It is supposed that the DD integer ambiguity parameter of phase observation is already solved. The
attitude of a rigid body can be explained by a linear transformation between local level coordinate
frame and body coordinate frame through a rotation matrix RLF , as follows (Jekeli, 2001):
E{L} = RLFF,  ∼ N (0,Q) (4.1)
where L ∈ R is a 3×n matrix of baselines in local level frame, F ∈ R is a q×n matrix of baseline in
body frame, and R ∈ O is a 3× q rotation transformation matrix. It is noticed that the expression
of (4.1) is a set of isometries, or length preserving transformation on R3—that is viewed as Lie
group SO(3) (Varadarajan, 1984; Chaturvedi et al., 2011).
To keep the consistency of discussion for the rest of this thesis, a convention of Euler angle sequence
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used in this thesis is zyx, which is widely used in aircraft and aerospace applications, as it is defined
for the rest of this contribution (Kuipers, 2002) (see Appendix A.2).
4.2 Limited baselines of attitude estimation method
This section discusses some available closed-form methods. However, they are limited by max-
imum baseline number, which does not exceed for more than two baselines. Despite maximum
number baseline limitation, they are considered to be simple and can be processed by least-squares
estimation technique.
4.2.1 Euler angles based direct method
Term of "direct" is introduced in Lu et al. (1993) on solving the attitude angles without knowledge of
the body system-coordinated baselines. A similar principle is actually demonstrated in El-Mowafy
and Schwarz (1994).
Supposing that three GPS antennae are mounted on a vehicle configuring two perpendicular base-
lines. The first point is located at centre of body coordinate frame , the second point (or the first
baseline) is along positive x-axis with its coordinates f1 =
[
fx,1 0 0
]T
and l1 =
[
lx,1 ly,1 lz,1
]T
in body and local-level frames, respectively. The third point, i.e., the second baseline, is situated
along positive y-axis with its coordinates f2 =
[
fx,2 fy,2 0
]T
and l2 =
[
lx,2 ly,2 lz,2
]T
also in
body and local level frames, respectively. Using (4.1), the orientation angles yaw ψˆ and pitch θˆ can
be estimated as (Lu et al., 1993)
lx,1ly,1
lz,1
 = RLF
fx,10
0
 (4.2)
where sequence of RLF (or
(
RFL
)T
) can be seen from Appendix A.2.4.
Hence,
ψˆ = arctan
(
ly,1
lx,1
)
, −pi < ψˆ ≤ pi (4.3)
θˆ = arctan
 −lz,1√
(lx,1)2 + (ly,1)2
 , −pi2 < θˆ ≤ pi2 (4.4)
Once yaw ψˆ and pitch θˆ angles are obtained, roll φˆ angle is computed using the second baseline,
as follows
l′x,2l′y,2
l′z,2
 =
1 0 00 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ

fx,2fy,2
0
 (4.5)
φˆ = arctan
(
l′z,2
l′y,2
)
, −pi < φˆ ≤ pi (4.6)
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with,
l′x,2l′y,2
l′z,2
 = R (y, θˆ)R (z, ψˆ)
lx,2ly,2
lz,2
 =
lx,2 cos θˆ cos ψˆ + ly,2 cos θˆ sin ψˆ − lz,2 sin θˆ−lx,2 sin ψˆ + ly,2 cos ψˆ
lx,2 sin θˆ cos ψˆ + ly,2 sin θˆ sin ψˆ + lz,2 cos θˆ
 (4.7)
This approach gives geometric representation in a simple way, and it needs minimum cost to define
orientation. In addition, no assumption has ever been built, which means no calibration on the
antenna baselines is needed. Despite simple interpretation of the orientation, this solution might
lead to singularity of the solution (Schleppe, 1997). El-Mowafy and Schwarz (1994) demonstrated
for the denominator of (4.3) is being zero, its ratio becomes infinity. It gives 90 degrees for a
positive value of its numerator. Likewise, it results 270 degrees whenever its numerator gives a
negative value. A similar case could happen to (4.6). Another drawback is that the second baseline
is not optimally used since it is only utilised to define roll φˆ angle (Kuylen et al., 2005).
Their variances can be directly derived from results (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6). Taking first derivation
of yaw ψˆ angle and squaring both sides of equation (Bronshtein et al., 2007), it gives
(dψ)2 =
(
ly,1dlx,1 − lx,1dly,1
l2x,1 + l2y,1
)2
(4.8)
Assuming there is no correlation between vector components, the expression of (4.8) can be turned
into variance equation by using law of error propagation (Mikhail and Ackermann, 1996; Niemeier ,
2008), which is given by
σ2
ψˆ(cart) =
l2y,1σ
2
lx,1
+ l2x,1σ2ly,1
l2x,1 + l2y,1
(4.9)
This is a Cartesian attitude variance. It is necessary to express the variance in terms of Euler
angle. Therefore, (4.9) is reparameterised into angle form, as follows
σ2
ψˆ
=
sin2 ψ
(
cos2 ψ σ2lx,1 + sin
2 ψ σ2ly,1
)
f2x,1 cos2 ψ cos2 θ
(4.10)
A similar way is used to define variances of pitch σ2
θˆ
and roll σ2
φˆ
, which are written as
σ2
θˆ
=
cos2 θ(1− 2 sin2 ψ cos2 ψ)σ2lz,1 + sin2 θ sin2 ψ σ2ly,1 + sin2 θ cos2 ψ σ2lx,1
f2x,1
(4.11)
σ2
φˆ
=
2 sin2 φ cos2 φσ2fy,2
f2y,2
(4.12)
with,
σ2fy,2 = (cos
2 φ sin2 ψ + sin2 φ sin2 θ cos2 ψ)σ2lx,2
+ (cos2 φ cos2 ψ + sin2 θ sin2 ψ)σ2ly,2
+ cos2 θ σ2lz,2
(4.13)
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Although they give such as lengthy expression, but no need to take variance information of baseline
vectors of the body frame. Since they are derived geometrically from their estimates, the variance
factor formulations of (4.10) through (4.12) are uniquely defined for each definition of the axes of
coordinate system. Another representation, which refers to East-North-Up system, can be found
in Lu (1995). A drawback of this representation is that the vcm is a diagonal matrix with zeros
elsewhere. Hence, no statistical analysis can be built regarding the correlation between parameters.
Therefore, more efforts need to compute the correlation between estimated parameters.
4.2.2 TRIAD based method
The TRIAD method was initially introduced to solve orientation angles by means of rotation matrix
by using a set of reparameterised coordinates in both systems. It was then further developed in
Horn (1987); Horn et al. (1988) by redefining the baseline vectors with respect to centroid. This
method also strictly limits only for two baseline vectors. Therefore, the TRIAD solutions depend
on the accuracy of baseline vectors.
It is supposed that three GNSS antennae represent the local level coordinate and the body coordi-
nate frames, L =
[
l0 l1 l2
]
and F =
[
f0 f1 f2
]
, respectively. Since vectors l0 and f0 are always
zeros, their contribution with no cost can always be ignored. Two corresponding orthonormal bases
are written as Lˆ =
[ˆ
l1 lˆ2 lˆ3
]
and Fˆ =
[
fˆ1 fˆ2 fˆ3
]
, respectively. Then the orthonormal bases are
formed as (Black, 1964; Wertz, 1978)
lˆ1 = l1||l1|| , lˆ2 =
l1×l2
||l1×l2|| , lˆ3 = lˆ1 × lˆ2
fˆ1 = f1||f1|| , fˆ2 =
f1×f2
||f1×f2|| , fˆ3 = fˆ1 × fˆ2
(4.14)
Since the baseline vectors are coplanar; where the first baseline in body frame is usually located
along the positive first axis and the second baseline on the plane, the orthonormal bases for vectors
in body frame can also be expressed as
Fˆ =

1 0 0
0 0 ± fx,1fx,2||fx,1fx,2||
0 ± fx,1fx,2||fx,1fx,2|| 0
 (4.15)
It can be seen that the orthonormal base matrix of body frame is a unit matrix. Since the first
base is always 1, then the second base is a normalisation of the x-axis of the baseline vector f2,
which again will result ±1. The third base is only a cross product of the first and the second bases.
Hence, this contribution is proposing a shortcut of two possibilities of the unit matrix Fˆ form,
Fˆ =

1 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 if: [fx,2
fy,2
]
, or
[
−fx,2
fy,2
]
1 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 if: [ fx,2−fy,2
]
, or
[
−fx,2
−fy,2
] (4.16)
Since the algebraic definition of the coordinate system transformation hierarchy is taken from the
global-to-local scale coordinate system, it is valid then (Wertz, 1978)
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RFL Lˆ = Fˆ (4.17)
RFL = Fˆ LˆT (4.18)
By using (4.15), or (4.16), the TRIAD method saves more computational costs to apply. Only
an orthonormal matrix of local level frame Lˆ needs to compute, and the rotation matrix can be
directly determined using (4.18). It should be remembered that the rotation matrix of (4.18) is not
a symmetric matrix due to part of second vector content is discarded (Shuster and Oh, 1981).
Shuster and Oh (1981) also defined a vcm for the TRIAD based attitude determination. It takes
the relation of the orthonormal bases and the precision of baselines on both systems. Although the
derivation of the equation is quite lengthy, the cartesian attitude vcm constitutes as
Qoˆoˆ = σ21I3 +
1
||ˆf1 × fˆ2||2
[
(σ22 − σ21)fˆ1 fˆT1 + σ21(fˆT1 fˆ2)(fˆ1 fˆT2 + fˆ2 fˆT1 )
]
(4.19)
with,
σ21 = σ2l1 + σ
2
f1 ; σ
2
2 = σ2l2 + σ
2
f2 (4.20)
The vcm of Euler angles is taken by using a generic relation in Wertz (1978), which is expressed by
Q(ψˆ,θˆ,φˆ) = HQoˆoˆH
T (4.21)
where H is a partial derivative of rotation matrix with respect to the Euler angles. It is noticed
that the construction of this matrix depends on the Euler angle sequence. In contrast to variance
of the direct method in section 4.2.1, this method has some advantages; its Cartesian attitude vcm
is independent of the baseline construction although the partial derivative matrix still has to be
derived with respect to the Euler angle sequence, it also gives possibilities to analyse the correlation
between parameters. Another advantage that the Cartesian attitude vcm of TRIAD method can
be used to define the quaternion vcm, as it is shown at section 4.2.3.
4.2.3 Quaternion based method
Hughes; Ang and Tourassis (1987) argued that the Euler based rotation matrix suffers from the
singularity problem and the ambiguous meaning of orientation angle determination. The quaternion
is introduced due to its immunity against such problems (for futher reading: Mitchell and Rogers
(1965); Grubin (1970); Klump (1976); Grubin (1979); Bar-Itzhack and Oshman (1985); Nadler and
Bar-Itzhack (1998); Bar-Itzhack (2000a,b); Hall et al. (2008); Lopes et al. (2008)). Giorgi (2011)
showed that it could reduce cost during computation compared to geometric based rotation matrix
representation. Despite its popularity in mathematical computation, the quaternion has a drawback
that it does not give any geometrical representation in orientation, which is difficult for users to
imagine. Alternately, the quaternion can be transformed into Euler angles form (see Appendix
A.4.2).
The relation between two coordinate frames can also be used to define unit quaternion. It was dis-
cussed in Schut (1960); Horn (1987) who applied unit quaternion and came up at a linear equation
set. The problem definition leads to finding the quaternion rotation operator (see Appendix A.3.1)
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n∑
i=1
(
q
¯
fi q
¯
∗) li = n∑
i=1
(
q
¯
fi
) (
li q
¯
)
(4.22)
By using relation of (A.39) and (A.40) in Appendix A.3.1, the products between coordinate frames
(or also named pure quaternion in Kuipers (2002)) and unit quaternion are given by
q
¯
fi =

0 −fx,i −fy,i −fz,i
fx,i 0 fz,i −fy,i
fy,i −fz,i 0 fx,i
fz,i fy,i −fx,i 0
q¯ = ℵ¯fi q¯ (4.23)
li q
¯
=

0 −lx,i −ly,i −lz,i
lx,i 0 −lz,i ly,i
ly,i lz,i 0 −lx,i
lz,i −ly,i lx,i 0
q¯ = ℵli q¯ (4.24)
Both matrices are orthogonal, and the 3 × 3 lower-right-part block matrices are skew-symmetric
matrices. If fi and li were unit quaternions, the first diagonal element gives one and zeros elsewhere
along the first column and row. Substituting (4.23) and (4.24) into (4.22) yield the maximised cost
function (Keat, 1977; Gurwitz and Overton, 1989):
q
¯
T
(
n∑
i=1
ℵ¯Tfi ℵli
)
q
¯
= q
¯
T
(
n∑
i=1
Mi
)
q
¯
= q
¯
TMq
¯
(4.25)
For the sake of simplicity, let have a special case with both baselines are perpendicular each other
and having equal length, the matrixM of (4.25) can be formed into
M =

d(lx,1 + ly,2) d(lz,2) −d(lz,1) −d(lx,2 − ly,1)
d(lz,2) d(lx,1 − ly,2) d(lx,2 + ly,1) d(lz,1)
−d(lz,1) d(lx,2 + ly,1) −d(lx,1 − ly,2) d(lz,2)
−d(lx,2 − ly,1) d(lz,1) d(lz,2) −d(lx,1 + ly,2)
 (4.26)
The 3× 3 block matrix of lower-right side instead is a symmetric matrix. It is easy to see that the
trace of matrixM is zero, which applies in general case. It also implicitly tells that the sum of
roots of its characteristic equation is also zero, which leads to zero eigenvalue summation.
The unit quaternion is then defined from the eigenvector of matrixM, which corresponds to its
maximum eigenvalue (Davenport, 1968; Horn, 1987; Bar-Itzhack, 2000a,b). Another quaternion
based method was also proposed in Reynolds (1997, 1998). For two baselines lying on a plane,
Horn (1987) suggested a simplified characteristic equation, which is written as
η4 + k2η2 + k0 = 0 (4.27)
then, their eigenvalues are four roots of the (quartic) equation of (4.27),
η2 =
−k2 ±
√
k22 − 4k0
2 (4.28)
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which leads to its maximum eigenvalue from the most positive root, as follows:
ηM =
√√√√−k2 +√k22 − 4k0
2 (4.29)
with k0 and k2 are the coefficients of characteristic equation (see Appendix A.6). The quaternion
vcm is represented by (Shuster and Oh, 1981):
Qqˆ
¯
qˆ
¯
= [q
¯
×]
[
Qqˆqˆ 0
0 0
]
[q
¯
×]T (4.30)
where,
Qqˆqˆ =
1
4Qoˆoˆ =
1
4σ
2
tot
[
I3 −
n∑
i=1
σ2tot
σ2i
fˆi fˆTi
]−1 (4.31)
[
q
¯
×
]
=

q0 −q3 q2 q1
q3 q0 −q1 q2
−q2 q1 q0 q3
−q1 −q2 −q3 q0
 (4.32)
σ2tot =
n∑
i=1
σ2i ; σi = σ2li + σ
2
fi (4.33)
Depending on the estimated unknown parameters—whether Euler angles or unit quaternion, par-
ticularly the second and the third methods, with new defined coordinates, can be considered to
give desirable initial values. However, maximum allowed baselines restrict the parameter precision
level. It is important to note that although these three closed-form solutions are valid only for
two baseline application, it does not mean that they could not be solved by using least-squares
estimation technique (see Lu, 1995).
In order to know the performance between the Euler angles and the quaternion based direct method,
two specific approachs of sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 are directly compared. Both methods are simulated
in 900 simulation numbers, with ψ = 900, θ = 00, φ = −900, and randomly-generated noise using
Matlab with σ = 0.02 radians. Three artificial baselines are distributed in F-system;
F =
1.5 0.0 1.50.0 1.5 1.5
0.0 0.0 −0.2
metre (4.34)
Figure 4.3 shows that former method (black) estimates a set of Euler angles and then it is converted
to quaternion, while the later method (red) computes the quaternion set directly. The quaternion
set is processed from baseline lengths in F-system and L-system. From mathematical point of view,
the later method presents a representative quaternion set. The components are directly derived
from an exact algebra operation indeed, which involving eigenvector computation.
The former method has a different approach to estimate the quaternion set. The quaternion set is
however converted from a set of Euler angles, which is derived from information of baseline lengths
in their corresponding L-system.
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Figure 4.3: Quaternion sets using two approaches: The Euler angles direct method
(black) and the quaternion based direct method (red)
Figure 4.4: Euler angles from two approaches: The Euler angles direct method (black)
and the quaternion based direct method (red)
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Figure 4.5: Upper panel: CPU time of the Euler angles direct method(black lines) and
the quaternion based direct method (red lines), lower panel: Quaternion unit length of
the Euler angles direct method (black) and the quaternion based direct method (red)
Despite giving unidentical quaternion set, their swung-Euler angles are coinciding each other (see
Figure 4.4). In other words, both methods are plausible for Euler Angles-to-Quaternion conversion
purpose.
In general, both methods also give a comparable performance. The CPU time on the upper panel
of Figure 4.5 represents the speed of data processing through the whole simulation numbers. It
shows that both methods were running on average of 30 microseconds. Some fluctuated quantities
might be caused by internal memory system of the machine.
Although the lower panel of Figure 4.5 shows that their quaternion unit lengths are identical, the
operational of the quaternion based method is favourable. The first reason is that the method
yields a quaternion set as a direct result, and the second reason is that it utilises information of
baseline length in F-system, which is exactly known beforehand.
4.3 Minimisation problem based attitude
The attitude determination methods in this contribution are classified into two classes: the rotation
matrix based approach solution and the baseline based approach solution. The first class can be
geometrically viewed as finding a minimum distance between the approximate and the unknown
true rotation matrix components, lying on a three-dimensional curved manifold embedded in a
nine-dimensional space (Giorgi, 2011).
Rˇ(q
¯
) = argmin
R(q
¯
) ∈ S3
∣∣∣∣vec (Rˆ(q
¯
)−R(q
¯
)
) ∣∣∣∣2
Qq
¯
(4.35)
where Rˆ(q
¯
) and R(q
¯
) are the approximate and the unknown true rotation matrices in quaternion
form, Qq
¯
is the quaternion based rotation vcm.
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Another class is the baseline based approach solution, utilising the the geometric relation between
baselines in local level and body-coordinated frames of (4.1).
Rˇ(q
¯
) = argmin
R(q
¯
) ∈ S3
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣li − Rˆ(q
¯
)fi
∣∣∣∣2
Qq
¯i
(4.36)
The second class is a minimisation of the weighted sum of squares of residual errors (Wahba, 1965;
Schonemann, 1966; Giorgi, 2011). This method depends on the availability of an initial guess
of the transformation parameters. Each different baseline can have individual weighted matrix
Q−1q
¯i
, which leads to Orthogonal Procrustes Problem (OPP). Another option is to weighting single
components of each baseline, or also named as Weighted Orthogonal Procrustes Problem (WOPP).
The latter problem is difficult to solve due to non-orthogonality of the rotation matrix, which is
possibly solved only by numerical methods (Giorgi, 2011).
4.3.1 Iterated q-method
Considering Wahba’s problem of (4.35), for multi-baseline purpose the minimisation problem leads
to (Wahba, 1965; Schonemann, 1966)
Rˇ(q
¯
) = argmin
R(q
¯
) ∈ S3
trace
[
Q− 12 BTBQ− 12 − 2R(q
¯
)FQ−1BT + Q− 12 FTR(q
¯
)TR(q
¯
)FQ− 12
]
(4.37)
Due to orthogonality of rotation matrix the last terms on the right-hand side are being constants, as
well as the first term. Hence, minimising problem of (4.37) is equivalent to maximising the second
term on the right-hand side. Solving such problem the former techniques attempt to decompose
the second term using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). It is however considered giving high
computational loads. Davenport (1968) proposed a procedure that builds the so-called Davenport’s
K matrix, which is avoiding the decomposition process. It is given by
K =
[
S− trace(Σ)I3 s
sT trace(Σ)
]
(4.38)
with,
Σ = BQ−1FT (4.39)
S = Σ + ΣT (4.40)
sT =
[
Σ2,3 − Σ3,2 Σ3,1 − Σ1,3 Σ1,2 − Σ2,1
]
(4.41)
It is known that the unit quaternion is equivalent to the eigenvector which is corresponding to the
maximum eigenvalue. Furthermore, in terms of Davenport’s matrix K, the maximising problem
trace
[
R(q
¯
)FQ−1BT
]
can be reparameterised as
Rˇ(q
¯
) = arg max
q
¯
∈R4
q
¯
TKq
¯
, subject to: q
¯
Tq
¯
= 1 (4.42)
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Introducing the Lagrangian multiplier κ the orthogonality constraint gives a new form of (4.36)
into
V(q
¯
) = arg min
q
¯
, κ
q
¯
TKq
¯
− κ
(
q
¯
Tq
¯
− 1
)
(4.43)
One definition to solve (4.43) is given in Giorgi (2011). It is said to finding the stationary point of
the Lagrangian function. Since the unit quaternion is the eigenvector of the correspond maximum
eigenvalue the Lagrange multiplier κ is then switched to the maximum eigenvalue, which refers to
some proposed techniques in Keat (1977); Shuster (1978); Shuster and Oh (1981).
Another approach on solving (4.37) is also given in Nadler and Bar-Itzhack (1998). Basically, the
cost function is brought into the phase measurement directly and the content of Davenport’s matrix
K is redefined. The new redefined cost function is solved using the Newton-Raphson method. This
technique needs iteration process to estimate the unit quaternion as well as the Lagrange multiplier
κ until a satisfied threshold is fulfilled. It is claimed to be faster compared to the QUaternion
ESTimator (QUEST) method of Shuster (1978).
Other than both approaches above, it seems possible that the minimisation problem (4.43) is rather
solved in straightforward manner, where:
∂
(
V(q
¯
)
)
∂(q
¯
, κ) = 0; q¯
∈ R4, κ ∈ R (4.44)
Its normal equation is written as,
[
K −q
¯q
¯
T 0
] [
q
κ¯
]
=
[
0
1
]
(4.45)
Rather than using Newton-Raphson method, the GILS based method is applied as in section 3.2.1.
The dumping factor is then taken from one-over-the maximum eigenvalue of the inverted normal
matrix from (4.45).
4.3.2 Least-squares based attitude model
Apart of previous approaches, thwo straightforward least-squares solutions of attitude models are
presented in this section. The first one is estimated from observation equation of multi-baseline in
Chapter 3, while the latter based on baseline relation presented in (4.1).
Observation based attitude model
The advantage of this approach over the previous approaches in (4.35) and (4.36) is that the rota-
tion parameters, either Euler angles or unit quaternion, are directly estimated in straightforward
manner. Another advantage is no need to compute explicitly the baseline vectors in local level
frame.
For m + 1 satellites and n + 1 antennae it is known that the GNSS based observation equation is
written as:
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E{Y} = GB + HA (4.46)
Substituting (3.20) and (3.21) into (4.46), it gives
E{vecY} =
(
FT ⊗G
)
vecR(q
¯
) + (In ⊗H) vecA (4.47)
Utilising the Taylor series expansion, (4.47) is linearised with respect to the components of unit
quaternion. The estimated quaternion increment and its vcm are then given by
∆qˆ
¯
=
(
MT Q−1vecYvecY M
)−1
MT Q−1vecLvecL ∆vecL (4.48)
It should be remembered that since this approach is based on observation, its weight matrix is the
observation vcm. The estimated parameter vcm is then defined by
Qqˆ
¯
qˆ
¯
=
(
MTQ−1vecYvecYM
)−1
(4.49)
with,
∆vecL =
[
vecY− (In ×H)vecAˇ
]
−
[
N vecR(q
¯
0)
]
(4.50)
M =
[
∂
(
NvecR(q
¯
)
)
∂q
¯
∣∣∣∣∣∣q
¯
0
]
(4.51)
N =
(
FT ⊗G
)
(4.52)
G = G REL (4.53)
This method tends to give higher computational load since most matrices are appearing twice
during the estimation process; the first appear is during the integer ambiguity estimation and the
second appear is during the unit quaternion estimation. Another drawback of this approach is that
this process skips one estimation level of (3.33) through (3.37) of integer ambiguity estimation.
Avoiding such disadvantages, the baseline based attitude approach is used.
Baseline based attitude model
It is supposed that the n-baselines are observed. Based on (4.1), the relation between the reference
frame, i.e., local level, and the body frame can be written in terms of quaternion, as follows
E{vecL˜} =
(
FT ⊗ I3
)
vecR(q
¯
) (4.54)
The expression of (4.54) is also solved in least-squares manner. If last both methods share similar
notations, then it can be written by
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∆qˆ
¯
=
(
MT Q−1vecLvecL M
)−1
MT Q−1vecLvecL ∆vecL (4.55)
and,
Qqˆ
¯
qˆ
¯
=
(
MTQ−1vecLvecLM
)−1
(4.56)
Contrarily to the terms of observation based attitude model, the contents of the shared-notations
are different, which are expressed as
∆vecL =
(
vecL˜− vecL0
)
(4.57)
∆qˆ
¯
=
[
∆qˆ0 ∆qˆ1 ∆qˆ2 ∆qˆ3
]T
(4.58)
M =
[
∂
(
NvecR(q
¯
)
)
∂q
¯
∣∣∣∣∣∣q
¯
0
]
(4.59)
vecL0 = N
(
vecR(q
¯
0)
)
(4.60)
N =
(
FT ⊗ I3
)
(4.61)
where L˜ and L0 are the "observed" and the "computed" baseline vectors, respectively. The partial
derivative of matrix R(q
¯
) can be seen in Appendix A.7. Ideally, a good initial guess runs only for
a single iteration which gives the closest value to the true solution. In addition, this method also
relies on the quality of the estimated baselines in local level frame.
Since the quaternion does not give any geometrical representation, it can be transformed into Euler
angles representation. Using the relation between transpose of Euler angles sequence of (A.28) and
the quaternion operator of (A.47), it is then given as
ψˆ = arctan
( 2 qˆ1 qˆ2 + 2 qˆ0 qˆ3
qˆ20 + qˆ21 − qˆ22 − qˆ23
)
(4.62)
θˆ = arcsin (−2 qˆ1 qˆ3 + 2 qˆ0 qˆ2) (4.63)
φˆ = arctan
( 2 qˆ2 qˆ3 + 2 qˆ0 qˆ1
qˆ20 − qˆ21 − qˆ22 + qˆ23
)
(4.64)
Because the quaternion vcm is already known, the vcm of Euler angles could be simply formed
using the law of error propagation (see Bronshtein et al., 2007; Niemeier , 2008), which can be
derived as
Q(ψˆ,θˆ,φˆ) = J(ψ,θ,φ)Qqˆ
¯
qˆ
¯
JT(ψ,θ,φ) (4.65)
where J(ψ,θ,φ) is the Jacobian matrix of the partial derivative Euler angles with respect to quaternion
(see Appendix A.4.2).
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This method clearly tells that the precision of quaternion depends on the quality of the conditioned
baseline vcm in (3.92). Where it is influenced by satellite-receiver geometry, baseline construction,
phase wavelength, and stochastic property of code and phase observations, which are represented
in (3.32) and (3.35). It obviously can be seen that this method is another form of the Wahba’s
problem.
4.3.3 Iterative approach of attitude model
	
Navigation	solutions	(solutions	from	Chapter	3)	
Attitude	estimation:	𝐪!,𝐐𝐪𝐪	
Reparameterise	to:	[ψ! ,θ! ,ϕ!], [σ!! , σ!! , σ!! ]	
!𝐪!∗ 𝐪! − 1!  ≤  δ?		
Pre-defined	threshold:	δ	
Gradient	based	iterative	estimation		
yes	
no	
Figure 4.6: Diagram of Attitude determination estimation using least-squares approaches
It is known that the attitude estimation problem is constrained by orthogonality of rotation matrix
as RTR = I. Thank to quaternion that it is also constrained by N2(q
¯
) = ||q
¯
||2 = q
¯
∗q
¯
= 1.
Several methods are developed to put this constraint into minimisation problem (Shuster , 1978;
Shuster and Oh, 1981; Markley and Landis, 1993; Mortari, 1997; Nadler and Bar-Itzhack, 1998;
Markley and Mortari, 2000; Giorgi, 2011). It however introduces another additional parameter
into estimation process, which burdens the estimation process.
Another prossibility proposed is utilising iteration, as it was applied in (Nadler and Bar-Itzhack,
1998). As it was briefly discussed, if the initial guess values are closed enough to the best estimate
the process takes view iterations; otherwise it will be a computational demanding process. It means
that the initial guess must be carefully selected beforehand. Handling such difficulty the GILS
procedure in section 3.2.1 could be used as an alternative procedure. The iteration is terminated
until a pre-defined threshold value of the constraint is fulfilled (see Figure 4.6). This procedure
instead introduces the orthogonality constraint as a requirement in iteration process rather than
placing it inside the equation system and adding an additional parameter.
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4.3.4 Simulation of least-squares based attitude models
The performance of aforementioned three least-squares based attitude models are delivered using
previous simulation process as it was done in section 4.2.3. In order to exhibit the performance of
three methods an approximate quaternion set, as a initial value, is approached using Euler angles
direct method. CLS is shown by red lines, while ItLS and GILS are shown by black and blue lines,
respectively. The comparison of three methods are examined using six indicators: The estimated
quaternion set, the Euler angles, the standard deviation, the iteration number, the CPU-time and
the relative error.
Figure 4.7: Estimated quaternion sets using three least-squares methods: CLS (red),
ItLS (black) and GILS (blue) from 900 simulation numbers
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 consistently shown that ItLS and GILS yielded identical quaternion set and
Euler angles, but not for CLS. Both iterative approaches attempt to estimate the values until they
reach a given threshold, independent on a given approximate quaternion set as a initial value. A
different situation is found in CLS, where result of the estimated parameter fully depends on a
given initial value.
Moreover, both figures also agreed that the quaternion based direct method in section 4.2.3 performs
better than the Euler angles direct method. Hence, from practical point of view performing a lower
cost system can be tailored using a combination of the quaternion based direct method and CLS.
Quality of three methods can be evaluated by looking through the precision of the estimated
parameter. Figure 4.9 describes precision levels of the parameters that are represented in Euler
angles rather than in quaternion set form. It however is propagated from precision of quaternion
indeed, which is derived in Appendix A.4.2.
Levels of the precision are around 0.5 degree in average. In hydrographic survey, this precision
satisfies the special order of the (International Hydrographic Organization, 2008) of the horizontal
accuracy of positioning. For instance, the horizontal precision is about 5 cm for precision of 0.50
at the water depth of 5 m.
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Figure 4.8: Estimated Euler angles converted from quaternion sets of three least-squares
methods: CLS (red), ItLS (black) and GILS (blue) from 900 simulation numbers
Figure 4.9: Precision of yaw, pitch and roll angles from three least-squares methods:
CLS (red), ItLS (black) and GILS (blue)
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It should be noted that an iterated approach does not affect the dispersion of a random variable,
rather it tries to give a convergent solution of the estimated random variable. Both iterative pro-
cedures, ItLS and GILS, and CLS yield identical standard deviation values. All standard deviation
boxes in Figure 4.9 give the same thickness for each Euler angles. It also shows that ItLS and GILS
share the same exact location and size of the standard deviation box. In other words, they both
have identical values in estimated parameters and their corresponding standard deviations.
Figure 4.10: Upper panel: Iteration number of ItLS (black) and GILS (blue), lower
panel: CPU time of CLS (red), ItLS (black) and GILS (blue)
The operational efficiency can be examined from the iteration number and processing time con-
sumption. The identical estimated parameter and standard deviation of GILS, ItLS takes more
iteration steps to converge, as big as two times bigger than the gradient based approach, as it is
shown in upper panel of Figure 4.10. This efficiency lies in the GILS’s dumping factor ability to
shorten iterative steps.
The iteration step is inversely proportional to the processing time consumed. Obviously, CLS has
the fastest processing time, which is represented by CPU-time. While from iterative procedure
prespective, GILS method consequently performs faster processing time than ItLS. It suppresses
the iteration step to be as small as possible, and at the same time it can save its time consumption,
as it is shown in lower panel of Figure 4.10.
The last indicator used to compare the performance of the three methods is relative error. It, as
already discussed in section 3.2.1, determines convergent rate of an estimated parameter. It should
be remembered that this indicator has a logarithmic scale. In a case which is shown in Figure 4.11,
a bigger negative value gives a smaller value of error.
Since CLS cannot give an expected result of the estimated parameter, its relative error pulls at the
higher rate as the iterative procedures. This again relates to initial quaternion set given beforehand.
Since CLS stops after one complete procedure, it has no chance to refine its estimate. A completely
different approach is shown by iterative procedures, they pull the estimates in iterative manner
until the results are convergent. According to Figure 4.11 CLS has relative bigger amount of error
than the iterative procedures.
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Figure 4.11: Relative error of estimated quaternion sets (in logarithmic scale) of three
least-squares methods: CLS (red), ItLS (black) and GILS (blue) from 900 simulation
numbers
From six indicators discussed, GILS method outperforms CLS andItLS methods. Although ItLS is
able to yield convergent result as good as GILS, but it takes more iteration numbers and processing
time to perform. On the other hand, the conventional procedure cannot give a convergent result
unless it starts with a sufficient initial value.
Furthermore, it can be seen that two proposed methods of direct quaternion estimation in section
4.2.3 can adequately perform initial quaternion set for a purpose of iterative procedures. It then is
a consideration of the user whether to seek the initial quaternion set directly or it is derived from
Euler angle set.
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Chapter 5
Recursive attitude determination
In navigation and (or) surveying applications, which demand the orientation information of vehicle
at every single epoch, the utilising of GNSS based attitude determination is not a trivial task.
The main problem is the ability of the algorithm to solve the integer ambiguity on small interval
observations, which is complicated by several factors, as it was discussed in Chapter 3. On the
other hand, the probability of fixing integer ambiguity in epoch-by-epoch strategy would give higher
possibility if one is willing to stretch the epoch interval, at the same time the physical correlation
will also decay over the epoch interval of observations. Consequently, the attitude information
cannot be expected available as often as possible that it can be considered as a loss of information
particularly for kinematic applications. On the other hand, this strategy will take no serious effect
whenever it is used for attitude determination of a static platform orientation. Avoiding loss of
information for high frequent information application purposes, or kinematic applications, One
alternative way proposed is by utilising the recursive estimator.
This chapter contains discussion of the recursive algorithm for the attitude determination problem.
The recursive algorithm is based on the KF, which is natural derivation of works from Wertz
(1978); Lefferts et al. (1982); Nadler and Bar-Itzhack (1998); Choukroun (2003); Wang (2003). An
interested reader about the basic KF can refer to Gelb (1974); Grewal and Andrews (2001); Jekeli
(2001); Nebot (2005); Brown and Hwang (2012). The theory of KF based attitude determination
is compiled together with discussions from Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. It then continues
with static and kinematic experiments of attitude determination. The related analysis of the results
is also discussed in this chapter.
5.1 Extended Kalman Filter for nonlinear model
If either differential state model or observation model, or event both models are considered as
nonlinear equations, the solution is typically estimated by a nonlinear recursive filter. In KF
point of view this problem is solved either using the Linearised Kalman Filter (LKF) or the EKF.
The former KF taking linearisation process about the nominal trajectory in state space which is
independent on the observation data. Contrarily, the linearisation process of the latter procedure
fully depends upon the observation (Brown and Hwang, 2012). Another difference is that the
LKF prefers to estimate the incremental of state estimate, while the EKF would rather estimates
the state space itself. It makes the discrete transition matrix is more convenient especially for
navigation purposes. Departing from this fact this research utilises the EKF-Like algorithm.
Although the original KF was invented in 1960’s to solve linear equation system (see Kalman, 1960;
Kalman and Bucy, 1961), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) scientists
tried to implement the algorithm for nonlinear problems (see Smith et al., 1962; McElhoe, 1966). It
was then developed as the EKF algorithm, which adopted the Taylor series expansions to linearise
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the system equations.
For the sake of clarity about the KF in general, the procedure of the filter is distinguished into the
continuous and the discrete models. The former model gives theoretical explanations about the
operational of the EKF, while the latter describes practical side of the filter.
5.1.1 Nonlinear continuous model
As a point of departure, the discussion begins with the continuous form of the system equations.
Assuming the estimated differential state model and the associated observation model may be
written, as follows (Brown and Hwang, 2012):
x˙(t) = f (x, t) + G(t) u(t); u ∼ N (0,Q(t)) (5.1)
z(t) = h (x, t) + v(t); v ∼ N (0,R(t)) (5.2)
with:
x˙ vector of the first derivative of state with respect to time t
z vector of observation
u,v vectors of state- and observation noises, uncorrelated and white, respectively
f , h nonlinear functions of differential state and observation models, respectively
G matrix of linear operator of system noise
Both white noises of continuous model are represented in spectral density instead of covariance
functions; where R(t) is defined by E{v(t)vT (τ)} = R(t)δ(t − τ), δ(t − τ) is the delta Dirac
function which has unit of 1/time, and τ is decay time constant (Gelb, 1974). The nonlinear function
f (x, t) of (5.1) may also be expressed as F(t) x(t). By using law of error propagation the estimated
continuous error state vcm P is derived from its discrete form (Grewal and Andrews, 2001; Brown
and Hwang, 2012), as follows
P˙(t) = F(t) P(t) + P FT (t) + G(t) Q(t) GT (t) (5.3)
The first and second terms on the right-hand side of (5.3) result from the observation-free of
homogeneous system, and the last term accounts for the increase of the system uncertainty (Gelb,
1974). It can be seen that all terms on the right-hand side linearly relate each other. If no
information obtained from P(t) the process noise Q(t) takes in charge the error model of (5.3).
Any change on the process noise governs the estimated continuous state, which can cause the
divergence of the filter.
5.1.2 Nonlinear discrete model
It starts with the linearisation of functions in (5.1) and (5.2) using the Taylor series expansion of
the first-order:
x˙0(t) + ∆x˙(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
x˙(t)
≈ f
(
x0, t
)
+ ∂ f (x, t)
∂ x
∣∣∣∣
x=x0
∆x(t) + G(t)u(t) (5.4)
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and
z(t) ≈ h
(
x0, t
)
+ ∂ h (x, t)
∂ x
∣∣∣∣
x=x0
∆x(t) + v(t) (5.5)
Hence, the discrete version of the differential state equation and the observation equation using
(5.4) and (5.5), respectively, can be expressed as follows
x0k+1 + ∆xk+1 = Φk∆xk + wk (5.6)
and,
zk − h
(
x0k
)
= Hk∆xk + vk (5.7)
where x0 is an approximate value of the state vector, Φ is the discrete form of partial derivative
matrix of the state function in (5.4), H is the partial derivative matrix of h(x), and w is the state
noise vector in discrete form. Until now there is no actual discretisation process delivered upon the
dynamic function (5.4). If the partial derivative of function f(x, t) in (5.5) can be coined as F(t),
its discretisation was suggested in Kalman (1960); Gelb (1974); Grewal and Andrews (2001) as
Φk = eF∆t = I + F ∆t+
F
2!∆t+ · · · (5.8)
Since the discretisation of (5.8) depends on the time interval ∆t, it holds for stationary system.
It needs only two first term on the right-hand side of (5.8) to have the first-order discrete form of
transition matrix Φk.
On the other hand, it seems that more effort is needed on computing the discrete state noise, which
involves integration step.
wk =
k∫
k−1
Φ(k, τ) G(τ) u(τ)dτ (5.9)
In practical point of view, Brown and Hwang (2012) suggested an adaptable way to obtain the
numerical transition matrix and the corresponding vcm of discrete state noise, based on work of
Van Loan (1978), which is given by
S(t) =
[
−F GWGT
0 FT
]
∆t (5.10)
with W is a matrix form of vector w, which can be simply assumed as an identity matrix due to
absence of prior information. Using exponential function, equality of (5.10) is written as
Sk = eS(t) =
[
· · · Φ−1 Qk
0 ΦT
]
(5.11)
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The expression of (5.11) clearly states that the transition matrix Φ is obtained from the transpose
of the lower-right partition of matrix Sk, and the discrete state noise is a product of the discrete
transition matrix Φ with the upper-right partition of matrix Sk.
Using (5.6) and (5.7) the updated of discrete estimate equation at epoch k reads as
∆xˆ+k = ∆xˆ
−
k + Kk
(
zk − h
(
x0k
)
−Hk∆xˆ−k
)
(5.12)
where superscripts "+" and "-" hold for estimate and prediction, respectively. Term of h
(
x0k
)
+
Hk∆xˆ−k can be associated as zˆ
−
k . If both sides of (5.12) are added with the approximated state
vector x0, the relation x = x0 + ∆x is satisfied. Therefore, (5.12) is valid for
xˆ+k = xˆ
−
k + Kk
(
zk − zˆ−k
)
(5.13)
The expression of (5.13) explicitly tells that the linearisation process takes rule on the measurement
residual part. The estimation itself delivers the state vector rather than its increment. Further, it
can be seen that the KF attempts to connect between estimate and projection by adding scaled
observation residual using Kalman gain matrix Kk, which is obtained from minimisation of the
individual terms along the major diagonal of the error state vcm P with respect to Kk. They are
given as:
Kk = P−k H
T
k
(
Hk P−k H
T
k + Rk
)−1
(5.14)
and,
P+k = (I−Kk Hk) P−k (I−Kk Hk)T + Kk RkKTk (5.15)
Both equations in (5.14) and (5.15) depend on the predicted error state vcm. Naturally, the KF
algorithm would be suboptimal for some first steps until the system is updated. Another aspect
should be noted that the incremental state vector ∆xˆk is set to zero after the updating step is
made. For the next epoch prediction, the estimated xˆ+k treats as a predicted state xˆ
−
k+1, which is
solution of the nonlinear dynamic system (Brown and Hwang, 2012),
xˆ−k+1 = x˙ = f (x, t) at t = tk+1, subject to initial condition x = xˆk at tk (5.16)
where the predicted error state vcm is defined by
P−k+1 = Φk P
+
k Φ
T
k + Qk (5.17)
In a stable case, the matrix P normally is symmetric and positive definite. However, a deterministic
process could deviates to a non-positive definite condition, or even worse—leads to divergent con-
dition. Preventing such conditions, Brown and Hwang (2012) suggested to provide high precision
arithmetic, especially for an off-line analysis work. The deterministic process in the filter modelling
and using of big numerical values for initial predicted error state vcm should be avoided.
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Compute	Kalman	gain:	𝐊! = 𝐏!!𝐇!!(𝐇!𝐏!!𝐇!! + 𝐑!)!!	
Compute	error	state	vcm	for	updates	estimate:	𝐏!! = (𝐈! − 𝐊!𝐇!)𝐏!!(𝐈! − 𝐊!𝐇!)! + 𝐊!𝐑!𝐊!!	
Update	with	observation:	𝐱!!! = 𝐱!!! + 𝐊!(𝐳! − 𝐳!!!)	Predict	ahead:	𝐱!!!!|!! = ?̇? = 𝐟(𝐱, t),	at	t = t!!!	𝐏!!!|!! = 𝚽!𝐏!!𝚽!! + 𝐐!	
Enter	prior	estimates	𝐱!!!,∆𝐱!!!	and	its	error	state	vcm	𝐏!! 		
𝐳!,	𝐳!,	…			
𝐱!!!,	𝐱!!! ,	…			
k	=	1,	2,	…,	n	
Figure 5.1: Extended Kalman Filter process loop for N-step prediction (after Brown and
Hwang, 2012, with modification)
As an illustration, the whole process of the discrete EKF is summarized in Figure (5.1). The process
begins with some initial values of the estimate state, the incremental estimates and the error state
vcm. The Kalman gain Kk is formed using the respective initial estimate and its vcm. At this
point the updated state can be estimated by using input from external observation. Respectively,
the updated error state vcm P+k is built. It should be noted that the update matrix P can be
suboptimal, but it is better than having divergent result. In this case the suggested preventive tips
in Brown and Hwang (2012) can be performed.
Next step is using the updated output as input prediction of next epochs. The prediction epoch
rate depends on a particular application. It should be noted that the predicted state is based on
the nonlinear differential state model. Figure 5.1 also depicts that the overall process of KF is a
loop of ad infinitum, unless the termination of the process is commanded.
5.2 Extended Kalman Filter algorithm for quaternion estimation
In general, utilising the KF algorithm for quaternion based attitude determination provides infor-
mation about the unit quaternion and the rotation rates for every particular epoch. Its ability
to predict the estimated parameters provides an advantage of the vehicle orientation availability,
event in case of unavailability of the GNSS signal. Additionally, this technique offers a fusion pos-
sibility of several observation instruments. However, as its drawbacks the KF could lead to wrong
estimated solution in case of wrong or incomplete dynamic model. The error state vcm is being
accumulated whenever no external intervention from observation. In addition, the algorithm is also
complicated and demanding more computational cost(Schleppe, 1996).
5.2.1 Kinematic of quaternion
Basically, the differential state equation is represented either by dynamic model or kinematic model.
Inclusion of internal and external force influencing an object orientation is classified as the dynamic
model, which follows the Newton’s second law of force. Contrarily, the kinematic model does not
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consider the driven force (Wertz, 1978). In dealing with quaternion, often the latter classification
is used to model the time-dependent object orientation change in space. But some investigators
also tried to use the dynamic model (see Lefferts and Markley, 1976; Chun and Park, 2001). Up
to this point this research defines the kinematic-base KF algorithm as the KF-Like algorithm.
The typical kinematic discrete model of KF-Like algorithm based quaternion is given by (Schleppe,
1996):
q
¯
(t+1) = q
¯
(t) + q˙
¯
∆T (5.18)
q˙
¯
= 12 Ω q¯
(t) (5.19)
where Ω is the skew-symmetric matrix of the body rotations about the reference frame;
Ω =

0 −ωx −ωy −ωz
ωx 0 ωz −ωy
ωy −ωz 0 ωx
ωz ωy −ωx 0
 (5.20)
with ω = [ωx ωy ωz]T is the angular velocity of body rotation. Exploring (5.19) into (5.1) or (5.16),
will gain
F = 12Ω (5.21)
If the system is stationary the dynamic matrix F can be switched into a transition matrix using
expressions (5.8) through (5.11), as follows:
Φk =

1 0 0 0 −12q1∆t −12q2∆t −12q3∆t
0 1 0 0 12q0∆t −12q3∆t 12q2∆t
0 0 1 0 12q3∆t
1
2q0∆t −12q1∆t
0 0 0 1 −12q2∆t 12q1∆t 12q0∆t
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(5.22)
and its corresponding state vector is defined as,
xk =

δq0
δq1
δq2
δq3
δωx
δωy
δωz

(5.23)
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Equality (5.23) takes also the error of angular velocity in state vector. It however is not an interest
of this contribution. Therefore, the transition matrix and the state vector of in (5.22) and (5.23),
respectively, are slightly modified. Hence, the angular velocity is acting as the system noise. The
kinematic model of attitude system is assumed to be constant at time interval ∆t, the process noise
is an integration of the spectral density matrix of the system noise (Gelb, 1974), which follows as
GQGT =

Sω(12 − 14q20)∆t2 −Sω 14q0q1∆t2 −Sω 14q0q2∆t2 −Sω 14q0q3∆t2
−Sω 14q0q1∆t2 Sω(12 − 14q21)∆t2 −Sω 14q1q2∆t2 −Sω 14q1q3∆t2
−Sω 14q0q2∆t2 −Sω 14q1q2∆t2 Sω(12 − 14q22)∆t2 −Sω 14q2q3∆t2
−Sω 14q0q3∆t2 −Sω 14q1q3∆t2 −Sω 14q2q3∆t2 Sω(12 − 14q23)∆t2
 (5.24)
where Sω is the spectral amplitude of the angular velocity random process.
Schleppe (1996) stated that to completely model the kinematics of the attitude array, higher orders
of time differentiation are required. Therefore, the constant angular velocity form of the kine-
matic model is approached, which is sufficient for applications of low dynamic vehicles or for short
measurement interval.
5.2.2 Modified Extended Kalman Filter of quaternion estimation
According to Lefferts et al. (1982) the challenge of KF-Like algorithm based quaternion forms the
error state vcm which suffers from singularity due to the lack of independence of the quaternion
components. An EKF-Like algorithm is developed (Bar-Itzhack and Oshman, 1985). Avoiding the
singularity and non-convergence problems the estimated quaternion set is normalised and this set
is brought back to compute new design matrix H∗k, which is used to perform a refined version of
the error state vcm P+∗k .
P+∗k = (I−Kk H∗k) P−k (I−Kk H∗k)T + Kk R∗kKTk (5.25)
Additionally, in conventional KF-Like algorithm the magnitude of the filter errors is no longer
significantly decreasing. The filter gain remains constant due to the fact that the measurement noise
vcm R and the system process noise vcm Q are kept constant (El-Mowafy and Mohamed, 2005).
However, it reflects no actual situation of the dynamic process. Choukroun (2003); El-Mowafy and
Mohamed (2005) proposed an adaptive form of the varied noises R and Q, respectively, which is
adopted for the purpose of this contribution.
C =
1
N
i∑
k=k0
k
T
k (5.26)
R∗k = C + H∗k + P+k + H
∗T
k (5.27)
Qk = KkCKTk (5.28)
where
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 = z− zˆ−k (5.29)
The border k0 = i−N+1 is signed as the first epoch inside the estimation of a moving time window
of the size N. This approach may not yield a convergent filter if the dynamics of the trajectory is
lower than the measurement noise level. El-Mowafy and Mohamed (2005) suggested to regularly
monitor these elements. It also should be noted that the filtering process may not converges if the
initial estimation is poor, which can be handled by using iteration method (Salzmann, 2001; Liu,
2001; El-Mowafy and Mohamed, 2005).
5.3 Simulation result of quaternion estimation
In order to evaluate the performance of the modified EKF-Like algorithm based quaternion the
previous ten minutes scenario is compared with least-squares procedure. Its performance is tested
against the GILS procedure.
Figure 5.2: Estimated quaternion sets using least-squares procedure(blue) and modified
EKF-Like algorithm (red)
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The results of estimated quaternion set in Figure 5.2 describes that the algorithm tried to give a
convergence result. It clearly shows that the filter procedure can give smoother estimate values than
the least-squares procedure can achieved. All components of quaternion are located at magnitude
of 0.5 for each of them, which are corresponding to the given values of yaw of 90◦, pitch of 0◦ and
roll of −90◦.
Figure 5.3: Corresponding Euler angles (yaw ψ, pitch θ and roll φ) using least-squares
procedure(blue) and modified EKF-Like procedure (red)
The results from the least-squares procedure tend to fluctuate over time. It obviously can be
understood since the least-squares procedure looks at the data as an independent set, which is
solved separated from previous simulation number. Therefore, every estimation procedure will
compute a completely new set of initial quaternion set and an independent least-squares process.
The filter procedure approaches completely from different way where a particular epoch of sim-
ulation numbers depends on one previous step behind. Although the process is assumed to be
stationary, it is the nature of the KF algorithm estimates the state error from the previous one and
its corresponding vcm.
The results of estimated quaternion set are confirmed by their correponding Euler angles. The
prediction step was running at 10 Hz data rate. Since the updating step is not available for first
hundred prediction steps the predicted Euler angles are not so close to the given magnitudes. It
is refined after the first updating step. This convergence is kept from the normalisation process of
quaternion set and the refinement of state vector vcm (Bar-Itzhack and Oshman, 1985).
The same behaviour is also shown by standard deviations of the quaternion set in Figure 5.4. The
standard deviations are reduced soon after first updating step. Unlike the conventional KF which
has a sawtooth-like standard deviation the modified EKF-Like algorithm decays exponentially,
which is also confirmed in El-Mowafy and Mohamed (2005).
It can be explained from (5.25) through(5.28) that the measurement noise vcm is influenced by
vcm of residual in (5.26), which is scaled over the prediction step. Besides that, the process noise
vcm is also updated using the residual vcm C. It should be remembered that all four standard
deviations of the quaternion set in Figure 5.4 only slightly differ in their magnitudes, which visually
give them almost identical curves.
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Figure 5.4: Standard deviations of estimated quaternion set using the modified
EKF-Like algorithm
Chapter 6
Experimental result of static and
kinematic tests
In order to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms, the GPS multi-baseline systems
are tested using two different scenarios. The first scenario is static observation and the second
scenario is kinematic observation. The GILS procedure is performed to process static and kinematic
observation data, while the modified EKF-Like algorithm is used during kinematic observation
application. Result from the proposed modified EKF-Like algorithm is then compared with the
result from the GILS procedure.
6.1 Static experiment
In order to ensure the performance of the proposed GILS method, one measurement site was built.
The site consisted of one real receiver of LGL station in Stuttgart and and four VRS.
6.1.1 Static test configuration
The observation was set on March 11th,2015 at 01:00 GPST for fifteen minutes with one Hertz data
rate. A single receiver of the LGL Baden-Württemberg in Stuttgart (SAPOS ID: 0384) was set at
zero degree elevation mask, while other rovers were obtained from VRS of SAPOS. One receiver
Trimble NetR5 and one antenna TRM59800.00 were employed to perform this observation.
Figure B.2 of Appendix B.2.2 describes the virtual baseline components of the test site in F-
system. There is no need to perform any coordinate transformation from GNSS observation since
the baseline components were directly set in F-system. The complete system of the VRS baselines
can refer to Appendix B.2.2.
6.1.2 Static data processing
The data of Trimble systems were translated into Rinex format. In order to reduce any unwanted
indirect signals, the elevation masks were kept at level of five degrees. The processing algorithms
had been written and executed in Matlab.
In order to examine the performance of real data observation, two iterative procedures are com-
pared. Based on simulation in Chapter 4 both procedures yield identical estimated quaternion set
and its corresponding vcms. Therefore, only two indicators will be examined; number of iterations
and time consumed during processing.
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As it was discussed in Chapter 3 that any iterative procedure takes no effect on the stochastic
properties of the estimates. It however plays rule to obtain a convergent solution of the estimates.
The fixing of integer ambiguity is determined by a defined threshold—the lower bound of success
rate. The upper panel Figure 6.1 describes a lower bound of ambiguity success rate. It clearly
shows that the value of 0.995 is the defined threshold for partial integer ambiguity fixing. Hence,
this approach is able to pull up to 99.7% integer candidates into the fixed integer ambiguity, which
is presented at the lower panel of Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Upper panel: Lower bound success rate of integer ambiguity using partial
ambiguity fixing of ItLS (red) and GILS (blue), lower panel: Fixed ambiguity is defined
as "1" and float ambiguity is defined as "0" of ItLS (red) and GILS (blue)
Result of the fixed baselines is then used to process the attitude using quaternion. As an illustrated
evidence in Figure 6.2, the quaternion components are relatively noised. It could be possible due to
stochastic property of estimated baseline components in L-system. There will be no possibility of
multipath effect since the data was taken from virtual stations. Although the estimated quaternion
components are noisy, they still yield convergent estimated values. It can be seen that their trends
are in steady position without going up or down continuously. Besides that, Figure 6.3 tells that
the iterative procedures, either ItLS or GILS, work properly until a pre-defined criterion is fulfilled.
Furthermore, these procedures, as already discussed in Chapter 4, are independent on how poor
initial values were given.
It is known from the set of baseline components in F-system and coordinates of each corresponding
virtual antenna in ECEF-system that the magnitudes of yaw, pitch and roll angles are 0◦, 1.5◦
and −3◦, respectively. The Euler angles in Figure 6.4 are derived from the estimated quaternion
of Figure 6.2. The illustrations in Figure 6.4 confirmed that the estimated quaternion components
(or angles) are resulted with sufficient accuracy levels. Furthermore, Figure 6.5 illustrated that
the estimated quaternion set, which is converted to Euler angles form, is considered to be precise
enough. It clearly shows that the maximum precision level is not exceed than 50 arc-minutes in
pitch angle.
The two aforementioned indicators of algorithm comparison can be seen in Figure 6.6. The upper
panel indicates the iteration number spent during the quaternion estimation process. As expected
that GILS procedure takes fewer iterations than ItLS procedure. The GILS procedure is able to
save the iteration number less than one-fifth of the ItLS procedure iteration number. Surprisingly
the time consumption of ItLS procedure is comparable to GILS procedure. It seems that GILS
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Figure 6.2: Estimated quaternion components using GILS procedure
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Figure 6.3: Standard deviation of quaternion components using GILS procedure
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Figure 6.4: Quaternions-derived Euler angles (yaw ψ, pitch θ and roll φ) of VRS
Figure 6.5: The corresponding standard deviation of Euler angles derived from standard
deviation of quaternion using the covariance propagation law
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Figure 6.6: Upper panel: Iteration number of estimating quaternion using ItLS (red) and
GILS (blue), lower panel: Time consumption f estimating quaternion using ItLS (red)
and GILS (blue)
procedure takes more time to compute its dumping factor.
6.2 Kinematic experiment
The kinematic experiment has a purpose to examine the performance of the proposed modified
EKF-Like algorithm in Chapter 5. The experiment was delivered with five GPS antennae mounted
on a VW minibus of the Institute of Navigation, which can be seen in Figure B.2 of Appendix B.3.
6.2.1 Kinematic test configuration
The observation was set on March 20th,2015 at around 14:30 GPST for twenty minutes with one
Hertz data rate. All receivers were set at zero degree elevation masks. Two Trimble AP receivers
with two Geodetic Zephyr antennae and three Trimble 4000 SSi receivers with two Trimble compact
L1/L2 wGP plus one Geodetic Zephyr antennae were employed to perform this observation. A
complete antennae configuration and driving path can be seen in Appendix B.3.
6.2.2 Kinematic data processing
The proposed modified EKF-Like algorithm is used to process 1200 seconds kinematic observation,
with rate of prediction step is set to 10 Hz. In order to be able to make comparison with the
result from the GILS procedure, only the estimated quaternion sets are presented in figures. The
experiment result presents the quaternion sets and their corresponding Euler angles and also the
standard deviations which are shown in Euler angles representation. The drive path of the kinematic
experiment is shown by Figure 6.7.
The results in Figure 6.8 illustrate that the four quaternion components resulted from the filter
process are able to converge as well as the results from the GILS procedure. The noisier estimated
quaternion components in GILS procedure arise due to the absence of filtering process, which
comes from the Kalman gain matrix Kk. As it is shown by q1 and q2 components, that those noisy
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Figure 6.7: Drive path of kinematic experiment with blue and red-coloured dots are start
and end points during observation session, respectively
quantities make them relatively steady at whole observation series. Even though, both estimations
are still able to fulfill norm of one from the estimated quaternion set. It can be seen that quaternion
components of q1 and q2 are relatively located at zero values, while quaternion components of q0 and
q3 are fluctuating each other in opposite direction of their corresponding vertical axes. Moreover,
it also clearly can be seen that all quaternion components are fluctuating due to orientation change
over time. They however become steady in magnitudes after 500 epochs as the vehicle runs at
relative unchanged orientation.
These quaternion quantities are shown by their corresponding Euler angles in Figure 6.9. It can
be seen that the noisy estimated quaternion sets from the GILS procedure are confirmed by their
corresponding Euler angles. Moreover, the attitude angles in yaw ψ and pitch θ angles are matching
with the corresponding drive path and the local coordinates in up direction in Figure 6.7 and Figure
6.10, respectively.
The drive path contour is fluctuating for around first 500 epochs and is followed unchanged in up
direction for the rest observation epoch. As it is predicted that the pitch θ angle is also fluctuating
for around first 500 epochs at the same direction as the drive path contour. Another Euler angle,
yaw ψ, can also be confirmed by drive path in North-East direction.
For the sake of brevity, only the Euler angle standard deviations from modified EKF-Like algorithm
are shown here. The standard deviation of yaw ψ angle is insignificantly bigger than other two
Euler angle components for around 36 arc-second. It explicitly tells that even the pitch θ and
roll φ angles can better compress the estimation noise, their corresponding standard deviations
have almost the same quantities. It should be remembered that the estimated state vectors are
influenced by term of zk− zˆ−k , while their corresponding standard deviations are mainly influenced
by process and observation vcms. It is obviously understood that any a posteriori vcm depends on
the quality of stochastic process rather than from its estimates. Figure 6.11 of this contribution
also shows that the standard deviation behaviours follow their correspending estimates. They are
fluctuating as the drive path orientation varied in space.
Behaviour of the estimated quaternion sets and their corresponding Euler angles from filter and
least-squares approaches are mathematically described, respectively, as follows
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Figure 6.8: Estimated quaternion components from the modified EKF-Like algorithm
(red) and the GILS procedure (blue)
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Figure 6.9: Corresponding Euler angle components (yaw ψ, pitch θ and roll φ) from the
modified EKF-Like algorithm (red) and the GILS procedure (blue)
Figure 6.10: Drive path in up direction confirms the estimated pitch θ angle
Figure 6.11: Standard deviations in Euler angles representation from the modified
EKF-Like algorithm
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∆q
¯
= q
¯
GILS − q
¯
MEKF ; (6.1)
∆E = EGILS −EMEKF (6.2)
Related to the estimated quaternion components in Figure 6.8 from both methods, equalities (6.1)
and (6.2) obviously describe that the quantity of quaternion component differences is not signifi-
cantly deviated too far from the value of least-squares estimated quaternion component. In other
words, it explicitly provides information that the noisy parameters can be smoothed by using such
filtering approach. The identical behaviour can be concluded from the Euler angle component
difference of Figure 6.9. The differences are dominated by values of least-squares estimated Eu-
ler angles. The analysis can be delivered that the differences, represented in (6.1) and (6.2), are
populated by noisy result of the GILS. It is true that the GILS has capability to give convergent
estimated parameter, but it still cannot avoid the noisy result. This problem can be handled by
utilising the modified EKF-Like algorithm.
Chapter 7
Summary, conclusion and future work
suggestion
7.1 Summary
GNSS based attitude determination has capability to present a comparable result in terms of accu-
racy and its performance. The system is also completely driftless. But behind its capabilities, the
GNSS based attitude system fully depends on the satellite availability and surrounding area along
drive path. Besides that, GNSS based attitude determination application is sensitive to indirect
signals i.e., multipath, which come from the surrounding observation area. Frankly speaking, the
multipath effect can take around 1% of the code or carrier phase wavelengths.
The multipath can be detected by using particular mathematical models, while physical actions
or mathematical approaches can be used to reduce its effect. Physically, the multipath effect can
be minimised by using a proportional ground plate under the antenna. It will prevent the indirect
signal coming from the surrounding area below the antenna. However, an over size ground plate
could possibly cause signal diffraction (Tranquilla and Colpitts, 1988). While another method to
minimise the multipath effect is by taking mathematical approach which was proposed by many
researchers (Georgiadou and Kleusberg, 1989; Braasch and van Graas, 1991; Corbett, 1993; Schwarz
et al., 1993). The approaches are applicable in static observations where the behaviour of multipath
can be modelled by observing the multipath behaviour from day-to-day, while it is still a challenging
topic in kinematic observations.
In this contribution, a GPS multi-baseline system has been developed and tested in experiment of
land environment. The use of the GPS system has some advantages. The sensors can be utilised
for attitude determination using its multi-baseline system or it can be utilised for a high precision
positioning purpose using only one antenna corrected from a static station without dissembling the
system. The strategy to assemble multiple GPS sensors into a multi-baseline system is done by
using software, which requires no hardware change on each independent GPS receiver.
Capability of an algorithm to fix the integer ambiguity is a key of getting high precised baselines,
which leads to either high precised quaternion set or Euler angles. Therefore, the instantaneous
application, which demands an epoch-by-epoch processing strategy, cannot be forced using a data
rate higher than one Hertz. It relates to satellite geometry and motion in space. If a satellite moves
in speed of about four kilometer per-second, then no significant movement can be made for ten
Hertz data rate. Nevertheless, the epoch-by-epoch strategy has an advantage in the absence of the
carrier phase cycle slip.
Chapter 3 provides the proposed GILS approach to estimate the float solutions. It is the nature of
iterative approach to give a convergent estimated parameter values. However, it has a slow process
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until convergent, which depends on a pre-defined threshold. On the other hand, the GILS approach
attempts to shorten the iteration procedure by surpassing the step using the dumping factor. It
should also be noted that although the convergent float solution is obtained the float ambiguity
set cannot automatically be fixed into integer values. It depends on the stochastic property of
ambiguity itself, which leads to the satellite configuration, the environment of surrounding area
and some other factors. Especially using epoch-by-epoch processing strategy, it can be challenging
to fix the integer ambiguity using the conventional LAMBDA method. Hence, an alternative
LAMBDA method is performed, the so-called the partial-LAMBDA method. The method itself
takes only part of ambiguity set to fix.
The estimated baselines in Chapter 3 are translated into L-system. The rotation matrix formed
between the L-system and the F-system is estimated. In Chapter 4 two estimation methods are
proposed; the direct method based on quaternion estimation and the least-squares method which
is developed from GILS procedure in Chapter 3. The quaternion itself has capability to give
information of orientation in space, in terms of hyper-complex number, without presence of the
singularity problem. The quaternion based direct method is defined from a direct relationship
between the F- and the L-systems of the baselines, which are inherent each other. Therefore, this
procedure is considered to be more robust compared other methods in its class. The output of this
procedure can be used as an input for least-squares quaternion method. As described in Chapter
3, the gradient iterative-based quaternion method is proposed. This method outperformed the
conventional iterative quaternion method in terms of iteration number and time consumption.
As briefly discussed that the capability of the integer ambiguity solving algorithm is deteriorated
by high data rate observation due to a frozen satellite movement. In order to obtain a dense
attitude information, an alternative method is used in Chapter 5; the EKF-Like algorithm. It takes
information of quaternion kinematic to perform the prediction step. The quaternion kinematic and
the observation models are unfortunately non-linear, hence the modified EKF-Like algorithm is
discussed. Bar-Itzhack and Oshman (1985) demonstrated that the EKF-Like algorithm approach
tends to yield a non-convergent estimate. Tackling this problem, Bar-Itzhack and Oshman (1985)
suggested the use of normalised-quaternion implemented in the updated state vector vcm, while
El-Mowafy and Mohamed (2005) proposed an adaptive form of modified EKF-Like algorithm.
Chapter 6 discusses experimental results of two independent scenarios; the static and the kinematic
scenarios. In static scenario the two aforementioned iterative least-squares methods are compared
and analysed, while the estimated quaternion set and its corresponding Euler angles are clearly
compared using the least-squares and the modified EKF-Like algorithm.
7.2 Conclusion
Theoretical investigations in this contribution involve the carrier phase ambiguity resolution tech-
nique and the platform attitude estimation using vector observables. Algorithms of quaternion
direct method are presented. The gradient-iterative quaternion least-squares procedure is also de-
veloped, which is able to use the vcms from both the a priori F-system and the GPS-computed
L-system.
Additionally, the following specific conclusions can also be extracted from this contribution:
• In this research the multipath effect was assumed to be random error. This assumption is
valid for short baseline cases. For instance, this research only exploits baseline lengths up to
five meters long. It means that all antennae, or receivers, experienced the same magnitude of
the multipath effects. Once the effects can be assumed to be uniform, then they cancel each
other by using DD processing.
• The theoretical examination of multi-baseline least-squares method can be used to evaluate
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an optimal baseline configuration. It is already demonstrated that two baselines are said to
be optimal if they are perpendicular each other. It is also shown that the length of a baseline
is proportional to the precision of float rotation matrix, where a longer baseline span gives
higher precision.
• Practically, the computation of the rotation angles using a set of antennae mounted on a
platform is doable. The singularity problem may arise due to non invertible of the rotation
matrix. Any inconsistency on a model should be avoided beforehand. Hence, the antenna
geometry is mathematically formulated that the first two baselines define the platform frame
axes as much as possible.
• The proposed functional model for the GNSS attitude estimation is characterised by utilisa-
tion of baseline lengths information. It offers a higher robustness than the standard GNSS
method. However, unlike the other proposed functional models of multi-baseline the model
discussed in this contribution does not require any geometrical constraint. It would rather
attempt to extensively estimate the float solutions by implementing the gradient-iterative
procedure. This method avoids any complexity and computational burden during its pro-
cessing.
• The integer ambiguity resolution technique is discussed in two steps; the decorrelation and the
search process step. The integer ambiguity resolution technique is said to be beneficial if those
two steps are examined properly. Two instruments can be used to examine the decorrelation
step; the eccentricity quantity and the numerical stability. Those two instruments evaluate
elongation of the decorrelated search space and how reliable a decorrelation technique in sense
of its numerical stability, respectively.
• In terms of epoch-by-epoch processing strategy it is already proven that the partial LAMBDA
method outperforms the conventional LAMBDA method. The ambiguity variance compo-
nents are striven from the smallest to the biggest one. This situation is used to choose the
candidates which have the smallest variance values. A predefined threshold of success rate is
then set to 0.995. In other words, only the candidates, which have success rates above the
predefined threshold, can be accepted.
• The aforementioned direct methods of the quaternion estimation are fast and robust, but
are sub-optimal in a sense that only two baselines can be exercised. On the other hand,
the application of the quaternion least-squares method is not limited to the baseline number
used. In addition, it generates information about the a posteriori precision quantities. The
proposed method is also simple in its operational.
• The epoch-by-epoch strategy of attitude determination process runs efficient under static
environment which is in steady position over the observation period. This strategy is also still
able to estimate the attitude determination for a slowly moving platform, e.g. hydrographic
survey ship. This strategy however becomes insufficient whenever the moving platform needs
to gather high frequent attitude information. The density of provided information about
attitude is considered not enough with the ideal capability of GNSS up to one Hertz data
rate recording. Hence, the modified EKF-Like algorithm is proposed. Practically, the filter
procedure accommodates to process a very populated prediction. The proposed algorithm
also gives a convergent estimation and its respective variance, which leads to a smoother
estimation value compared to the least-squares algorithm during the observation period.
7.3 Suggestion for future work
Topic of the GNSS-based attitude determination is still an open problem. There exists many
opportunities to improve the algorithm performance and applications. The system can be developed
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by integrating the integer ambiguity fixing and attitude determination into one filter system, which
leads to the cycle slip consideration. Moreover, the next work should be able to offer phase-only
processing, which leads to multi-epoch processing strategy and multi-constellation observable.
It is also a challenge to solve the instantaneous attitude information of a platform by using multi-
constellation satellite system, e.g. combination of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo and BDS. It leads to
an advantage that the multi-constellation satellite system also offers better accuracy of observation.
Moreover, it gives the ability for a receiver to have an engage selective option of satellite vehicle.
By developing this option the receiver is able to choose a set of satellite group that it forms a
optimal geometry, which leads to small Geometric Dilution Of Precision (GDOP) values. Hence,
combination of the optimal baseline geometry as well as the optimal satellite geometry perhaps will
lead to an optimal quality of attitude determination.
Another suggestion for future works is exploiting the information of Doppler observation. Theo-
retically this approach is possible for attitude determination of kinematic observations. Where the
Doppler observation is based on the movement between the signal source and the observed object.
In the writer opinion the Doppler technique based attitude determination will save the computa-
tional effort. It is clear that the issue of ambiguity estimation will be avoided in the discussion about
attitude determination processing using Doppler observation. However, some researches should be
proposed regarding the possibility, precision and reliability of the Doppler observation for attitude
determination applications.
Appendix A
Mathematical formula
A.1 Matrix algebra
A.1.1 The Kronecker product
The Kronecker product ⊗ of matrix A (m1 × n1) and matrix B (m2 × n2) equals to matrix C
(m1m1 × n2n2)
C = A⊗B =
 a1,1B · · · a1,n1B... · · · ...
am1,1B · · · am1,n1B
 (A.1)
with its properties:
a⊗A = aA (A.2)
A⊗ (B + C) = A⊗B + A⊗C (A.3)
A⊗ (B⊗C) = (A⊗B)⊗C (A.4)
(A⊗B)(C⊗D) = AC⊗BD (A.5)
(A⊗B)T = AT ⊗BT (A.6)
(A⊗B)−1 = A−1 ⊗B−1 (A.7)
rank(A⊗B) = rank(A)rank(B) (A.8)
trace(A⊗B) = trace(A)trace(B) (A.9)
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A.1.2 The vec operator
The vec operator transforms an m× n matrix into an mn× 1 array.
vec(A) = vec
a1,1 q1,2 · · · a1,n... ... ... ...
am,1 qm,2 · · · am,n
 =

a1,1
· · ·
am,1
a1,2
· · ·
am,2
· · ·
a1,n
· · ·
am,n

(A.10)
with its properties:
vec(uuT ) = u⊗ u (A.11)
vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗A)vec(B) (A.12)
trace(ABCD) = vec(AT )T (DT ⊗B)vec(C) (A.13)
A.1.3 Linear program operation
[
M1,1 M1,2
M2,1 M2,2
] [
x1
x2
]
=
[
B1
B2
]
(A.14)
Using substitution then:
xˆ1 = (M1,1 −M1,2M−12,2M2,1)−1(B1 −M1,2M−12,2B2) (A.15)
xˆ2 = (M2,2 −M2,1M−11,1M1,2)−1(B2 −M2,1M−11,1B1) (A.16)
or in matrix form:
[
M¯1 0
0 M¯2
] [
xˆ1
xˆ2
]
=
[
B¯1
B¯2
]
(A.17)
with:
M¯1 = M1,1 −M1,2M−12,2M2,1 (A.18)
M¯2 = M2,2 −M2,1M−11,1M1,2 (A.19)
B¯1 = B1 −M1,2M−12,2B2 (A.20)
B¯2 = B2 −M2,1M−11,1B1 (A.21)
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A.1.4 Inverse of block matrix
M−1 =
[
M1,1 M1,2
M2,1 M2,2
]−1
=
[
(M1,1 −M1,2M−12,2M2,1)−1 −(M1,1M−11,2M2,2 −M2,1)−1
−(M2,2M−12,1M1,1 −M1,2)−1 (M2,2 −M2,1M−11,1M1,2)−1
]
(A.22)
A.2 Coordinate transformation
A.2.1 Euler angles
Transformation between two coordinate systems is represented by a sequence of rotation matrices
about specific axes. The rotation matrices (or Euler angles) are written as:
R (x, φ) =
1 0 00 cosφ sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ
 , R (y, θ) =
cos θ 0 − sin θ0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ

R (z, ψ) =
 cosψ sinψ 0− sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1

(A.23)
																																
𝜃	 𝜃	 𝑦	𝑧	 𝑥	𝑧′	 𝑥′	
𝜓	 𝜓	 𝑧	𝑥	 𝑦	𝑥′	 𝑦′	
𝜙	 𝜙	 𝑥	𝑦	 𝑧	𝑦′	 𝑧′	
Figure A.1: Rotations with respect to particular axes of right-handed coordinate system.
Positive angles set in counter-clockwise direction with respect to observer
A.2.2 Orthogonality of Euler angles
For each Euler angle sequence follows the matrix-orthogonality, where:
RTR = RRT = R−1R = I (A.24)
hence,
RT = R−1 (A.25)
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Proof :
R (x, φ)T R (x, φ) =
1 0 00 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ

1 0 00 cosφ sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ
 =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 (q.e.d.) (A.26)
The orthogonality character applies also for all sequences of Euler angles and/or Direction Cosine
Matrix (DCM).
A.2.3 Transformation from local-level to ECEF system
Axis of ECEF system is defined by following properties: ez-axis is the direction of the IERS Refer-
ence Pole (IRP), which corresponds to Conventional Terrestrial Pole (CTP) (epoch 1984.0), ex-axis
is the intersection between the IERS Reference Meridian (IRM) and the equator and perpendicular
to the ez-axis, and ey-axis is a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system.
Axis of local-level coordinate system: lx is the north direction, ly is the east direction, and lz is
pointing downward perpendicular to lx and ly.
Transformation sequence:
1. Rotation about ly-axis with angle ϕ+ pi/2, ϕ is latitude
2. Rotation about lz-axis with angle −λ, λ is longitude
REL = R(z,−λ)R(y, ϕ+ pi) =
− sinϕ cosλ − sinλ − cosϕ cosλ− sinϕ sinλ cosλ − cosϕ sinλ
cosϕ 0 − sinϕ
 (A.27)
A.2.4 Transformation from local-level to body system
For the sake of consistency, rotation sequence in this thesis follows the sequence of aircraft and
aerospace applications, zyx. The positive x-axis is along the vehicle body/aircraft fuselage; The
positive y-axis is pointing to the right side of vehicle/right wing of aircraft; and the z-positive
axis, completely defines a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system, is pointing downward of
vehicle/aircraft.
Rotation along the positive x-axis, counterclockwise from observer point of view, is defined as roll
φ angle; rotation along the positive y-axis, counterclockwise from observer point of view, is defined
as pitch θ angle; and rotation along the positive z-axis, counterclockwise from observer point of
view, is defined as yaw/heading ψ angle.
				
𝜓	 𝜙	𝜃	 Body		frame	Reference	frame	 𝑧	 𝑦	 𝑥	
Figure A.2: Euler angles sequence of aircraft and aerospace applications (after Kuipers,
2002)
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RFL =
 cosψ cos θ sinψ cos θ − sin θcosψ sin θ sinφ− sinψ cosφ sinψ sin θ sinφ+ cosψ cosφ cos θ sinφ
cosψ sin θ cosφ+ sinψ sinφ sinψ sin θ cosφ− cosψ sinφ cos θ cosφ
 (A.28)
A.3 Quaternion algebra
Quaternion can be said as a hypercomplex number that consists of a scalar part and a three-
imaginary part. Generally, a non-commutative rule is valid for quaternion algebra operations.
The quaternion is expressed as:
q
¯
=
[
q0
q
]
=
[
cos α2
ν sin α2
]
=

q0
~iq1
~jq2
~kq3
 (A.29)
with ν is the imaginary parts; ν = {~i, ~j, ~k}. Hence, it is valid that:
~i2 = −1, ~j2 = −1, ~k2 = −1;
~i~j = k, ~j ~k = i, ~k~i = j;
~j~i = −k, ~k~j = −i, ~i~k = −j;
(A.30)
A.3.1 Quaternion basic operation
Some basic operations are valid:
q
¯
∗ = q0 −~iq1 −~jq2 − ~kq3 (complex conjugate) (A.31)
q
¯
+ q
¯
∗ = (q0 + q) + (q0 − q) = 2q0 (A.32)(
q
¯
p
¯
)∗
= p
¯
∗q
¯
∗ (A.33)
N2(q
¯
) = q
¯
∗q
¯
= q20 +~iq21 +~jq22 + ~kq23 = ||q¯
||2 (norm of quaternion) (A.34)
N2(q
¯
p
¯
) = N2(q
¯
)N2(p
¯
) (A.35)
q
¯
−1 = q
¯
∗ (inverse of quaternion) (A.36)
q
¯
−1 q
¯
= q
¯
q
¯
−1 = 1 (A.37)
q
¯
p
¯
= q0 p0 − q p + q0 p + p0 q + q × p (A.38)
Product of two quaternions (A.35) can also written in another form, given by
q
¯
p
¯
=

q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1
q3 −q2 q1 q0
p¯ = ℵq¯ p¯ (A.39)
or
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p
¯
q
¯
=

q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 q3 −q2
q2 −q3 q0 q1
q3 q2 −q1 q0
p¯ = ℵ¯q¯ p¯ (A.40)
Both matrices in (A.39) and (A.40) are transposed each of another for their lower-right-side 3× 3
submatrix. Note that the sum of squares of each column or row component is given by
q20 + q21 + q22 + q33 = 1 (A.41)
A.3.2 Quaternion operator
Suppose two position vectors in space w ∈ R3 and v ∈ R3 connect each other via quaternion
operator
w = q
¯
∗ v q
¯
= Rwv (q¯
) = (q20 − 1)v + 2(v q)q + 2q0(v × q) (A.42)
w = q
¯
v q
¯
∗ = (Rwv (q¯
))T = (q20 − ||q||2)v + 2(q v)q + 2q0(q × v) (A.43)
where,
Rwv (q¯
) =
q20 + q21 − q22 − q23 2q1q2 + 2q0q3 2q1q3 − 2q0q22q1q2 − 2q0q3 q20 − q21 + q22 − q23 2q2q3 + 2q0q1
2q1q3 + 2q0q2 2q2q3 − 2q0q1 q20 − q21 − q22 + q23
 (A.44)
Rvw(q¯
) =
q20 + q21 − q22 − q23 2q1q2 − 2q0q3 2q1q3 + 2q0q22q1q2 + 2q0q3 q20 − q21 + q22 − q23 2q2q3 − 2q0q1
2q1q3 − 2q0q2 2q2q3 + 2q0q1 q20 − q21 − q22 + q23
 (A.45)
Quaternion operators of (A.42) and (A.43) are known as frame rotation and point rotation. The
former case, observer seats on a fix coordinate frame and considers the point rotates, while the latter
case, observer seats on a fix point and considers the coordinate frame rotates (Kuipers, 2002).
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A.4 Conversion between Euler angles and quaternion
Note that these conversions below are valid for a sequence used in aircraft/aerospace applications.
A.4.1 Euler angles to quaternion
Using (A.28):
q
¯
z = cos ψ2 + ~k sin
ψ
2 (A.46)
q
¯
y = cos θ2 +~j sin
θ
2 (A.47)
q
¯
x = cos φ2 +~i sin
φ
2 (A.48)
hence,
q
¯
= q
¯
z q
¯
y q
¯
x = q0 +~iq1 +~jq2 + ~kq3 (A.49)
with,
q0 = cos ψ2 cos
θ
2 cos
φ
2 + sin
ψ
2 sin
θ
2 sin
φ
2 (A.50)
q1 = cos ψ2 cos
θ
2 sin
φ
2 − sin ψ2 sin θ2 cos φ2 (A.51)
q2 = cos ψ2 sin
θ
2 cos
φ
2 + sin
ψ
2 cos
θ
2 sin
φ
2 (A.52)
q3 = sin ψ2 cos
θ
2 cos
φ
2 − cos ψ2 sin θ2 sin φ2 (A.53)
A.4.2 Quaternion to Euler angles
Euler angles can be extracted by using relation between (A.28) and (A.45).
ψ = arctan
(2q1q2 + 2q0q3
2q20 + 2q21 − 1
)
(A.54)
θ = arcsin (−(2q1q3 − 2q0q2)) (A.55)
φ = arctan
(2q2q3 + 2q0q1
2q20 + 2q23 − 1
)
(A.56)
The partial derivative of Euler angles in (A.54) through (A.56) can be written, as follows
J =

∂ψ
∂q0
∂ψ
∂q1
∂ψ
∂q2
∂ψ
∂q3
∂θ
∂q0
∂θ
∂q1
∂θ
∂q2
∂θ
∂q3
∂φ
∂q0
∂φ
∂q1
∂φ
∂q2
∂φ
∂q3
 (A.57)
where:
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∂ψ
∂q0
= 2q3(q
2
0 + q21 − q22 − q23)− 2q0(2q1q2 + 2q0q3)
(q20 + q21 − q22 − q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.58)
∂ψ
∂q1
= 2q2(q
2
0 + q21 − q22 − q23)− 2q1(2q1q2 + 2q0q3)
(q20 + q21 − q22 − q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.59)
∂ψ
∂q2
= 2q1(q
2
0 + q21 − q22 − q23) + 2q2(2q1q2 + 2q0q3)
(q20 + q21 − q22 − q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.60)
∂ψ
∂q3
= 2q0(q
2
0 + q21 − q22 − q23) + 2q3(2q1q2 + 2q0q3)
(q20 + q21 − q22 − q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.61)
∂θ
∂q0
= 2q2√
1− (2q0q2 − 2q1q3)2
(A.62)
∂θ
∂q1
= −2q3√
1− (2q0q2 − 2q1q3)2
(A.63)
∂θ
∂q2
= 2q0√
1− (2q0q2 − 2q1q3)2
(A.64)
∂θ
∂q3
= −2q1√
1− (2q0q2 − 2q1q3)2
(A.65)
∂φ
∂q0
= 2q1(q
2
0 − q21 − q22 + q23)− 2q0(2q2q3 + 2q0q1)
(q20 − q21 − q22 + q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.66)
∂φ
∂q1
= 2q0(q
2
0 − q21 − q22 + q23) + 2q1(2q2q3 + 2q0q1)
(q20 − q21 − q22 + q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.67)
∂φ
∂q2
= 2q3(q
2
0 − q21 − q22 + q23) + 2q2(2q2q3 + 2q0q1)
(q20 − q21 − q22 + q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.68)
∂φ
∂q3
= 2q2(q
2
0 − q21 − q22 + q23)− 2q3(2q2q3 + 2q0q1)
(q20 − q21 − q22 + q23)2 + (2q1q2 + 2q0q3)2
(A.69)
A.5 Conversion from DCM to quaternion
New algorithms on finding quaternion from reparameterized-DCM are proposed in Bar-Itzhack
(2000a,b)
A.5.1 Version I: From q-method
A 4×4 matrix K is introduced in q-method of Davenport (1968). The quaternion is the eigenvector
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of matrix K1.
A.5.2 Version II: From an orthogonal DCM matrix
Considering matrix R of (4.1) as DCM matrix. For an orthogonal matrix R forms the matrix K2
or K3:
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K2 =
1
2

r1,1 − r2,2 r2,1 + r1,2 r3,1 −r3,2
r2,1 + r1,2 r2,2 − r1,1 r3,2 r3,1
r3,1 r3,2 −r1,1 − r2,2 r1,2 − r2,1
−r3,2 r3,1 r1,2 − r2,1 r1,1 + r2,2
 (A.70)
K3 =
1
3

r1,1 − r2,2 − r3,3 r2,1 + r1,2 r3,1 + r1,3 r2,3 − r3,2
r2,1 + r1,2 r2,2 − r1,1 − r3,3 r3,2 + r2,3 r3,1 − r1,3
r3,1 + r1,3 r3,2 − r2,3 r3,3 − r1,1 − r2,2 r1,2 − r2,1
r2,3 − r3,2 r3,1 − r1,3 r1,2 − r2,1 r1,1 + r2,2 + r3,3
 (A.71)
The quaternion is the eigenvector corresponding to the first eigenvalue of matrix K2 or K3.
A.5.3 Version III: From a non-orthogonal DCM matrix
For a non-orthogonal matrix R forms the matrix K3 as in (A.58). The quaternion is the eigenvector
corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of matrix K3.
A.6 Characteristic equation of two quaternion product
Horn (1987) demonstrated on how to form characteristic equation of (4.16). Redefine components
of matrixM, as follows:
M =

a e h j
e b f i
h f c g
j i g d
 (A.72)
Then its characteristic equation is defined as:
det (M− λI) = λ4 + k3λ3 + k2λ2 + k1λ+ k0 = 0 (A.73)
with,
k3 = a+ b+ c+ d (A.74)
k2 = (ac− h2) + (bc− f2) + (ad− j2) + (bd− i2) + (cd+ g2) + (ab− e2) (A.75)
k1 = {−b(cd− g2) + f(dg − gi)− i(fg − ci)− a(cd− g2) + h(dh− gj)
−j(gh− cj)− a(bd− i2) + e(de− ij)− j(ei− bj)− a(bc− f2)
+e(ce− fh)− h(ef − bh)} (A.76)
k0 = (ab− e2)(cd− g2) + (eh− af)(fd− gi) + (ai− ej)(fg − ci)
(ef − bh)(hd− gj) + (bj − ei)(hg − cj) + (hi− fj)2 (A.77)
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A.7 Partial derivative of quaternion rotation matrix
Let (A.42), or (A.44), is rewritten as
Rvw(q¯
) =
R(q¯)1,1 R(q¯)1,2 R(q¯)1,3R(q
¯
)2,1 R(q
¯
)2,2 R(q
¯
)2,3
R(q
¯
)3,1 R(q
¯
)3,2 R(q
¯
)3,3
 =
R(q¯)xR(q
¯
)y
R(q
¯
)z
 (A.78)
Its partial derivative matrix is expressed, as follows
∂
(
R(q
¯
)
)
∂q
¯
=

∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q0
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q1
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q2
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q3
∂R(q
¯
)y
∂q0
∂R(q
¯
)y
∂q1
∂R(q
¯
)y
∂q2
∂R(q
¯
)y
∂q3
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q0
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q1
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q2
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q3

(A.79)
with,
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q0
= 2(q0 + q3 − q2) ∂R(q¯
)y
∂q0
= 2(−q3 + q0 + q1)
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q1
= 2(q1 + q2 + q3)
∂R(q
¯
)y
∂q1
= 2(q2 − q1 + q0)
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q2
= 2(−q2 + q1 − q0) ∂R(q¯
)y
∂q2
= 2(q1 + q2 + q3)
∂R(q
¯
)x
∂q3
= 2(−q3 + q0 + q1) ∂R(q¯
)y
∂q3
= 2(−q0 − q3 + q2)
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q0
= 2(q2 − q1 + q0)
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q1
= 2(q3 − q0 − q1)
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q2
= 2(q0 + q3 − q2)
∂R(q
¯
)z
∂q3
= 2(q1 + q2 + q3)
(A.80)
Appendix B
Test setting
B.1 Simulation test
A simulation test observation residual sets by generating of one realisation from six normally
distributed random numbers with mean value of 0 and a variance of 0.3 for observation.
True value of position vector of point p¯ is determined in three dimensional cartesian coordinate
system, given by:
p¯ =
 0.750.75
−0.20
 [m] (B.1)
Hence, the linear equation of the simulated system above can be written as:
y = Ap¯ + e; e ∼ N
(
0, σ2
)
(B.2)
with y is a generated observation vector, coefficient matrix A comes from a generated random
number as A = randn(6,3), and the observation residual e is generated from e = σ randn(6,1).
B.2 Static multi-baseline experiment
B.2.1 Fixed-single baseline experiment
Two fixed GNSS stations are observed with baseline length is about 145 metres in Stuttgart down-
town, Germany. The first station is located on the roof of LGL, Baden-Württemberg (SAPOS R©).
The second station is located on the roof of the Institute of Navigation, University of Stuttgart.
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• Observation and processing
Date : July 30th, 2014
Start time : 10 : 00 : 00 GPST
End time : 10 : 59 : 59 GPST
Weather : Sunny
Observed constellation : GPS
Number of observed satellites : 6–8 SVs.
Observed signal : C/A-code, L1-phase
Mask angle : 15◦
Observation method : Double-difference
Input data format : Rinex ver.2.11
Processing software : teqc, MATLAB R© R2012b
• Master station sheet
Receiver type : Trimble Net R5
Antenna type : TRM59800.00 SCIS
Antenna offset : 0 [m]
Coordinate in ECEF : (4157307.506; 671171.719; 4774690.564) [m]
• Rover station sheet
Receiver type : Trimble Net R9
Antenna type : Zephyr Geodetic 2 RoHS
Antenna offset : 0 [m]
Coordinate in ECEF : (4157189.323; 671201.984; 4774768.967) [m]
	  
Figure B.1: Master station antenna (courtesy of LGL, Baden-Württemberg)
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B.2.2 Virtual Reference Station of LGL (SAPOSR©), Baden-Württemberg
• Observation and processing
Date : March 11th, 2014
Start time : 1 : 00 : 00 GPST
End time : 1 : 15 : 00 GPST
Weather : Clear
Observed constellation : GPS
Number of observed satellites : 6–9 SVs.
Observed signal : C/A-code, L1-phase
Mask angle : 0◦
Observation method : Double-difference
Input data format : Rinex ver.2.11
Processing software : teqc, MATLAB R© R2012b
• Master station sheet
Receiver type : Trimble Net R5
Antenna type : TRM59800.00 SCIS
Antenna offset : 0 [m]
Coordinate in ECEF : (4157307.506; 671171.719; 4774690.564) [m]
• Virtual rover stations sheet
Table B.1: Virtual rover station baseline components in F-system
Rover fx [m] fy [m] fz [m]
#R1 5 0 0
#R2 0 5 0
#R3 3 3 -0.5
#R4 1 4 -0.5
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• VRS stations sketch
 
 
 
  
XM 
(Rec.: Trimble NetR5, 
 Ant.: TRM59800.00) 
 
 
fx 
fy 
fz 
XR1 (VRS) 
 
 
XR2 (VRS) 
 
 
XR3 (VRS) 
 
 
XR4 (VRS) 
 
 
Figure B.2: Unscaled sketch of VRS baselines on the roof top of LGL
Baden-Württemberg in Stuttgart, Germany
B.3 Kinematic multi-baseline experiment
• Observation and processing
Date : March 20th, 2014
Start time : 14 : 35 : 00 GPST
End time : 15 : 00 : 00 GPST
Weather : Clear
Observed constellation : GPS
Number of observed satellites : 6–8 SVs.
Observed signal : C/A-code, L1-phase
Mask angle : 0◦
Observation method : Double-difference
Input data format : Rinex ver.2.11
Processing software : teqc, MATLAB R© R2012b
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• Vehicle rover stations sheet
Table B.2: Baseline components of GPS antennae on VW minibus in F-system
Rover fx [m] fy [m] fz [m]
#R1 2.614 -0.024 0.039
#R2 0.082 -2.073 -0.022
#R3 2.606 -2.030 0.067
#R4 1.735 -0.119 -0.153
• GPS stations on vehicle sketch	
	
	
	 	
fx	
fy	
fz	
XM	
(Rec.:	Applanix-attached	Trimble,	
	Ant.:	Trimble	Zephyr)	
	
	
XR1	
(Rec.:	Applanix-
attached	Trimble,	
	Ant.:	Trimble	Zephyr)	
	
	
XR4	
(Rec.:	Trimble	4000	SSi,	
	Ant.:	Trimble	Compact	L1/L2	
wGP)	
	
	
XR2	
(Rec.:	Trimble	4000	
SSi,	
	Ant.:	Trimble	
Zephyr)	
	
	
XR3	
(Rec.:	Trimble	4000	
SSi,	
	Ant.:	Trimble	
Compact	L1/L2	wGP)	
	
	
Figure B.3: Unscaled installation sketch of GPS baselines on VW minibus of the
Institute of Navigation, the University of Stuttgart, Germany (source: (Banwy, 2014,
with modification))
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